
University Endowment Lands Community Advisory Council (UEL CAC) 
Suite #300 – 5755 Dalhousie Road 

Vancouver, BC, V6T 1W4 
 
August 14, 2021 
 
University Endowment Lands Advisory Design Panel 
Sent via Email 
Re:  Objection to Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non‐medical Cannabis Retail 
at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
 
Dear the University Endowment Lands Advisory Design Panel, 
 
On behalf of the University Endowment Lands Community Advisory Council (UEL CAC), we are writing 
this letter to provide comments as well as community feedback for two processes, namely rezoning by 
the University Endowment  Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional 
District to the B.C. Liquor and  Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).   
 
Please find the attached exhibits that support the objection to Change of Land Use District and Licensing 
Applications for Non‐medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village): 

‐ UEL CAC Letter of Opposition to Cannabis Retail at Unit 102 and 202, 5728 University Blvd 
(including research articles noting negative health effects of cannabis) 

‐ UBC Newspaper The Campus Resident Refers to the Petition Opposing Cannabis Retail at Unit 
102 and 202, 5728 University Blvd. 

‐ Signed Petition Opposing Unit 102 and 202, 5728 University Blvd 
‐ Letter of Opposition from University of British Columbia (UBC) Re:  Cannabis Retail at 102 and 

202, 5728 University Blvd 
‐ UEL Residents’ Letters of Opposition to Cannabis Retail at Unit 102 and 202, 5728 University 

Blvd (Please note that for privacy and confidentiality purposes, the UEL CAC has redacted the 
names of the UEL residents who have voiced their concerns and objection to the cannabis retail 
at Unit 102 and 202, 5728 University Blvd).  In summary, there are over _______ UEL residents 
who have sent in their objections regarding the proposed cannabis retail at Unit 102 and 202, 
5728 University Blvd. 

 
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.  If you have any questions or concerns regarding 
this information, please feel free to contact the UEL CAC at uelcac@gmail.com. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
 
Meng Yu Qi (President and Area A Representative of the UEL CAC)  



Rolf Brulhart (Vice President and Area D Representative of the UEL CAC) Vanessa Young (Secretary and 
Area A Representative of the UEL CAC) Patricia Silva (Treasurer and Area D Representative of the UEL 
CAC) Teddy O’Donnell (Area C Representative of the UEL CAC)  
 
cc. Mr. Jonn Braman PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca 
Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com  
Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca 
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University Endowment Lands Community Advisory Council (UEL CAC) 
Suite #300 - 5755 Dalhousie Road  

Vancouver, BC, V6T 1W4 

June 8, 2021  
Mr. Jonn Braman (Manager, UEL Administration Office) 
Sent via email: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca  
5495 Chancellor Boulevard  
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1E2  

Dear Mr. Braman, 

Re: Objection to Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for 
Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 

On behalf of the University Endowment Lands Community Advisory Council (UEL 
CAC), we are writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely 
rezoning by the University Endowment  Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by 
Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and  Cannabis Regulation Branch 
(LCRB).  

Under the current UEL Land Use, Building and Community Administration Bylaw, the 
intent of land use in the  UEL Commercial District (i.e. U-Hill Village area) is to provide 
for a wide range of commercial activities and  services that require central locations to 
serve nearby neighbourhoods and the University of B.C. non resident day population.  

The proposed rezoning would not serve the University of British Columbia (UBC) 
non-resident day population since they should not need cannabis during the daytime 
when they are on campus for work or classes. Therefore, the only relevant  question 
is whether it would serve nearby neighbourhoods.  

Some residents of nearby UBC neighbourhoods, such as those living in Gage 
neighbourhood student housing, may welcome non-medicinal retail cannabis in the 
UEL Village. However, for the nearby UEL neighbourhoods, there are much better ways 
to serve their commercial needs. The newly adopted Area D  Neighbourhood Plan 
provides for a significant population increase in the immediate neighbourhood and this 
alone will create demand for many services and amenities which, in our view, would 
contribute more to the life of Area D and surrounding neighbourhoods than a cannabis 
retail outlet. This is especially so given that there is already a cannabis retail outlet 
conveniently nearby on West Tenth Avenue at Sasamat (which is a short B Line bus 
ride away) for those who wish to use it.  

Accordingly, we oppose the proposed rezoning. 

With regard to licensing, UBC’s current land use rules do not permit cannabis retail on 
its campus lands. In  other words, cannabis retail is not an approved use on UBC 
Campus lands and UBC does not entertain applications for cannabis retail. It is my 

https://maps.google.com/maps?z=16&q=suite%2B%23300%2B-%2B5755%2Bdalhousie%2Broad%2Bvancouver%2C%2Bbc%2C%2Bv6t%2B1w4
https://maps.google.com/maps?z=16&q=suite%2B%23300%2B-%2B5755%2Bdalhousie%2Broad%2Bvancouver%2C%2Bbc%2C%2Bv6t%2B1w4


understanding that UBC’s position was carefully considered and is motivated by a duty 
of care to its students. Since the proposed outlet is a short walk from the heart of UBC’s 
Campus, we are of the view that licensing cannabis retail close to campus would be 
contrary to the public interest when UBC has made a decision not to entertain such 
applications.  

Please note that in our area, in addition to UBC students many of whom are 17 and 18 
year olds, the proposed site for Cannabis retail is surrounded by minor children, and 
this is evidence by a survey around the area for the proposed Cannabis retail site, for 
example: 

• Little Mountain Learning Academy which serves Kindergarten to Grade 12
remains in the area (located at the second floor above Starbucks with the 
access point near Starbucks.   

• Youth or children under 19 gather throughout the Village passageways with their
friends and certainly are joining their friends at the various fast food outlets 
sprinkled throughout the Village after school or on the weekends to hang 
out.  Some of these popular stores include Pearl Fever Tea House, 
McDonalds, Subway, and Starbucks. 

• In addition, Jim Everett Memorial Park serves as a playground for children and
we foresee it as being an attractive place for potential future cannabis 
purchasers to smoke. 

Aside from our objection, many UEL residents, and other residents nearby (including 
University Neighbourhoods Association (UNA), for example), have also voiced their 
strong objections and concerns regarding the proposed cannabis retail store.   

Furthermore, extensive research has been done with regards to the effects of cannabis 
on health issues, particularly on youth and young people, who make up a majority of the 
population in the UEL and UBC area.  For example, Associate Professor Meldon 
Kahan, MD, Department of Family Medicine, University of Toronto, and Medical Director 
of the Substance Use Service at Women’s College Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
stated “We are in the midst of a huge epidemic of young people using 
marijuana.”  Studies have also shown that use of cannabis leads to a significant 
increase of being diagnosed with schizophrenia or psychotic disorder or even loss of 
IQ.  Moreover, Professor Meldon Kahan has stated that this epidemic of cannabis use 
“is driven partially by changed attitudes toward its use and by legalization, but is driven 
largely, at least in Canada, by cannabis companies that are pushing it to this age group 
and claiming it’s safe, while in reality, it’s anything but safe.”  All the studies we have 
researched are current and definitely not in favour of exposing people under the age of 
25 to cannabis.  However, as previously stated in our letter, UBC is a university 
composed of many students, mostly under the age of 25, let alone the schools and 
children that are from the neighbourhood who would be attending classes or 
extracurricular activities steps away from the potential cannabis shop.   

Thus, we strongly ask you to not approve the Change of Land Use District and Licensing 
Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL 
Village) 



Sincerely, 

UEL CAC 

Meng Yu Qi (President and Area A Representative of the UEL CAC) 

Rolf Brulhart (Vice President and Area D Representative of the UEL CAC) 

Vanessa Young (Secretary and Area A Representative of the UEL CAC) 

Patricia Silva (Treasurer and Area D Representative of the UEL CAC) 

Teddy O’Donnell (Area C Representative of the UEL CAC) 

cc. Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com
Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
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Is there a link between marijuana use and psychiatric
disorders?

Several studies have linked marijuana use to increased risk for psychiatric disorders, including
psychosis (schizophrenia), depression, anxiety, and substance use disorders, but whether and to
what extent it actually causes these conditions is not always easy to determine.   Recent
research suggests that smoking high-potency marijuana every day could increase the chances of
developing psychosis by nearly �ve times compared to people who have never used
marijuana.  The amount of drug used, the age at �rst use, and genetic vulnerability have all
been shown to in�uence this relationship. The strongest evidence to date concerns links
between marijuana use and psychiatric disorders in those with a preexisting genetic or other
vulnerability.

Research using longitudinal data from the National Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and
Related Conditions examined associations between marijuana use, mood and anxiety disorders,
and substance use disorders. After adjusting for various confounding factors, no association
between marijuana use and mood and anxiety disorders was found. The only signi�cant
associations were increased risk of alcohol use disorders, nicotine dependence, marijuana use
disorder, and other drug use disorders.

Recent research (see "AKT1 Gene Variations and Psychosis") has found that people who use
marijuana and carry a speci�c variant of the AKT1 gene, which codes for an enzyme that a�ects
dopamine signaling in the striatum, are at increased risk of developing psychosis. The striatum is
an area of the brain that becomes activated and �ooded with dopamine when certain stimuli are
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present. One study found that the risk of psychosis among those with this variant was seven
times higher for those who used marijuana daily compared with those who used it infrequently
or used none at all.

Source: Di Forti et al. Biol Psychiatry. 2012.

Whether adolescent marijuana use can contribute to developing psychosis later in adulthood appears to
depend on whether a person already has a genetically based vulnerability to the disorder. The AKT1 gene
governs an enzyme that a�ects brain signaling involving the neurotransmitter dopamine. Altered dopamine
signaling is known to be involved in schizophrenia. AKT1 can take one of three forms in a speci�c region of
the gene implicated in susceptibility to schizophrenia: T/T, C/T, and C/C. Those who use marijuana daily
(green bars) with the C/C variant have a seven times higher risk of developing psychosis than those who use
it infrequently or use none at all. The risk for psychosis among those with the T/T variant was una�ected by
whether they used marijuana.

Another study found an increased risk of psychosis among adults who had used marijuana in
adolescence and also carried a speci�c variant of the gene for catechol-O-methyltransferase
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(COMT), an enzyme that degrades neurotransmitters such as dopamine and norepinephrine
(see "Genetic Variations in COMT In�uences the Harmful E�ects of Abused Drugs"). Marijuana
use has also been shown to worsen the course of illness in patients who already have
schizophrenia. As mentioned previously, marijuana can produce an acute psychotic reaction in
non-schizophrenic people who use marijuana, especially at high doses, although this fades as
the drug wears o�.

Source: Di Forti et al. Biol Psychiatry. 2012.

The in�uence of adolescent marijuana use on adult psychosis is a�ected by genetic variables. This �gure
shows that variations in a gene can a�ect the likelihood of developing psychosis in adulthood following
exposure to cannabis in adolescence. The COMT gene governs an enzyme that breaks down dopamine, a
brain chemical involved in schizophrenia. It comes in two forms: "Met" and "Val." Individuals with one or two
copies of the Val variant have a higher risk of developing schizophrenic-type disorders if they used cannabis
during adolescence (dark bars). Those with only the Met variant were una�ected by cannabis use.
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Inconsistent and modest associations have been reported between marijuana use and suicidal
thoughts and attempted suicide among teens.  Marijuana has also been associated with an
amotivational syndrome, de�ned as a diminished or absent drive to engage in typically
rewarding activities. Because of the role of the endocannabinoid system in regulating mood and
reward, it has been hypothesized that brain changes resulting from early use of marijuana may
underlie these associations, but more research is needed to verify that such links exist and
better understand them.

Adverse Consequences of Marijuana Use

Photo by
©getttyimages.com/Fuse

Acute (present during intoxication)

Impaired short-term memory

Impaired attention, judgment, and other cognitive functions

Impaired coordination and balance

Increased heart rate

Anxiety, paranoia

Psychosis (uncommon)
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Persistent (lasting longer than intoxication, but may not
be permanent)

Impaired learning and coordination

Sleep problems

Long-term (cumulative effects of repeated use)

Potential for marijuana addiction

Impairments in learning and memory with potential loss of IQ*

Increased risk of chronic cough, bronchitis

Increased risk of other drug and alcohol use disorders

Increased risk of schizophrenia in people with genetic vulnerability**

*Loss of IQ among individuals with persistent marijuana use disorder who began
using heavily during adolescence

**These are often reported co-occurring symptoms/disorders with chronic marijuana
use. However, research has not yet determined whether marijuana is causal or just
associated with these mental problems.

July 2020
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Cannabis-Induced Psychosis in Teenagers and
Young Adults: Risk Factors, Detection,
Management

Batya Swift Yasgur, MA, LSW

     

Cannabis use is extremely common among adolescents and young adults, with an estimated 14% of

students in the 10th grade, 23% of students in the 12th grade, and 22% of college students and young

adults engaging in at least monthly use in 2016.  In 2015, 1.8 million adolescents (aged 12-17 years)

and 6.9 million young adults (aged 18-25 years) were current users of cannabis.  Moreover, the

problem is increasing: 30-day prevalence of use among students in the 12th grade rose from 19% in

2007 to 23% in 2017.  There is even higher use in Canada: In 2013, an estimated 28% of youths aged

11 to 15 years admitted to using cannabis at least once a year, and a high number reported weekly or

daily use.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse reports that cannabis use is more prevalent among males than

females, indicating a sex gap that is continuing to widen.  The effects of the drug also differ between

the sexes, in that males show a greater cannabis-induced high compared with their female

counterparts. By 9th grade, approximately 1 in 3 boys and 1 in 4 girls will have used cannabis.  A

survey of more than 2000 cannabis users found that men reported using cannabis more frequently

and in higher quantities than women, and were also more likely to use joints/blunts, vaporizers, and

concentrates, whereas women were more likely to use pipes and oral administration.

“We are in the midst of a huge epidemic of young people using marijuana,” observed Meldon Kahan,

MD, Associate Professor, Department of Family Medicine, University of Toronto, and Medical

Director of the Substance Use Service at Women’s College Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

June 25, 2019
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C O N T I N U E  R E A D I N G

Today’s top picks on the Haymarket Medical Network

“The epidemic is driven partially by changed attitudes toward its use and by legalization, but is driven

largely, at least in Canada, by cannabis companies that are pushing it to this age group and claiming it’s

safe, while in reality, it’s anything but safe,” he told Psychiatry Advisor.

Misperceived Safety

Cannabis consists of numerous compounds, but the central 2 are cannabidiol (CBD) and Δ-

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which is responsible for the psychoactive effects that occur via its

interaction with the endocannabinoid system.  Adolescents typically do not think that cannabis use is

as risky as other substances, a belief that has been “steadily growing.”  When asked, “How much do

you think people risk harming themselves if they smoke marijuana regularly?” less than one-third of

high school seniors responded that there was a “great risk” in 2016 compared with 58% in 2006.  The

pervasiveness of cannabis, together with its “relatively low lethality,” has led to the misperception

among adolescents and adults alike that it is innocuous ; for example, many baby boomers who used

cannabis when they were in college have resumed use.  However, the amount of THC is considerably

higher than it was in the 1960s and 1970s, with rates that continue to climb. THC levels in cannabis

have risen from 8.9% in 2008 to 17.1% in 2017, and the mean THC:CBT ratio also rose substantially,

going from 23 in 2008 to 104 in 2017.

Cannabis use in adolescence is associated with harmful outcomes during adulthood (eg, adverse social

behaviors,  decreased neuropsychological and cognitive function,  and increased risk for

depression, anxiety, and suicidality ).

Moreover, during adolescence, cannabis is associated with increased psychiatric emergency

department (ED) visits  and increased risk for psychosis,  with some research suggesting that it

might as much as double the risk for psychosis and schizophrenia.

Misperceived Bene�ts: Adolescent ADHD and Anxiety

In addition to sometimes inaccurate safety perceptions, there is an “increasingly popular perception”

that cannabis is bene�cial for attention-de�cit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and many individuals
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with the condition are turning to cannabis for relief of symptoms such as poor concentration or

hyperactivity.

“In the past month, I have treated 6 young men — adolescents or young adults — who presented to the

ED with psychosis induced by vaping high-potency cannabis,” Wilfrid Noel Raby, PhD, MD, Adjunct

Assistant Clinical Professor, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York, told Psychiatry

Advisor.

“It could be that the cannabis temporarily overrides some of the de�cits that are associated with

ADHD; for example, more aberrant frontal lobe functioning or hyperactivity,” he suggested.

However, “many of these youngsters are also taking stimulants, and stimulants can work

synergistically with THC when consumed in low quantities, since THC can also have excitatory effects.

In fact, many people get agitated when using it,” Dr Raby pointed out.

In contrast, “I’ve had people tell me that marijuana balances out the stimulant effects and adds

relaxation when smoked in higher quantities, but the excessive glutamate release from the

combination of THC and stimulants can lead to psychosis.”

The dose and potency of cannabis are very important, Dr Raby noted.

“We know that cannabidiol can have inhibitory effects that protect against the psychoactive and

stimulating effects of THC alone, and there may be other cannabinoids contained in cannabis that

have a similar effect,” he said.

“But vaping a product that is almost exclusively THC means that there is nothing to counterbalance it,”

he explained.

Many youngsters and adults associated cannabis with relaxation or relief of insomnia, Dr Kahan

added. “Patients who would like to reduce anxiety, increase sleep, or address pain should look

speci�cally for products made exclusively or primarily with CBD,” he recommended.

Cannabis and the Adolescent Brain: Vulnerability to Psychosis

Whether adolescents are using cannabis recreationally or medicinally, Thorsten Rudroff, PhD,

Assistant Professor, Department of Health and Human Physiology and Department of Neurology,

University of Iowa, Iowa City, cautions, “Adolescence and young adulthood are critical periods in which

the use of a high-THC product can have a big effect on the structure and function of the developing

brain.”

“Blood �ow and glucose metabolism may be impaired in regions associated with maturation, especially

when cannabis is being used together with alcohol, as many young people do,” he told Psychiatry

Advisor.
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Cannabis has been found to be involved in as much as 50% of cases of psychosis, schizophrenia, and

schizophreniform episodes.  Although the exact neurobiological processes are not fully

understood,  there are several hypothesis explaining the association.

“The endocannabinoid system is critical for neurodevelopment and as such is present in early

development, and maintains expression throughout life.”  Numerous important changes take place in

the brain during adolescence; in particular, neuronal maturation and rearrangement processes (eg,

myelination, synaptic pruning, and dendritic plasticity).

“Exogenously ingested cannabis produces supraphysiologic effects at [endocannabinoid]-targeted

receptors and thus usurp[s] the normal endocannabinoid system,”  resulting in a “cascade of

neurochemical and neurostructural aberrations.”  Synaptic plasticity may be impaired in

schizophrenia, and it is likely that the effect of cannabis on neuroplasticity of the developing brain may

play a role in the vulnerability to psychosis.

Moreover, the disruptions in brain development caused by neurotoxic effects of regular cannabis use

might signi�cantly alter neurodevelopmental trajectories, not only by changing neurochemical

communication and genetic expression of neural development but also by having a toxic effect on

brain tissue itself.

In addition, individuals at familial risk for psychosis have an increased sensitivity to the effects of

cannabis, suggesting a biological interaction between cannabis use and underlying genetic

vulnerability.

“THC affects regions of the brain that are responsible for psychosis and hallucinations,” Dr Rudroff

wrote. He noted that in his research, which focused on the use of cannabis in people with multiple

sclerosis, his team looked at the effect of both THC and CBD on glucose uptake in the brain.

“THC caused increased glucose metabolism in the left temporal area, a region associated with

executive dysfunction and psychosis, which is especially problematic in patients with [multiple

sclerosis] because they already have brain impairments that can lead to psychosis,” he explained.

Although CBD may have some medical bene�ts, “the medical bene�ts of THC are unclear and

debatable,” Dr Rudroff added.
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Abstract
Marijuana is one of the most abused substances in the world. Marijuana is getting legalized around the
world. So, it is crucial to understand its effect on our mental health. Its impact on the schizophrenia
spectrum needs our special attention. Even though marijuana has been around for a long time, its exact
effects are still unknown. Schizophrenia is a chronic illness affecting approximately 20 million people
worldwide. Schizophrenia and cannabis seem to have a close relationship, and we want to explore this.
We want to know if marijuana is causing, exacerbating, or treating schizophrenia. This systematic
review explores this question. We searched online resources like PubMed, PubMed Central, Cochrane
Library, and Google Scholar for systematic reviews, traditional reviews, randomized controlled trials,
and meta-analysis on cannabis and schizophrenia/ psychosis. We included human studies published in
peer-reviewed journals in the English language in the last five years. After reviewing 96 initial results
of our search, we excluded 25 duplicates, 29 abstracts, and 18 irrelevant articles. We did a quality
assessment for the remaining 24 studies using various quality assessment tools. After the quality
assessment, we found 12 articles were of low quality and excluded those. We included the remaining
12 final studies in our systematic review. Out of these 12 studies, five were traditional reviews, two
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systematic reviews, two meta-analysis, and three observational studies. Six of the articles were on
cannabis’s effect on just schizophrenia or psychotic disorder. The other six included schizophrenia plus
other psychiatric or neurological illnesses. Ten of the studies had data supporting the causative link
between cannabis and schizophrenia. Eight records had data supporting the exacerbating effect of
marijuana. Six studies had data supporting the therapeutic effect of the cannabidiol (CBD) component
of cannabis. From the current data, we can conclude that the tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) component
of cannabis can be the main culprit causing psychosis and schizophrenia in the at-risk population. THC
can also be the one exacerbating symptoms and causing an adverse prognosis in already diagnosed
patients. Even though CBD shows therapeutic effects and THC opposing effects, the data is minimal
and low safety and efficacy warrants more research. The relation between cannabis and schizophrenia
needs further investigation. We need more case-control studies and clinical trials with a larger
population to get conclusive data.

Keywords: marijuana, cannabis, schizophrenia, psychosis, mental health, schizophrenia spectrum, thc,
cbd

Introduction and background
In today’s stress-driven lives all around the world, mental health might be the most crucial aspect of
overall health. People find different activities to feel better mentally and emotionally, some of them are
creative and others destructive. One of these activities for mental relaxation is substance abuse. We all
know many misused substances, but cannabis is one of the most widely used ones [1]. Cannabis is
more commonly known as marijuana, hash, pot, blaze, herb, hay, or weed [2]. Smoking of dried plants
in the form of a cigarette (aka joint), pipes, water-filled pipes (aka bong), or using it in edible products
like cookies and brownies are some of the most preferred ways to use cannabis. However, now people
also use it in the form of concentrated oil or vapor, mainly tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) [3]. The
number of people who believe that regular marijuana use can be harmful is decreasing [3]. In 2007, 7%
of the population, aged 15-64 in the Americas reported using marijuana [4], which increased to 8.4
percent in 2017 [5]. The most increase was observed in the United States of America, from 9.9% in
2007 to 15.3% in 2017 [6]. The most increase in cannabis use was among high school students [6]. The
young population who do not attend college are more vulnerable to use marijuana daily [5].

Schizophrenia is a chronic mental condition affecting 20 million people worldwide [7]. Studies using
household-based survey samples, clinical diagnostic interviews, and medical records show that the
prevalence of schizophrenia and related psychotic disorders in the US is estimated to range between
0.25% and 0.64% [8]. Estimation of the international prevalence of schizophrenia among non-
institutionalized persons is 0.33% to 0.75% [8]. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
5th edition (DSM-5) defines schizophrenia as two or more of either delusions, hallucinations,
disorganized speech, disorganized behaviors, or negative symptoms present for a significant amount of
time during one month among which at least one of these symptoms should be delusions,
hallucinations, or disorganized speech, and the signs of disturbance must persist for at least six months
[9]. Schizophrenia has a group of “positive” and “negative” symptoms. Positive symptoms are
delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech/ behavior/ thinking, and negative symptoms are
diminished expressions, avolition, alogia, anhedonia, and asociality [10]. The presence of delusions or
hallucinations is also known as a psychotic disorder [9]. Psychosis describes symptoms, whereas
schizophrenia is a chronic illness that includes severe psychotic symptoms [10]. According to DSM-5,
schizophrenia and brief psychotic disorder are a part of the schizophrenia spectrum, a group of
disorders [9].

It is a well-known fact that many of the abuse substances cause psychosis, which is a part of the
schizophrenia spectrum; cannabis is one [9]. Moreover, if cannabis use leads to schizophrenia
development or worsens schizophrenic symptoms, it is a subject of interest for many psychiatrists and
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researchers. Researchers are conducting studies about its pharmaceutical use as well as its relation with
schizophrenia and psychosis. Marijuana is legal for medical use in 31 states, and the District of
Columbia in the United States [11] and nine states have legalized it for recreational use [12]. That is
why it is imperative to understand how cannabis can affect our mental health. The purpose of this study
is to know to what extent cannabis use and schizophrenia are related. We want to know if marijuana
can be a causative factor for psychosis or schizophrenia.

In this systematic review, we will see marijuana’s relations with schizophrenia. We will try to
understand if cannabis is causing schizophrenia or treating some of the schizophrenic symptoms. We
will review multiple articles on marijuana/ cannabis and schizophrenia/ psychosis and try to understand
their correlation. We plan to push our knowledge a little further at the end of this review.

Review
Methodology

We conducted our systematic review using Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.

Database

We started our research on March 24, 2020, using online libraries as our database. We searched
PubMed, PubMed Central, Google Scholar, and Cochrane Library for our data collection

Search Strategy

We included studies related to marijuana/cannabis use and schizophrenia/psychosis. Our keywords and
medical subject heading (MeSH) search strategies included marijuana, mental health, cannabis,
schizophrenia, psychosis. We included the results for each search in Table 1.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7442038/table/TAB1/
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Table 1

Initial search results

This table represents the search result numbers that we found for each keyword or MeSH
(Medical Subject Heading) keyword.

Open in a separate window

Inclusion Criteria

Keyword/ MeSH keyword Database Search result number

Cannabis PubMed Central 14388

PubMed 1352

Google Scholar 67500

Cochrane 37

Marijuana PubMed Central 22081

PubMed 1672

Google Scholar 48800

Cochrane 67

Mental health PubMed Central 219934

PubMed 24285

Google Scholar 1110000

Cochrane 2175

Marijuana, mental health PubMed Central 12140

PubMed 305

Google Scholar 21800

Cochrane 44

Marijuana, Schizophrenia PubMed Central 4579

PubMed 124

Google Scholar 14700

Cochrane 1

Marijuana, psychosis PubMed Central 4961

PubMed 180

Google Scholar 13200

Cochrane 1

Marijuana, schizophrenia, psychosis PubMed Central 2977

PubMed 77

Google Scholar 9490

Cochrane 1

Marijuana, cannabis, Schizophrenia, psychosis PubMed Central 2469

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7442038/table/TAB1/?report=objectonly
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We selected peer-reviewed articles and studies from the last five years published in the English
language. We included only human studies in the category of systematic reviews, traditional reviews,
meta-analysis, randomized trials. All data collected is ethical and legal.

Exclusion Criteria

We excluded gray literature and animal studies. We also excluded studies done before the last five
years.

Quality Assessment Tools

We used a measurement tool to assess systematic reviews (AMSTAR) questionnaire for systematic
reviews and meta-analysis, Cochrane risk bias assessment tools for clinical trials, New Castle-Ottawa
questionnaire for observational studies, and the scale for the assessment of narrative review articles
(SANRA) scale for traditional reviews. We excluded studies that were of low quality.

Data Collection

Data collection was done individually from the final articles after quality assessment.

Result

After searching the database, we selected 96 studies after screening the titles and reviewed them. After
screening the articles and removing 25 duplicates (13 from articles from PubMed, and 12 articles from
other sources), we ended up with 71 articles (Figure 1). We found 29 abstracts without full articles and
excluded them from our final list. After reviewing full articles, we excluded 18 articles because we
found them not relevant to our study. We used various quality assessment tools for the remaining 24
articles. We excluded 12 low-quality articles and included 12 articles for data extraction. Table 2 shows
the characteristics of the included 12 articles.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7442038/figure/FIG1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7442038/table/TAB2/
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Open in a separate window
Figure 1
PRISMA flow diagram

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/core/lw/2.0/html/tileshop_pmc/tileshop_pmc_inline.html?title=Click%20on%20image%20to%20zoom&p=PMC3&id=7442038_cureus-0012-00000009309-i01.jpg
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7442038/figure/FIG1/?report=objectonly
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7442038/figure/FIG1/
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Table 2

Characteristics of the studies included in this system review

GAD: generalized anxiety disorder, PTSD: post-traumatic stress disorder, ADHD: attention-
deficit hyperactivity disorder, MDD: major depressive disorder, CBD: cannabidiol, THC:
tetrahydrocannabinol

Open in a separate window

Author Journal and publication
year

Psychiatric disorder included Conclusion Type of
research

Pearson
et al.
[10]

International Journal of
Environmental Research
and Public Health. 2019

Schizophrenia. cannabis-induced
psychotic disorder

Causative,
exacerbating

Traditional
review

Singh et
al. [13]

Indian J Med Res. 2017 Psychosis, bipolar disorder,
cognitive functions

Causative,
exacerbating

Traditional
review

Gage et
al. [14]

Psychol Med. 2017 Schizophrenia Causative Meta-analysis

Abush
et al.
[15]

Psychiatry Res
Neuroimaging. 2018

Schizophrenia, psychosis, bipolar
disorder

Causative,
exacerbating

Observational
study

Hahn
[16]

Schizophr Bull. 2018 Schizophrenia, psychosis Causative,
exacerbating,
CBD
therapeutic

Traditional
review

Hanna
et al.
[17]

Am J Drug Alcohol
Abuse. 2017

Schizophrenia psychosis,
depression, bipolar disorder, GAD

Causative,
exacerbating,
CBD
therapeutic

Traditional
review

Sarris et
al. [18]

BMC Psychiatry. 2020 Anxiety, PTSD, depression,
insomnia, schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, ADHD

THC causative,
exacerbating,
CBD
therapeutic

Systematic
review

Marconi
et al.
[19]

Schizophr Bull. 2016 Schizophrenia Causative Meta-analysis

Kelley
et al.
[20]

Schizophr Res. 2016 Schizophrenia, psychosis Causative Observational
study

Hanna
et al.
[21]

Schizophr Bull. 2016 Schizophrenia, psychosis, bipolar
disorder

Causative,
exacerbating,
CBD
therapeutic

Observational
study

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7442038/table/TAB2/?report=objectonly
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Study type

We included five traditional reviews, two systematic reviews, two meta-analyses, three observational
studies in our final analysis.

Included Ailments

We had six records based solely on the relation between schizophrenia/ psychosis and marijuana/
cannabis. The other six records reviewed the link between marijuana/ cannabis and multiple psychiatric
illnesses, including schizophrenia/ psychosis.

Outcome

Ten of the final records concluded marijuana as a causative factor for schizophrenia. Eight records
found that marijuana, specifically tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) has an exacerbating effect on
schizophrenia symptoms. Six records said that marijuana/cannabis derivative cannabidiol (CBD) could
help in treating specific symptoms of schizophrenia.

Discussion

There are clear psychiatric comorbidity and cognitive decline in cannabis use disorder [13]. A person
ever exposed to cannabis in his/her lifetime is at a higher risk of schizophrenia development [10].
There is a high frequency of psychotic disorders with cannabis users, and cannabis also alters the age
of onset and course and presentation of the disease [13]. Cannabis-induced psychosis is a part of the
schizophrenia spectrum that eventually convert to schizophrenia [10]. Patients with psychotic disorders
have a higher tendency to use marijuana. A reverse causation hypothesis suggests that the diagnosis of
schizophrenia predicts cannabis use initiation [14]. However, we lack information about their
mechanism of action. Among psychotic/ schizophrenia patients, 16% currently use cannabis, and 27%
have a history of use in their lifetime [15]. One-third to two-thirds of the psychotic population start
using cannabis after the first psychotic break [16]. These numbers suggest that marijuana might be
more pleasurable for schizophrenia spectrum patients, which is merely speculative and requires further
investigation [14]. It can also be due to recall bias in many of the studies.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that schizophrenia and psychosis walk hand in hand alongside with
cannabis use. Cannabis has many strains with different ratios of components. The ratio of THC and
CBD is the most important psychotomimetic property of any cannabis strain [14]. When a healthy
person uses cannabis, he experiences relaxation, euphoria, and a decrease in anxiety and boredom.
However, they might also have some undesirable effects like paranoia, grandiosity, agitation,
hallucination, cognitive impairment, disorganized thinking and behavior, and depersonalization [17].
People predisposed to the development of psychotic illness are more vulnerable to the psychotomimetic
effects of cannabis, more specifically, THC [16,17].

Per se cannabis does not cause schizophrenia or psychosis. However, we have longitudinal data
supporting the causal link between cannabis and psychosis [18]. The causal relationship is not explicit,
but there is a minimum link connecting both [14,19]. The confounding factors to cannabis use and
schizophrenia development can be gender, family history, genetic predisposition, and more [20].
Cannabis interacts with pre-existing genetic and environmental factors and leads to early schizophrenia
[13,15,17,21]. A person who will inevitably develop a psychotic illness has generalized brain
dysfunction, whereas a person who needs cannabis exposure with their genetic predisposition to
develop psychosis has a more selective effect of psychosis and selective cognitive defect [21]. Frequent
cannabis users have increased risk of developing psychosis/ schizophrenia and that too, at an earlier
age [20]. The adolescent brain responds to cannabis differently than the adult brain [15]. The age when
cannabis usage starts directly correlates with the age of onset of psychosis [20]. There is a positive
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association between cannabis dose and psychosis, increasing psychosis by four-fold in the heaviest
users and two-fold in average users compared to non-users [19]. An increase in frequency and dose of
cannabis use are most predictive of future psychosis/schizophrenia development [19,20].

Case-control studies show that earlier and higher doses of cannabis use lead to the more rapid
development of psychotic symptoms [10,15]. Frequent use of cannabis, especially the start of use at a
younger age, doubles the risk of schizophrenia development in the future [16]. Daily use of marijuana
increases the risk of psychotic illness development with as much as five times higher risk in person
using high potency THC [18]. We already have studies supporting genetic predisposition to
schizophrenia. Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), cannabinoid receptor 1 (CNR1), catechol-o-
methyl transferase (COMT), protein kinase B also known as AKT1, and dopamine receptor D2
(DRD2) are some of the genes that are at risk of developing schizophrenia after early cannabis
exposure; however, the transition rate is meager [18]. Cannabis changes the natural course of psychotic
symptoms in the genotype Met/Met [10]. From this data, we can say that harm minimizing approach
aiming at dose reduction or later onset of use can be relevant in the prevention and treatment of
psychosis [19].

In laboratory studies, THC at high doses produces psychosis-like symptoms and shows a transient
increase in positive symptoms and cognitive impairment. In contrast, CBD attenuates adverse effects
caused by THC [17, 18]. Among chronic users, comparison of cognitive effect between weaker and
stronger preparation users showed a decline among stronger preparation users in the form of poor
concentration and attention, memory impairment [13]. Younger and more frequent users are at higher
risk of developing cognitive decline [13]. Adolescent cannabis use impacts cognition in the future [21].
Imaging shows more significant brain matter loss in first-episode schizophrenia patients with a history
of cannabis use [21]. Cannabis use after the first psychotic break is a significant predictor for poor
prognosis because of low adherence and inadequate response to antipsychotics seen in cannabis users
[16]. Heavy and chronic cannabis use after schizophrenia spectrum diagnosis can lead to more and
earlier relapses with worsening of symptoms and more extended hospitalization even in patients stable
on antipsychotics [16,17,22]. Effect of cannabis use on cognitive outcomes are controversial as acute
effects of THC mimics positive, negative and cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia along with
neurophysiological phenomena of psychosis in non-psychotic person and worsens psychotic symptoms
and cognitive function in schizophrenic person but CBD use shows a better cognitive function in the
schizophrenic person [16]. THC increases psychosis symptoms in a dose-dependent fashion, primarily
IV THC [22].

Even after diagnosis, chronic cannabis use in schizophrenic patients has a detrimental effect on brain
morphology [16]. Neuroimaging review by Abush H et al. can be a significant discovery in
understanding cannabis use effect on adolescent brain and schizophrenia development. Their review
shows a whole-brain and regional gray matter density (GMD) decrease in schizophrenic and psychotic
patients, both with adolescent cannabis use history and without adolescent cannabis use history.
However, GMD is less reduced in psychosis with a history of early cannabis use history [15]. Gray
matter density and cognition in schizophrenia with adolescent cannabis use is similar to healthy
control, which suggests that they had low vulnerability for psychosis, and perhaps had they not used
cannabis, they would not have developed psychosis [15]. They may represent a clinical subgroup with
novel illness mechanism which requires novel therapies [15]. Early cannabis use is also associated with
increased cortical thickness and gray/ white matter border contrast [15,21]. They also have decreased
local gyrification index in the prefrontal cortex [15]. Chronic low dose exposure to THC modified
dendrites in the shell of the nucleus accumbens and medial prefrontal cortex, resulting in increased
dendritic length and increased numbers of branches [15]. These data help us formulate two theories to
explain the GMD difference in patients with cannabis use history and no cannabis use. One, cannabis
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abuse can precipitate psychosis in person with less prominent cognitive and neuro-anatomical risk
factors for illness. Two, cannabis has a sparing effect on brain structure [15]. However, to have definite
answers, we need more case-control studies.

On the other hand, we have data showing the therapeutic effects of cannabis. Many trials are going on
right now on CBD and its use in psychiatric illnesses. Schizophrenia spectrum patients with a history of
cannabis use in their adolescence show better cognitive performance on BACS composite score
compared to patients with no adolescent cannabis use history [15,21]. This difference can be due to
CBD in cannabis. Compared to THC, CBD has subtle subjective effects and no euphorigenic
properties, and it also reduces the efficacy of THC [16]. In one trial, 600-800 mg CBD for four weeks
in schizophrenic patients alleviated psychotic symptoms similar to antipsychotic drug amisulpride but
with fewer side effects [16]. In another trial, 1000 mg CBD for six weeks in adjunction to antipsychotic
medication in stable schizophrenia spectrum diagnosed people showed a reduction in positive
symptoms [16,18,22,23]. A study has shown that 1500 mg CBD daily for 26 days is beneficial in
treatment-resistant schizophrenia [18]. Three RCTs showed improvement with CBD in both cognition
and psychotic symptoms in patients with schizophrenia spectrum diagnosis [23]. These CBD properties
can be useful for the tailored intervention of psychosis and schizophrenia with co-morbid cannabis
misuse [16]. It may even reduce cannabis use itself by lowering the psychotomimetic effect of THC
[16]. Even though CBD shows improvement in positive affect in psychotic individuals, it also increases
hallucinations in some cases and worsens negative symptoms [17]. Even after CBD’s therapeutic
potential, low efficacy, and safety of cannabis-based medications warrant more extensive trials for
more data [23].

Even after all the available data, our systematic review has limitations. We only included data
published in the English language from the last five years. We excluded articles other than systematic
reviews, traditional reviews, meta-analysis, and randomized trials. We only included human trials and
did not include gray literature and non-peer-reviewed articles. There can be recall bias in some of the
studies included. We need further research on the neurobiological aspects of cannabis. More clinical
trials and case-control studies with a larger population are required for more detailed data before we
can get a final result. We should study all the possible health effects in proper depth. With the
knowledge that we have right now, use in at-risk adolescent populations with developing brains should
be discouraged. Furthermore, even in a population that uses cannabis, proper education about its effect
is needed.

Conclusions
Cannabis and schizophrenia/psychosis have a close relationship. We have evidence suggesting that
cannabis use, primarily THC in cannabis, in genetically predisposed or at-risk populations, leads to
earlier diagnosis of psychosis/schizophrenia. This tells us that THC in cannabis has a small causative
effect on schizophrenia. THC in cannabis also makes schizophrenia and psychosis symptoms worse
and causes more relapses and hospitalizations. Neuroimaging studies show the detrimental effect of
cannabis on brain morphology, especially adolescent brains. Recent trials in therapeutic CBD use are
showing its alleviating effect on positive symptoms of schizophrenia and its opposing effect on THC,
which warrants further research. Although CBD shows therapeutic potential, there is still more harm
from cannabis than benefits, and adolescent cannabis usage should be discouraged at all costs. We still
need more extensive studies for more detailed data about cannabis and its effects.

Notes
The content published in Cureus is the result of clinical experience and/or research by independent
individuals or organizations. Cureus is not responsible for the scientific accuracy or reliability of data
or conclusions published herein. All content published within Cureus is intended only for educational,
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research and reference purposes. Additionally, articles published within Cureus should not be deemed a
suitable substitute for the advice of a qualified health care professional. Do not disregard or avoid
professional medical advice due to content published within Cureus.

Footnotes
The authors have declared that no competing interests exist.
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Teenagers and young adults who use marijuana may be messing with their heads in ways

they don’t intend.

Evidence is mounting that regular marijuana use increases the chance that a teenager will
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develop psychosis, a pattern of unusual thoughts or perceptions, such as believing the

television is transmitting secret messages. It also increases the risk of developing

schizophrenia, a disabling brain disorder that not only causes psychosis, but also problems

concentrating and loss of emotional expression.

In one recent study that followed nearly 2,000 teenagers as they became young adults,

young people who smoked marijuana at least �ve times were twice as likely to have

developed psychosis over the next 10 years as those who didn’t

smoke pot.

Another new paper concluded that early marijuana use could actually hasten the onset of

psychosis by three years. Those most at risk are youths who already have a mother, father,

or sibling with schizophrenia or some other psychotic disorder.
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Young people with a parent or sibling affected by psychosis have a roughly one in 10

chance of developing the condition themselves—even if they never smoke pot. Regular

marijuana use, however, doubles their risk—to a one in �ve chance of becoming psychotic.

In comparison, youths in families unaffected by psychosis have a 7 in 1,000 chance of

developing it. If they smoke pot regularly, the risk doubles, to 14 in 1,000.

For years, now, experts have been sounding the alarm about a possible link between

marijuana use and psychosis. One of the best-known studies followed nearly 50,000 young

Swedish soldiers for 15 years. Those who had smoked marijuana at least once were more

than twice as likely to develop schizophrenia as those who had never smoked pot. The

heaviest users (who said they used marijuana more than 50 times) were six times as likely

to develop schizophrenia as the nonsmokers.

So far, this research shows only an association between smoking pot and developing

psychosis or schizophrenia later on. That’s not the same thing as saying that marijuana

causes psychosis.

This is how research works. Years ago, scientists �rst noted an association between

cigarette smoking and lung cancer. Only later were they able to �gure out exactly how

cigarette smoke damaged the lungs and other parts of the body, causing cancer and other

diseases.

The research on marijuana and the brain is at a much earlier stage. We do know that THC,

one of the active compounds in marijuana, stimulates the brain and triggers other chemical

reactions that contribute to the drug’s psychological and physical effects.

But it’s not clear how marijuana use might lead to psychosis. One theory is that marijuana

may interfere with normal brain development during the teenage years and young

adulthood.

The teenage brain is still a work in progress. Between the teen years and the mid-20s, areas

of the brain responsible for judgment and problem solving are still making connections

with the emotional centers of the brain. Smoking marijuana may derail this process and so

increase a young person’s vulnerability to psychotic thinking. (You can read more about

how the adolescent brain develops in this article from the Harvard Mental Health Letter.)
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While the research on marijuana and the mind has not yet connected all the dots, these

new studies provide one more reason to caution young people against using marijuana—

especially if they have a family member affected by schizophrenia or some other psychotic

disorder. Although it may be a tough concept to explain to a teenager, the reward of a short-

time high isn’t worth the long-term risk of psychosis or a disabling disorder like

schizophrenia.
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100% safe and approved.
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trust him since he is capable of doing bad things.
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ElectroPig Von Fökkengrüüven January 28, 2012

[SARCASM]

It’s a good thing that the 15,000+ chemical toxins which are allowed to be put into the food supply are all

100% safe and approved.

[/SARCASM]

If you look at the Jamaican Cannabis study, which showed that children born of even HEAVY cannabis

smoking mothers were actually better off on almost all scales than the children born of mothers who

never touched cannabis at all.

We REALLY need to look at any “pre-designed study” which is released to �nd out if it was a “designed

result”, or whether it was a “result which was discovered.” There is a difference…

john siroky January 27, 2012

I would have to say this news is disturbing. I am a medical marijuana patient, I have been medicating

now for 41 years. with so many studies showing little or no ill effects from marijuana use I would have to

say I am surprised. as far as the way I feel, I don’t believe I have suffered any mental instability from 41

years of marijuana use. I originally started using marijuana because of mental instability. I am bipolar.

from the time I was 13 years old I was being taken to different clinics for evaluation and given different

drugs, including thorazine. that stuff works but there isn’t much left, I mean as far as a thought process

why you’re taking it. tried several different psych meds, the only thing that truly keeps me in check, and

still allows me to be

me is marijuana. I am not saying no to the paper I am commenting on, I’m simply saying it was exactly

the opposite for me.

Perfb January 23, 2012

allow me to substantiate this article, I have a family history of schizophrenia, and experienced it myself

after smoking pot as a teen, though luckily symptoms stopped when I stopped, but left some lasting

personality disorders. A good book is Mark Vonnegut’s ‘Eden Express’, he describes his own experience

with pot, and it is exactly what this article is talking about, though he himself does not make the

connection, but anyone familiar with the topic will see the connection on reading the book.

Johnathan January 25, 2012

Maybe it’s the family history and has nothing to do with the pot.

Aaron February 02, 2012

Dude only like 1 percent of the US population has Schizophrenia. Don’t you think if it did this

almost half of the population would have it? The article classi�es a heavy user as smoking

marijuana 5 times. What about those who smoke 5 times a day? lol. Come on now, don’t be

stupid.
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January 23, 2012

All of this feels contrived. Considering the “share” that Harvard holds in the pharmaceutical industry, of

course they’re biased

Christy January 16, 2012

There’s a lot of social bias involved in these sorts of studies. Prior to and throughout most of the 20th

century, American Psychiatric Association and the American Psychological Association viewed

homosexuality as a mental illness and the one of the past Presidents of the APA approved the

widespread use of lobotomies on mental health patients (including alcoholics and other drug addicts).

Read more about it here:

http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/1987-02-23/news/8701120220_1_brain-lobotomy-science

Can you guess what common drug causes these “psychotic” symptoms: feelings of invulnerability,

aggressiveness, and recklessness? This drug could cause people to become extremely violent or

promiscuous while under the in�uence. 

Pill-prescribing pychiatrists can manipulate the parameters of what they consider “psychosis,” but it’s

clear that the vast majority of drug-induced “psychosis” that harms both individual and society is

caused by alcohol, so why do these martini-drinking, big pharma lapdogs focus so much attention on

marijuana?

stan January 15, 2012

I use to smoke alot of marijuana when I was younger. I do not use it any longer. I have a high IQ still , yet I

do have anxiety problems now. Also, sometimes I become anti-social. Looking back, the use of marijuana

is not really worth it. It may seem fun at the time, but it just makes you stupid. 🙂

ha ha ha is this april fools day ? January 13, 2012

talk about stating the bleeding obvious ‘people that smoke dope may be at risk of believing the tv is

sending out messages’ – well done ann macdonald for discovering what every kid thats smoked pot

learnt years ago. thats what pot does, thats why they smoke it ! ha ha ! ridiculous.

Claire - UK January 18, 2012

This is a comment made in ignorance that does not appreciate the seriousness of psychotic

episodes. The immediate effects of smoking this drug are actually rarely as you have stated

too. After seeing the side effects in a friends son, I can only say that the sooner this is fully

accepted and (the smarter) teens make more considered choices, the better. This drug wrecks

lives. A generation ago, many of us smoked marijuana but the strength was nothing like the

“skunk” that is most commonly smoked today. Our poor children are unaware of the dangers

thay are exposing themselves to.
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morola January 23, 2012

i bet your the one taking cannabis

Johnathan January 25, 2012

Claire-UK,

All drugs have side effects, especially the legal ones. What makes marijuana so special? It’s

just another excuse to arrest more people for using marijuana and minding their own business.

Even the big pharma quacks producing these “scienti�c” studies admit that much. There’s no

evidence that schizophrenia can be pointed to just one thing like marijuana. Every credible

researcher on mental illness says it’s often multiple factors. Also I’ve met people with bipolar

disorder and other mental illnesses who say that marijuana is the best thing that ever

happened to them.

Aaron February 02, 2012

Dude, Schizophrenia makes some crazy shit happen to people who have it. Like believing their

neighbors are controlling their movements through magnetic waves. I don’t know about you

but i’ve never thought the tv was sending me messages haha. Although, it does make things

very weird which is a big reason why I smoke(: Lets me escape reality! But once again this is

another study that only SUGGESTS something bad about marijuana, although there is nothing

PROVEN the suggested facts seem to be enough for skeptics to believe it has negative effects.

Someone January 13, 2012

Thank you for writing.

This is an excellent article

Cap tn Krunch January 12, 2012

Fire up skitzos and blame society for your problems

Helpmyfriend January 10, 2012

Help my friend age 36 had a pyshotic episode recently; she smoked marijauna as teenager into her early

adult hood; her mom has been diagnosed schizophrenic manic depressive disorder. Thanks Caroline for

the post. Is there anymore information availble regarding recovery at this late age?
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Aaron February 02, 2012

Schizophrenia is a hereditary disease which only 1 percent of the US population has. Sorry

about whoever has it but I promise you it has nothing to do with pot. 

Someone got schizophrenia and you heard about pot so now your looking for someone or

something to blame, you shouldn’t do that..

benbenez January 08, 2012

Your social responsibility is exhibited in this article.

By reading this article there is a chance of people especially teenagers quitting the habit of using

marijuana.

A vivid description of the after-affects of usage of marijuana in the article may be more effective to the

people who read it.

benbenez

Aaron February 02, 2012

This is not FACT! I swear, do you skeptics just skip over the part where it says SUGGESTED?

Thats right, SUGGESTED! Like every other negative thing supposedly wrong with marijuana

that hasn’t been PROVEN.

joe January 05, 2012

This person who calls themselves Me writes that he or she “Will save me the time.” I am sorry if I wasn’t

clear when I wrote that people who smoke marijuana are paraniod, vicious, violent (not all violence is

physical), moody, and dif�cult and also that marijuana is a powerful drug that is becoming more

powerful. I should have also mentioned that it promotes narciassitic behavior when the partaker is in

their drug induced reality and or psychosis.

(ie: “saving someone the time” that you don’t even know.”

In conclusion I mentioned if you like it, smoke it, but don’t lie to yourself. I �nd people will defend their

habits or addictions until they �nally call it quits for whatever reason that may be. I personally do not

enjoy being around people who are high on marijuana and aviod them when possible. (I smoked alot

when I was younger and now I do not enjoy it any longer. It has destroyed alot of people I know and that

is probably my biggest dislike.)

Aaron February 02, 2012

I know at least 100 people who smoke pot and none of them are violent. Have you ever smoked?

Do you know �rsthand how it affects you? If not then why bother trying to label how people are

when they smoke it. It affects people differently. I am so chill when I smoke.
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fran . February 16, 2012

im with you this one aaron , not everyone that smokes pot do bad things i have been somking

for a while now and i just think that it makes me chill it ease my mind if you want to get real . i

like it !

Heather Smith January 04, 2012

This is an eye-opener for me, I will recommend this article to my friends, thanks for posting this.

Me January 02, 2012

I’ll save joe the time. So after about hundreds of years of cannabis use in America shouldn’t we be seeing

the effects by now as a large increase in the number of cases ? You cant because it doesn’t exist because

its not happening . The government will try anything and use anyone to get the results IT wants. I mean

with marijuana being the number 1 crop and all how long can you perpetuate a lie. I would think by now

this plant would be shedding light on how memory works as well as psychosis, which it already has

they cannot admit they were wrong and have blatantly lied what about all the other ridiculous lies about

marijuana how can we begin to believe this story after all the lies already proven to be ridiculous. I feel

let down by this appearing in a harvard without any solid evidence, paging Dr. Lester grinspoon

Claire - UK January 18, 2012

Using “hundreds of years of history” to conclude that Marijuana is harmless is ignoring one

major point. The increased strength (x 30) of the drug over tha past 20 years has seen a

signi�cant rise in psychotic mental illness. Todays teens are not smoking “the same

marijuana” that the previous generation were.

Johnathan January 25, 2012

There’s absolutely no proof that the marijuana most people use is any stronger than 30 years

ago. also the more potent the marijuana the much more expensive it is, so fewer teens are less

likely to be using that than the commonly used stuff.

Gone January 01, 2012

Being a parent of a 26 year old who has been diagnosed with schizophrenia, and living with us in our

home;

I can safely say Dope is an issue. My son does have a history of smoking dope, he craves it. He enjoys the

way it enhances his psychotic thinking. We (his family) are only afraid we or the police are going to �nd

him frozen dead in a ditch. When he is questioned about his thinking, he runs. We fear for his life right

now, he is in the midst of an episode as I write. He doesn’t like the way his meds clear his mind of his
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God like thinking. He believes he will save the world, but can’t if he is medicated. He told me he smoked

dope recently, and that is the reason we had no idea he wasn’t taking his meds. All we saw; he was

working, coming home tired and sleeping, going out with his girl friend and going to bed so he could get

up for work at 4 am. This last week, he has lost a lot of weight, and hasn’t been sleeping. So much for

those who think dope will cure aliments. It only hides or distorts them, in this case, makes them worse.

Smoking dope is just as bad as drinking liquor, it only suppresses the pain, like taking an aspirin for a

headache, It may help the pain, but it doesn’t make the cause go away. I am sick and tired of those who

say dope is harmless, more than likely they are high at the time. And I believe this report is accurate.

... February 16, 2012

I am sorry for your kid, but he was most likely to get schizophrenia anyway. Marijuana isn’t

harmless, and guess what advil isn’t harmless either. Just like any drug it is going to have side

effects. Marijuana’s are just very minor. I am writing this 100% sober also.

joe December 30, 2011

I grew up in a beach enviroment where everyone smoked a lot of weed multiple times a day, everyday.

They are all very unstable. Their obvious paranoria makes them violent and vicious. Their moods

change with the cycle of the high and they appear happy (�rst) paranoid (second) and then they are tired

(third) as the drug leaves their system, and then they start over again. The drug makes people dif�cult

and moody. However, most drug users know this and don’t care. Weed makes boring routines easier and

fun for the user, but perhaps not so enjoyable for his or her coworker unless they to are high. IT IS A

DRUG. IT IS BECOMING MORE POWERFUL. If you like it smoke it, but don’t lie to yourself about it.

Priscilla Alexander December 28, 2011

I suspect the association works the other way. That is, people who are genetically disposed to developing

schizophrenia or other psychoses are more likely to enjoy the high that marijuana provides. Especially if

the data is based on as little as once smoking pot, as this article suggests. I doubt that rare use could

precipitate anything. It seems to me, based on my experience smoking pot when I was in my thirties,

that smoking it frequently could lower one’s resistance to allow one’s thoughts to move into

hallucinations that would otherwise be resisted. I stopped smoking pot because I felt it increased my

paranoia, but I never got more paranoid, and the feelings diminished after I stopped smoking pot.

Jane Ramberg January 05, 2012

I concur with Ms. Alexander. The data presented in this article does not con�rm that use of

marijuana increases the risk of schizophrenia. It does appear to indicate an association

between marijuana use and schizophrenia. It could be that individuals predisposed to

developing this terrible mental illness are also predisposed to craving marijuana. Given

Harvard’s status in the medical community, and the vulnerability of individuals suffering from

schizophrenia (and their parents), I believe it’s important that the data be more honestly

represented.
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DD More December 27, 2011

I’ve smoked pot everyday from teen age till age 36 till work drug testing was mandatory and I chose

family over pot. It was not addictive and I have a son who turned out great with a college education. I

have 3 degrees and this study is fraud…. If you want to become a problem on society, then you will it. I

don’t smoke cigs now for 10 years and quit cold turkey. Its not nicotine or tars that’s habit forming… It’s

the pure habit of the burn and inhaling to achieve the burn. All my friends are either dead from heart

attack or stroke or other mental problems but pot was not a mental burden to the body.

AlanaMiles December 26, 2011

I saw a fascinating David Suzuki documentary out of Canada that examines this connection. Evidently

as the plant has been tweaked to have a higher THC content another cannabinoid that balances THC has

been reduced to nearly zero. Further, a gene discovered about a decade ago that regulates dopamine has

two variants, and one’s susceptibility to marijuana-induced psychosis is dependent on which

combination of variants of this gene a person has.

kristin December 19, 2011

dont smoke it not gewd

Caroline December 17, 2011

Keep in mind that nicotine use may also be another confounding factor, one that is surprisingly omitted

in these marijuana/schizophrenia studies despite the prevalence of nicotine use among schizophrenic

patients. It does not take long at all to get hooked on nicotine (some addiction specialists say it just takes

one pack) and many nicotine users start in their early teens. With society pressuring many people to quit

or to repeatedly attempt it, the withdrawal symptoms result in a lot of stress and anxiety for people,

factors that may contribute to vulnerable persons developing symptoms of schizophrenia at an earlier

age. As was posted earlier, according to the following U.S. National Institute of Mental Health website:

“It is hard for people to quit smoking because it might make their schizophrenia symptoms worse for a

while.”

http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/publications/schizophrenia-easy-to-read/schizophrenia-easy-to-

read.shtml

I don’t think we should quit anti-smoking campaigns that target youth and the general public just

because it may worsen schizophrenic symptoms in vulnerable persons or lead to an earlier onset of such

symptoms. Nevertheless, this is something that de�nitely needs to be addressed in any discussion of

mental illness being correlated with substance abuse/use.

chaya January 26, 2012

interesting comments.. thank you for the link.. the article is true…I have seen it in my family. I

know there are spiritual rami�cations and curses as well.. so..i direct people to Bob Larson

ministry.
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Chris December 17, 2011

Absolute nonsense! 

There are NO studies to support ANY of these claims. 

Genetics, heredity and alcohol are THEE only things on record that are believed to cause psychosis and

schizophrenia. 

The science community has long known schizophrenia runs in the family. Out of every person

diagnosed with this disease, over 80% have a family history of it. The chemistry and structure changes

in the brain, if any, caused by marijuana, are as much an argument against your claims as it is an

argument for them.

Some scientists even say stress is a cause for this disease, being 99% of us experience normal to above

normal stresses throughout our lives, how could any study on this claim be legitimized? 

Your claims, not facts, in my opinion, are mostly based on your anti-marijuana views and the fact your

university is heavily involved and invested with the pharmaceutical industries. If I’m wrong about both

my claims, then I can only attribute this bogus article to bad science and journalism.

Terry December 26, 2011

I agree. These sound like a bunch of propaganda studies funded by the DEA. We know that

medical marijuana studies were stopped under The Ford Administration in 1976. They banned

independent research and research by federal health programs on the use of natural cannabis

derivatives for medicine for years. In 1974 researchers at the Medical College of Virginia,

funded by the National Institute of Health to �nd evidence that marijuana damages the

immune system, found instead that THC slowed the growth of three kinds of cancer in mice —

lung and breast cancer, and a virus-induced leukemia. The DEA quickly shut down the Virginia

study and all further cannabis/tumor research. [URL removed by moderator] Oh lets not forget

the US owns the patents for medical marijuana. Lets also keep in mind that marijuana is a

natural plant not an illicit drug.

Jerry December 16, 2011

yes, they must stop smoking before they get the disease. stop smoking now, try this easy method like

Allen Carr method.

Chris December 17, 2011

Tobacco and marijuana are two very different things, and for most of the population, marijuana

IS NOT an addictive substance. 

Allen Carr has wrote a book about quitting almost everything except marijuana, heck, he

probably would of smoked some for the pain in the end if he hadn’t gotten lung cancer from a

half a life of smoking tobacco
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half a life of smoking tobacco.

Willie December 11, 2011

Alarming and eye-opener excellent article.

It is very important for teenagers and adults to know the consequences of using marijuana. There are

still many side effects to discover but the ones we already know are shocking and not worth the risk at

all.

Me January 04, 2012

No. I’m afraid that the fact that you blindly absorb this information like a sponge without any

consideration of the legitimacy of the results of this research is what is truly alarming.

Marianne December 11, 2011

If only more people were made aware of the dangers…there would be less traumatised families and

young people being kept on lithium in asylums.

shawn woodhull December 01, 2011

Every body around me smokes weed and most have attitude problems or just lazy.

Monterey Bud November 28, 2011

The Nation’s Cancer Institute, NOT JOE ROGAN (for whom I like)for the very �rst time gives info on its

website on cannabis and cannabinoids (the active medications within the cannabis plant). They report:

“The possibility advantages of medicinal Cannabis for individuals coping with cancer include

antiemetic effects, appetite stimulation, discomfort relief, and enhanced sleep. In the concept of

integrative oncology, the healthcare provider may recommend medicinal Cannabis not just for symptom

management but in addition for its likely direct antitumor effect.” The web site also states:

“Cannabinoids possess a favorable drug safety pro�le. Unlike opioid receptors, cannabinoid receptors

aren’t situated within the brainstem areas controlling respiration therefore, lethal overdoses because of

respiratory system suppression don’t occur. Because cannabinoid receptors can be found in tissue

through the body, not only within the nervous system, negative effects include tachycardia, hypotension,

conjunctival injection, bronchodilation, muscle relaxation, and decreased intestinal motility. Although

cannabinoids are thought by some to become addictive drugs, their addictive potential is substantially

lower compared to other recommended agents or substances of abuse.” We now have discovered that the

majority of our patients who’ve cancer �nd tremendous relief of nausea, better appetite, less weight

reduction, less negative feelings, better sleep and overall low unwanted effects. It’s great to determine the

NCI �nally acknowledge the advantages of this natural medication to enhance the standard of existence

for cancer patients. And don’t forget, there’s you don’t need to need to smoke the medication vapes,

tinctures, along with other techniques to accept medication can easily be bought.

tomi November 23, 2011

I wonder what the mindless furor of fear factor, joe rogan, would say if presented with this study. That
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numbskull is one of the biggest proponents of legalize marijuana this side of a rock.

Chris December 17, 2011

He would skillfully and intelligently argue against these silly claims.

Monterey Bud November 21, 2011

As a point of fact I feel a need to mention that marijuana is by far one the least harmful substances being

consumed today on a recreational basis as The most commonly used painkiller in the US is

acetaminophen (brand name Tylenol). This is easily available over the counter. Acetaminophen is also in

sleep aids (for instance, Tylenol-PM), and in strong prescription narcotic painkillers such as Vicodin and

Percocet. Recent studies have found that acetaminophen is the leading cause of liver damage and

probably is responsible for 1600 cases of acute liver failure that occur each year. The drug is thought to be

safe at the recommended dose but because it is in so many different kinds of medication, people often

end up taking double or even triple doses if they are using different painkillers or sleep aids. An FDA

advisory panel urged the FDA to ban Percocet and Vicodin and other prescription drugs that contain

acetaminophen. Due to the amount of money made by pharmaceutical companies by the sales of

narcotic medications, and the fact they spend about $150 million per year lobbying our government

of�cials, it will be a long time before any real changes take place.

In 1998, the Journal of the American Medical Association published a study that stated that prescription

medications were the fourth leading cause of death in America. Another study reported that there were

106,000 deaths per year from non-error, adverse effects of medications. And are you ready for the really

scary part of this (as if that was not enough) – 2.2 million Americans per year are injured signi�cantly

by prescribed medications ending up with serious reactions and even with permanent disability. Not

from accidental or intentional overdose, just from taking the prescribed dose.

Here is another scary fact: more than half of the experts hired to advise our government on the safety

and ef�cacy of prescription medications have a �nancial interest or relationship with the

pharmaceutical companies that will bene�t by their decisions. Can you guess what advice they will give

when they own stock in a “wonder drug” that may have problems or require more testing before it is

released?

Here is some information from an article by Peter Breggin in Psychology Today in July 1994 (hope you

are sitting down because this is almost unbelievable):

“Contrary to widespread public belief, the FDA does not conduct any of the studies used for drug

approval; they are �nanced, constructed, and supervised by drug companies using doctors they hire.

While it may take a decade for a drug to get through the FDA bureaucracy, the actual controlled scienti�c

studies last–as in the case of Prozac–just four to six weeks. Anecdotal material is collected on longer-

term patients, but for Prozac, only 63 patients were followed for more than two years before the drug’s

approval.

For starters, seriously suicidal patients and hospitalized patients were excluded. Of the included patients,

many were allowed to take sedatives and minor tranquilizers to overcome Prozac’s stimulant-like side

effects, vastly compromising data interpretation.
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After weeding out the most badly �awed studies, the FDA found only four that were adequate enough to

consider. One of these showed that Prozac was no better than placebo. Three others supposedly showed

Prozac to be somewhat superior to the sugar pill, but not as good as older antidepressants. However, due

to adverse drug effects and lack of drug effectiveness, the dropout rates in most of these studies was very

high.

While the gross number of patients receiving Prozac in all the trials was more than 5,000, the actual

number �nishing the trials used for approval was very small. When I counted the actual number of

patients who completed the four- to six-week trials used for the approval of Prozac, it turned out to be a

grand total of 286. It bears restating–only 286 patients �nished the four- to six-week trials used to

determine Prozac’s ef�cacy.

Because of the high dropout rates and because Prozac was often no better than placebo in many trials,

many statistical maneuvers were required to make the studies look positive. In one of the key studies,

involving six different sites around the country, results at �ve sites showed Prozac to have no bene�t.

One site–representing 25 percent of the patients who �nished the trials–was discarded. Then the data

from the remaining sites were pooled. This is such a scienti�cally unacceptable practice that the FDA

prohibits drug companies from doing it in the studies used to support advertising claims. Yet the FDA

allowed it in this case. Otherwise Prozac could not have been approved.”

Scary stuff. Still Prozac and other anti-depressants are prescribed like crazy, the pharmaceutical

companies are rich, and people suffer.

Does your doctor take the time to explain all of the side effects of newly prescribed medication? Most

doctors these days don’t have the time to explain anything much less the lengthy list of toxic effects of

medication. Remember too that most M.D.s have no training or experience in any alternative medical

treatments and are reluctant to even discuss them with patients. So you get a prescription for what ails

you and off you go.

If you take any medications, you should research all of the side effects and think about the potential

harm that can be done to you. Think about why you take the medication and think about alternative

choices. Think about how the pharmaceutical companies make 11 billion dollars per year at the expense

of Americans. Think about using medical marijuana if you are on painkillers, anti-depressants, anxiety

medications, or sleeping pills.

Marijuana has been around for more than 5000 years and is considered to have an excellent safety

record. Between 1979 and 1998, there were 23 reported deaths due to cannabis, and when you look at the

23 people, they were all suffering from life-threatening illnesses (cancer, diabetes, etc) and were using

marijuana medically. It is likely that they did not die from cannabis but from their illnesses. (Even if they

died from cannabis, that is 23 deaths over 19 years, compared to more than 100,000 deaths per year from

prescription medications!)

Medical marijuana is natural medication, not synthetic. There is no organ damage and if taken with a

vaporizer, eaten or used sublingually (under the tongue), there is no lung damage. It helps with so many

conditions that patients who were taking multiple medications have been able to reduce the doses or

eliminate the medications completely by using medical cannabis. Be smart and do your own research.

Decide if you want to be one of the unfortunate statistics for 2009.

jocuri cu barbi November 07, 2011
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jocuricubarbi.org

john allen October 27, 2011

Preliminary clinical trials show marijuana might be useful for pain, nausea and weight loss in cancer

and HIV/AIDS and for muscle spasms in multiple sclerosis.

John Mac October 26, 2011

I’m in college right now, and whenever someone asks me if i want a hit of weed, I just say, “naw man I

pass on grass.” Great one-liner and can proudly say have never tried it and never will!

Steve Carson October 19, 2011

I liked your blog about “teens who smoke pot at risk for later schizophrenia”

If you would like to watch some free documentaries on

schizophrenia go to http://www.documentaryconnection.com and just paste a keyword into the google

custom search engine.

Thanks

Rena Graham October 19, 2011

well i think teens do drugs because they have so much stress in there life and they have nothing else to

make it feel like they are doing something that helps there stress so they do drungs and they get

addicted to it everytime they get stressed out.well that my opinion…..and there is alot more to be said

from other people. 

One way to circumvent this is Very simple: Let the US government ratify the Framework Convention on

Tobacco Control (FCTC) and you will see an improvement. Tobacco smoking and weed smoking are

cross-cutting issues. It goes like this: Tobacco smoking to weed smoking and to drugs. The formative

stage of weed and drugs is tobacco smoking.

Cheers!

Rena

Chris December 17, 2011

Similar issues? Let’s see. 

Tobacco use causes 6 million deaths a year, a third of those deaths from cancer, according to a

report released by the American Cancer Society and World Lung Foundation. These same

groups have not one study on marijuana deaths because there are none.

For you to say tobacco and marijuana are a “crisscrossing” issue is ridiculous and unintelligent.
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BillyBob October 17, 2011

Please take out the line “such as believing the television is transmitting secret messages” and sub in

something less speci�c. A teen reading that is going to laugh and discount everything this article says.

Jajisee December 26, 2011

So much uninformed comment in this thread. My son smoked pot for ten years. His “love-of-

his-life” left after realizing pot was more important to him than she. A year later he had the

�rst of four psychotic breaks. He stands six inches from tv and “listens” to the messages it’s

sending. Among other severe symptoms of his diagnosed schizophrenia. There is also a

possible genetic link. Don’t discount what you don’t know about. It’s a horrible condition that

affects a whopping one percent of the population. 3,100,000 Americans. 80% of the homeless are

schizophrenic. It doesn’t go away. The sad result of a decade of MJ in our family is the

destruction of multiple lives.

AbuBakar October 13, 2011

Well parents need to really look after therir children, where they go what they do, how are their friends.

Because these are the factors which are sometimes ignored by parents because they dont have time to do

this, hence this carelessness of parents result in children being addict of drugs, doing bad deed and

more. Along with mentioned factors dental health is also affected.

[URL removed by moderator]

Kendra Willis October 05, 2011

This is scary and de�nitely an eye-opener for parents. Whether all of this information is accurate or not,

it is not a surprise for us to know that everything in excess will always have a negative result, this

includes the use of marijuana or any drug for that matter. We wouldn’t have this sort of problem in the

�rst place if we made sure that we educate our kids with the effects of these types of drugs and if we’re

involved with their lives as they’re growing up. Educating ourselves in �nding out if our kids are at-risk

of drug use will aid in providing them immediate help. This questionnaire for at-risk youth might help.

http://www.atriskyouthprograms.com/teen-questionnaire.html

Mel September 27, 2011

whilst these are all interesting studies….have you looked at the wider population of Netherlands (which

Cannabis use is completely legal) and the percentage of those who developed psychosis?????

Matt September 21, 2011

Slightly misleading, the powerful strains of marijuana may increase schizophrenia, normal marijuana

that has balanced THC will not.

Matt
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Chris December 17, 2011

Saying stronger strains of marijuana may cause increased risks of developing schizophrenia

and “normal” strains will not is as unintelligent as saying marijuana may cause increased

risks of developing schizophrenia. Where you get your info I have no idea.

steven clark September 20, 2011

Parents has got many responsibilities until the kid reaches 18 or 20. Because parents are basically their

�rst ideal. they do the same thing what their parents are doing. Very well explained article.

[URL removed by moderator]

Jajisee December 26, 2011

Not necessarily true. We didn’t drink, smoke, or toke. Son went off the deep end. Children are

not just re�ections of their parents.

aliving September 07, 2011

�ona-If winter comes, can spring be far behind ?

�sh oil and psychosis September 04, 2011

There’s a current study that �sh oil rich with omega3 can help prevent psychosis. But this doesn’t mean

that we can allow weed to be puff just because you have a food supplement that is rich with omega3.

Aaron August 29, 2011

It’s good that everyone here is at least is curious enough to look at this article. I STRONGLY encourage

anyone to watch this (relatively) unbiased PBS documentary about the SCIENCE of marijuana. 

http://watch.montanapbs.org/video/1825223761/

runerev@gmail.com August 27, 2011

Anyone drinking or smoking at early age WILL have some effects in their psyche.

A little off subject I witnessed a 14 yearl old many years ago doing Extacy and he looked like a drugged

zombie. If this would have been on a mature adult, through with the growth cycle the looks on his face

would be diffeerent. This is my opinion because I have been there myself. No I did not use extacy at the

age of 14. When it comes to “drugs” you have to be careful ANYHOW. Depending on the drug and your

psyche it can affect a lot of things like anxiety for instance. This is not something new though. It is just

another article proving that it should be under some control. I am for legalisation of Cannabis but I

believe we should have some control over like an age group over 18 is allowed. When I was that age I had
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believe we should have some control over like an age group over 18 is allowed. When I was that age I had

been smoking for 1 1/2 years but I did not know much about it. More information on the subject is what

we need. In our brain we have endo-cannabinoids which is the receptor for Cannabis. Strangely enough

been there for a long time!!!

We are built for it. All we need is more CORRECT information NOT from politicians.

What we NEED to remember is:

ABUSE and USE is NOT the same thing.

[URL removed by moderator]

thestats August 22, 2011

I agree the effects on the growing brain are sometimes not reparable,

[URL removed by moderator]

thestats August 22, 2011

Parents need to be responsible – teens should also be brought up very early on to know the dangers of

drugs/addiction, its a very nicely done article,Thanks. site

Ray C August 16, 2011

I agree with Nick. Parents de�nitely need to be more responsible,

Nick Jones August 16, 2011

I dont think some teens realise the effects of drugs, especially alcohol since it’s so easily available.

It’s the parents that are at fault in my opinion.

August 14, 2011

Saying thanks de�nitely will not just be enough, for the fantastic clarity in your writing. I will certainly

at once grab your rss feed to stay abreast of any updates. Genuine work and much success in your

business dealings!

Susanne Vickers August 10, 2011

I have a young daughter, aged 17, who has been smoking marijuana for nearly two years (that I’m aware

of). I have seen a remarkable shift in her personality disposition, especially over the last 5 months. With

all of her hormonal �uctuations taking place at this crucial time of her life it is no surprise that I am

worried she is digging herself into a hole by using marijuana on the side.

I’ve told her many times that I am not against her smoking, that is up to her, but I have told her that I

wish she just wait til she is over 21 to do it. I think then she will have some more awareness of herself

and the personal insights this can bring may allow her to see how she can use marijuana in a more

constructive manner.

At the moment she is smoking excessively.
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Seriously, it scares me.

Thank god she has not had any psychosis episodes, however she has a friend who just had one. What

scares me even more is this has not deterred her. Why?…

Someone above mentioned that marijuana is a ‘self medicating’ behavior… I couldn’t agree more. I feel

this is the reason that she feels such a connection with marijuana. It allows her to escape the current

pressures with school, social pressures, social expectations, relationships, etc. 

I can’t blame her…I mean, don’t we all need an escape in our lives too.

I feel as if there is a well of imbalance beneath all drug-use. Unfortunately there is a lot of activity in

majority of our country that is viewed as normal but in which it acts just like marijuana to self

medicate… whether it is television, eating junk food, sex, internet, etc. I feel that the need to self-medicate

is so wide spread that it is dif�cult to know exactly where to start to be able to solve it.

Maybe that is the problem in the �rst place. We do not see that marijuana use is not THE problem per se,

but in fact marijuana use is just a ‘symptom’ of a deeper problem.

In this light the question may not be ‘how do we solve the problem of marijuana’ but ‘how can we

DISSOLVE the underlying psychological and emotional blocks that are attributing to marijuana use’.

Its not going to be easy. For example, I caught my daughter (unintentionally) looking at a website [URL

removed by moderator] which explains how she can grow her own marijuana in her wardrobe or a small

room. This sort of website is available to anyone at anytime by the click of a button via google… for free.

This is the challenge we face.

So the questions I pose are:

1. What are the underlying issues that are causing a child to self-medicate?

2. What are they trying to move away from and what are they trying to gain by using marijuana.

3. What positive alternatives can the child use to obtain the same effects they are having by using the

marijuana?

Number 3 is a big one. Without a more empowering alternative they will just trade one addiction for

another.

I look forward to hearing your responses.

Susanne Vickers

Jones Spores July 26, 2011

“the expected rise in diagnoses of schizophrenia and psychoses did not occur over a 10 year period,”

authors concluded. “This study does not therefore support the speci�c causal link between cannabis use

and incidence of psychotic disorders. … This concurs with other reports indicating that increases in

population cannabis use have not been followed by increases in psychotic incidence.”
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[URL removed by moderator]

Caroline July 06, 2011

One thing that is conspicuously omitted from Dr. Matthew Large’s February 7, 2011 report is how

“psychotic” symptoms were de�ned and the severity level of those symptoms. I suspect that the studies

that Dr. Large collected for his meta-analysis narrowly de�ne “psychotic” symptoms, which may explain

why his statistics surprisingly showed no signi�cant association between “psychotic” symptoms and

alcohol use. Moreover, this report does not appear to consider the real possibility that the “onset of

psychotic symptoms” are being confused with the common side effects of marijuana. Many persons that

do not develop schizophrenia or other mental illness still experience occasional paranoia or anxiety

during the course of their marijuana use due to regular/heavy use or high potency product. Considering

this, it makes sense that you will have both schizophrenic and mentally healthy persons reporting

“psychotic” symptoms at a signi�cantly earlier age compared to those persons that have never used

marijuana or any other drug.

Of course there may be other confounding factors, many street dealers distribute marijuana along with

other drugs. Studies show that the younger people are when they �rst try marijuana, the more likely they

are to be introduced to other illicit drugs, including those that could cause more severe psychotic side

effects. On the other hand, you also have children using Ritalin and other prescribed stimulant drugs

that increase dopamine levels, in order to improve academic performance. It is a growing concern that

these substances may contribute to schizophrenia.

Tobacco use may also be another confounding factor. According to the following U.S. National Institute

of Mental Health website:

“It is hard for people to quit smoking because it might make their schizophrenia symptoms worse for a

while.”

http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/publications/schizophrenia-easy-to-read/schizophrenia-easy-to-

read.shtml

According to Dr. Large’s report: “No study [that he collected] included tobacco use in its de�nition of

substance use.” It is common for marijuana users to also smoke cigarettes, so nicotine withdrawal

symptoms may be mistakenly attributed to marijuana use. Many former marijuana users struggle with

nicotine addiction long after they quit using marijuana. However, marijuana withdrawal symptoms can

also be stressful for heavy, frequent users (though not near as severe as nicotine), so that may be coming

into play. However, scienti�c studies show that marijuana is signi�cantly less addictive and intoxicating

than alcohol, and much less addictive than nicotine. http://www.drugwarfacts.org/cms/node/28

Regardless of whether or not marijuana, alcohol, or tobacco are signi�cant contributors to schizophrenia,

children at such a young age should not be using any of these substances. There de�nitely needs to be a

stronger debate over whether regulation of marijuana in a manner similar to alcohol could be helpful in

impeding regular use among young teens.

According to survey data from Monitoring the Future, two to three times more American students in the

8th and 10th grades use marijuana on a daily basis than alcohol. This ratio increases when daily

marijuana use is compared to daily drunkenness. 

http://www.monitoringthefuture.org/data/10data/pr10t4.pdf
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Rob Mellor July 06, 2011

i am not against cannabis smoking, but i don’t endorse it also. and i believe in every person’s free will to

do whatever they please, just as long as they don’t harm anyone or bother anyone. if they like to smoke

pot, we should educate them about the effects, but let them choose to continue. then, we could also

advise them to do it in private. thats just my 2 cents.

Jenifer Dorio June 23, 2011
I agree with a lot of what you’re saying here but it could do with more detail. If at �rst you dont succeed,

try again. Then quit. Theres no use being a damn fool about it.

Miguel Bojorquez June 11, 2011

I’ve read quite a bit on this subject and am curious for any insight. I am 18 years old, and had smoked

marijuana habitually for a period of three or four months. After time, I started noticing what I later found

to be symptoms of schizophrenia.. Altered and diluted long-term memory, maddening inner dialogue

and periods where I lacked emotion. After all of this, I began to put two and two together and did

research on the subject, and found it to be marijuana related schizophrenia. I quit after this, but am

worried that my drug use will lead to schizophrenia later in life.. Which frankly.. Is the scariest thing I

could imagine. I pray to god that I don’t, but if there is a correlation, I would have loved to have known

before hand. I can only hope that this research progresses, so that other teens like me won’t have to face

the fear, doubt and depression of all of this.

Lisa Lane Brown May 21, 2011

This is so sad. It stands to reason that there are long term effects to drug abuse. As a sport mental

toughness coach[URL removed by moderator], I know how hard it can be to make a real change, once you

are in the pattern. 

It will be interesting to see what other affects will be discovered as a result of long term drug abuse. 

It is also interesting to know what percentage of people know about psychosis and Schizophrenia that

runs in their family. Sometimes these things are hidden through the generations.

Donna May 15, 2011

We need studies that can differentiate between correlation and causation. Just because the sun rises

every time you wake up, doesn’t mean your awakening causes the sun to rise. I wonder if we are simply

dealing with troubled youth who are more likely to use marijuana. 

In February, psychiatric researchers at the University of New South Wales also held a press conference

with the Australian National Cannabis Prevention and Information Centre trying to tie marijuana to

causing or hastening schizophrenia illness. 

Serge Sevy, MD, Feinstein Institute for Medical Research, and other researchers concluded the following

in response to Dr. Matthew Large’s February study:

“As we believe that the data on the causal relationship between cannabis use and early onset of

h i i till � d it t t t th t i t ti i i bl
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psychosis is still uncon�rmed, it seems premature to suggest that intervention in one variable may

result in change in another variable.”

Darryl J Wade, PhD Department of Psychiatry, University of Melbourne, also expressed his doubts about

the results.

You can read the complete critiques at the following link:

http://archpsyc.ama-assn.org/cgi/eletters/archgenpsychiatry.2011.5v1#14185

With several recent media campaigns by researchers in the mental health industry, I wonder if their

deliberate use of scare tactics linking marijuana as a cause of schizophrenia is a ploy to obtain more

government funding to address youth mental health issues. Similar to what the DEA is doing in lobbying

to label drug cartels as terrorist organizations, so they can get a piece of the homeland security pie.

Peter - Substance Abuse Specialist May 10, 2011

Education is the key here I think. Parents need to remove their blinkers and prepare their children for the

real world by discussing things like drugs and alcohol. A good source of information is http://www.drug-

aware.com there is a good section on the signs and symptoms to look out for if you suspect somebody is

using drugs.

Peter - Substance Abuse Specialist May 04, 2011

The more research that is done the better surely? However, I �nd that people who use marijuana

regularly are loath to admit that there is a problem (indeed many still persist with the myth that it is

good for you!). Because marijuana is illegal, the people who �rst introduce it to younger people are not

likely to point out the bad bits about it, so the younger people take on that persons attitude.

Mark April 26, 2011

A friend of mine who has started smoking pot during his teen years has developed Schizophrenia when

he hit 19. It is heart breaking for him and his family, and he has now to live on drugs (with huge side

effects) for a long period of time. I don’t know if this is related to pot. Maybe some people are more

vulnerable than others.. I know many other folks who smoked a load of pot but that are �ne.. i guess time

will tell.

Mark J

Melodee D. Lewis April 24, 2011

This conclusion is wrong… People such as myself are mentally ill from birth..We are psychotic anyway..

we are schizo anyway.. Marijuana sooths us. Creates a more rational person..Following the status quo in

your research is biased and plain wrong

Ann MacDonald April 01, 2011

Just read this interesting follow-up commentary from Dr. Ken Duckworth, medical director at the

National Alliance on Mental Illness. Thought readers would be interested:
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http://blog.nami.org/2011/03/marijuana-and-risk-of-schizophrenia.html

Duckworth cites a study which found that “users before age 15 were 4.5 times more likely to develop

schizophrenia than nonsmokers, and those who delayed until age 18 had a risk of 1.6. This strongly

suggests that, in addition to abstinence, delaying experimentation results in reduced risk.”

Ann MacDonald

Editor, Harvard Mental Health Letter

Louise Weiss March 17, 2011

Why are so many of your posters semi-literate? Yes, I’ve adjusted for bad typing. What’s left is shocking.

Donna March 17, 2011

Increased cannabis use by the public has not been followed by a proportional rise in diagnoses of

schizophrenia or psychosis, according to the �ndings of a study published September 2009 in the journal

Schizophrenia Research.

Investigators at the Keele University Medical School in Britain compared trends in marijuana use and

incidences of schizophrenia in the United Kingdom from 1996 to 2005. Researchers reported that the

“incidence and prevalence of schizophrenia and psychoses were either stable or declining” during this

period, even though the use of cannabis among the general population was rising.

“[T]he expected rise in diagnoses of schizophrenia and psychoses did not occur over a 10 year period,”

authors concluded. “This study does not therefore support the speci�c causal link between cannabis use

and incidence of psychotic disorders. … This concurs with other reports indicating that increases in

population cannabis use have not been followed by increases in psychotic incidence.”

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19560900

The results of a separate clinical trial, published in October 2009, reported that the recreational use of

cannabis does not stimulate the production of dopamine in a manner that is consistent with the

development of schizophrenia.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19539765

Chris December 17, 2011

Thank you, at least one open-minded intelligent person here.

A similar study showed that cases of schizophrenia decreased in the early 70s just as

marijuana use exploded, and another study showed how schizophrenia cases increased just

after marijuana use decreased in the late 80s into the early 90s. Being these studies mean little,

it shows that the anti-marijuana studies even mean less. 

Maybe these scientists and doctors at Harvard should explore the dangers of the “energy

drinks,” a real and current epidemic in bad health. 
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Note to all: Marijuana use skyrockets among teens currently. But you know one substance

that’s always been used the heaviest, is the most deadly and is one of the only “legal” drugs

available, alcohol. Go attack that.

autoseedsbank.. March 17, 2011

More Research needs to be done on this subject, the more i study it, the more i feel Cannabis is getting

more phycoactive and is is having an adverse affect on developing parts of the memory. This must be

having a long term effect.

Donna March 17, 2011

“If you read the studies I cite – and you can do so by following the links – you’ll see the researchers

actually controlled for the possibility of self medication. ”

No, they did not. In fact, they speci�cally note the signi�cant limitations of their study. There are plenty

of actual reasons to keep young kids from using alcohol, marijuana and other substances – we do not

have to invent them.

Donna March 17, 2011

Here’s an excerpt from a study published in Schizophrenia Research I was referring to in my previous

post: 

“the expected rise in diagnoses of schizophrenia and psychoses did not occur over a 10 year period,”

authors concluded. “This study does not therefore support the speci�c causal link between cannabis use

and incidence of psychotic disorders. … This concurs with other reports indicating that increases in

population cannabis use have not been followed by increases in psychotic incidence.”

Abstract: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19560900

Full Report: http://www.ukcia.org/research/keele_study/Assessing-the-impact-of-cannabis-use-on-

trend-in-diagnosed-schizophrenia.pdf

Amanda March 16, 2011

Correlation does not imply causality. 

It seems must more likely those with a genetic predisposition for psychosis are simply self medicating,

which is an avenue this blog conveniently ignores.

I was on the same page as Christy in regard to the inherent focus on this “refer madness.” The authors

assumptions – based on the limited research – are akin to the melodrama of said industrial age �lm.

Ann MacDonald March 16, 2011

Amanda, I agree with you in one respect: correlation does not imply cause. Or – as I put it in
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my post:

“So far, this research shows only an association between smoking pot and developing

psychosis or schizophrenia later on. That’s not the same thing as saying that marijuana causes

psychosis.”

If you read the studies I cite – and you can do so by following the links – you’ll see the

researchers actually controlled for the possibility of self medication. 

But you know – you and Christy are raising points that I raised with my editorial board months

ago, when we did another story on this issue. For a long time “genetic predisposition” was

presumed to explain why kids who smoked pot might develop psychosis later on. And it’s true

– they are more at risk. But even young people with no family history of schizophrenia risk

developing psychosis later on. Maybe that’s a risk some are willing to take. But — as someone

who has seen the damage psychosis does to the brain — that is not a risk I’d want my niece or

nephew to take.

As for Reefer Madness, I’ve provided a link for readers who may not be familiar with this cult

�lm.

Christy March 14, 2011

Donna said: “None of the data can explain why rates of schizophrenia have remained stable or even

declined since the 1950s, while marijuana use has increased exponentially. Unlike rates of cigarette

smoking and lung cancer, which rise in tandem, marijuana smoking rates in the population do not

correlate with higher rates of schizophrenia.”

Well that pretty much settles the case. Will these researchers also focus on alcohol-induced psychosis or

are they just interested in “reefer madness”? Drunks beating up on their spouses and kids; walking on

the ledges of tall buildings; starting riots after sports games and raping women. If you want to stop

insanity that would be a good place to start. BTW, next month is Alcohol Awareness Month.

Brittany March 13, 2011

People are so worried about legalizing marijuana that they do not often look into the actual effects.

People are too focused on the way marijuana makes them feel when they use it to understand the

negative side of it. I wonder if people knew these assumptions if they would still use marijuana. I believe

that some people just do not care. More and more people young and old are using marijuana more than

ever. The high school I graduated from in 2009 was full of marijuana.

I myself have never used marijuana in any way. It has been and always will be my personal choice to

say no. This article helps make my decision easier, but no matter what was said about marijuana, I

would say no.

I believe that the negative effects of marijuana need to be more widely explained. The possibility of

increasing a persons chances of developing psychosis or schizophrenia should be enough to make

people turn away. Those two things are life changing circumstances. Even if it is not completely

con�rmed yet, it is a possibility.

Donna March 13, 2011
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Ann McDonald wrote: “This is how research works. Years ago, scientists �rst noted an association

between cigarette smoking and lung cancer. Only later were they able to �gure out exactly how cigarette

smoke damaged the lungs and other parts of the body, causing cancer and other diseases.”

None of the data can explain why rates of schizophrenia have remained stable or even declined since the

1950s, while marijuana use has increased exponentially. Unlike rates of cigarette smoking and lung

cancer, which rise in tandem, marijuana smoking rates in the population do not correlate with higher

rates of schizophrenia.

Moreover, it’s disturbing that the researchers provided no breakdown of what symptoms they consider

“psychosis” nor do they indicate the severity of these symptoms. Yes, overusing marijuana can cause

paranoia in some people, but this isn’t anymore news than a study saying that alcohol fosters violent and

reckless personalities along with a sense of invulnerability. As far as the association between marijuana

and schizophrenia, it’s odd that Australian researchers in their meta-analysis of previous studies

deliberately refused to factor tobacco use (which is quite common among schizophrenia patients)

because that might have provided clues as to whether the association between marijuana and

schizophrenia is causative or correlative. If you are going to go through all that trouble in studying the

association of various substances and other factors, why not include tobacco use in the analysis? This

demonstrates signi�cant bias in the research.

Finally, mental illness does not develop overnight rather it’s a very gradual and subtle process. There is

absolutely no way for current science can determine whether this process began before or after an

individual’s marijuana use, and the researchers did caution about the limitations of self-reported data.

linda March 12, 2011

My son, heavy marijuana user since about 13 is now 19 just experienced �rst psychotic episode. I tried

without success to warn about pot use just for the effect on lungs and learning but all efforts failed.

There were no symptoms to self-medicate and no family history. Son is risk taker and oppositional, more

of a substance abuse personality. Now son is mentally ill, perhaps for life. I’m not saying that pot was the

cause, but it is an unnecessary risk. So what is the reason for any teenagers to use pot? Many adults

excuse or even promote pot and even are in denial about this mounting evidence. See the video “The

Downside of High” for a very credible scienti�c perspective.

Lance Hall March 10, 2011

PS I also agree with your real life application conclusion: the association between the two is a

signi�cantly strong reason to caution teens (and anyone up to 25 at least) about marijuana use. The fact

that it might be a pot use caused association of double likelihood for such tragic outcomes is certainly

reason for caution if not down right scary, when one considers the rate of increase of marijuana use

among America’s teens and young adults.

Lance Hall March 10, 2011

This is certainly an interesting subject. The writing community is more quickly able to respond to the

interest by the populous, than is the research community. While I’m sure you put some time into writing

this article, I’m also pretty sure it did not take 10-15 years, the way a good study on the topic does. I

appreciate, more than I can say, the fact that you are responsible in these regards, by reminding the

reader (who may not deal with interpreting research on a daily basis) that the studies thus far indicate

only an association between marijuana use at an early age and psychosis. Unfortunately, even most

i ti t (l t l i ti t ) I h d th bj t d ’t d thi Of ti l
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scientists (let alone non-scientists) I have read on the subject don’t do this. Of course, as a rational guy

who is a little perfectionistic about logic, I must note that from the title to the end of your article, you

seem to treat this lack of evidence as an annoying technicality. You assume all the theories on the pot-

use-being-the-cause side are right and will be proven so with time. You don’t even mention any of the

theories about how those teens could have responded to developing psychosis with the pot use. Such

theories are equally supported by all the research you mention in this article.

Like I said though, I am being a perfectionist. Your article is the least biased and most scienti�cally

accurate that I have seen outside of scienti�c journals (I.e in anything that the public will actually read.),

and I appreciate it. =)

Andrew March 08, 2011

This article is completely un-factual, there is no evidence pointing to why there may be a link between

psychosis and cannabis consumption. Anyway, there was one study that showed that those who sustain

long term use of cannabis from adolescence to adulthood AND HAVE A GENETIC PRE-DISPOSITION, for

schizophrenia, may be exasperated. And although there is strong evidence that refutes this, shouldn’t we

be asking our selfs why dont we legalize this plant and restrict it to those 21 and over like alcohol. I

would like to know why these soldiers, from smoking more than 50 times, are more likely to have mental

complications later in life. Judging by the Heath Tulane study of 1974, commissioned by the United

States Government, which was the basis for saying pot kills brain cells, this study was performed by

suffocating the monkeys, with smoke and gas masks, to kill brain cells. I am not sure of all of these

Harvard “editors” have it right, i am a neuro biologist and have been studying psychoactive substances

impact on the brain since 1999. I have seen no link between THC and any forms of psychosis.

Ann MacDonald March 09, 2011

Dear Andrew,

Thank you for writing.

I think you should reread the post, and perhaps the papers to back up what I say, however. It’s

true that for a long time, researchers thought that only people with a genetic predisposition to

schizophrenia might be more vulnerable to the effects of cannabis. New research — including

the study that we cite — has been designed more carefully to control for that possibility. The

researchers excluded young people who had already smoked pot or had experienced psychosis

before the study began so that they could evaluate the impact of smoking pot on people who

had never experienced psychosis. 

I urge you to reread the post and obtain the papers (the commentary is freely available online). 

As for your policy comments, that is beyond my expertise.

Best wishes,

anonymous September 19, 2011

All of this feels contrived. Considering the “share” that Harvard holds in the pharmaceutical

industry, of course they’re biased. Just look at how much money the Rx industry loses to
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medicinal marijuana, and could lose, if it were legal. Take some time to really look into the

pharmaceutical industry, and see for yourself whats going on with it, and its constituents.(

They have connections to other gentlemen with stock in lumber too…)

Marijuana *causing* an incurable mental disorder is an arrogant assumption indeed.

According to my research, the causality of schizophrenia in relation to marijuana use is quite

the reverse of the indication, and to add to that marijuana is frequently prescribed to patients

with a gamut of mental disorders, including schizophrenia, and have had great success in

treating those individuals. Not to mention that as the average number of Americans smoking

marijuana in the us rose exponentially, so too has the number and duration of schizophrenia

cases decreased in the last decade. On another note, the slight decrease in volume in the frontal

lobe(mostly), relative to psychosis has shown damage to preexist psychotic manifestation. Not

so with schizophrenia, but neither has any conclusive research that I’ve seen shown evidence

in either direction for it,but i digress. The point is

this article cites no legitimate evidence to what is being theorized from the hazy statistics, and

ancient studies she provides, thus making it rather vague and uninformed.

anonymous September 19, 2011

The cortex volume discrepancy is in reference to a later post, to be clear.

Deplorable March 08, 2011

I see the association as an attempt for these young people to self medicate. Obviously something is

wrong, and they know it.

Daniela C. March 08, 2011

This is an excellent article! Alarming and eye-opener.

It is very important for teenagers and adults to know the consequences of using marijuana. There are

still many side effects to discover but the ones we already know are shocking and not worth the risk at

all.

Thanks for sharing and hopefully many people get to read this great research. 

Daniela C.

autoseedsbank.. March 08, 2011

I agree i think the dangers of smoking cannabis at a young age have not been totally explored yet.

Commenting has been closed for this post.
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Local Residents Resort to Petitions to Make Voices Heard
At least four petitions have circulated at UBC (and the UEL) in the past year; they focus on a variety of issues, 

from minor to major. We review them here and provide contact where available.

Petition 1: Save Open Space 
in Wesbrook Village

This petition seeks to collect signatures in 
support of saving the second (building) lot 
on Birney Avenue near Mundell Park in 
Wesbrook Place. The other UBC lot would 
be developed as a community field.

Jennifer Douglas, Ursula Ellis, 
Desirée Wilson

Wesbrook Village is continually expand-
ing, and the community is feeling some ef-
fects of overcrowding.  The cost of living 
in Vancouver means that many of us are 
living in small spaces with no yards and 
people need room to spread out and play 
outside. Especially during the COVID-19 
pandemic, as we collectively experienced 
restricted movement and the need to stay 
close to home even when outside, it has be-
come increasingly clear that this commu-
nity needs some large green spaces within 
its boundaries. 

The existing four “pocket” parks (as they 
are termed in the Wesbrook Place Commu-
nity Plan, last amended April 2020) and the 
splash pad are all lovely—but small—com-
munity spaces. In fact, they are so small 
that if one other group is playing badmin-
ton or frisbee or fetch with their dog, most 
of the available space is taken up. The soc-
cer field and volleyball courts near the high 
school are nice amenities but a lot of people 
seem to drive here to use them, and they are 
not as useful for our local community; they 
seem to be mainly used by for-profit groups 
for specific purposes. 

Unlike in other parts of Vancouver, where 
most neighbourhoods are in walking dis-
tance of large, expansive parks that allow 
multiple kinds of use, there is no large 
space where the rapidly increasing popu-
lation of the university neighbourhood 
community can spread out, where kids can 
throw or kick a ball around, or where the 
neighbourhood dogs can have an official 
off-leash area. 

In this dense urban mixed-use community, 
there is a need to have loose open com-
munity spaces. While Jane Jacobs (author 
of The Life and Death of Great American 
Cities, a book that has inspired planners of 
urban mixed-use communities) advocated 
for bustling pedestrian ‘sidewalk life’, she 
also urged planners to resist the temptation 
to create over-planned and over-polished 
environments that are potentially sterile. 
While Wesbrook has an impressive net-
work of sidewalks and some lovely well-
manicured small parks with fixed equip-
ment, there is precious little open space 
where community members, especially 
children, can define spaces for themselves. 
With the conversion of the softball field 

at Nobel Park, we recently lost one of the 
kinds of loosely defined spaces we need, 
where people played baseball, soccer, fris-
bee, tag, and other impromptu games and 
where toddlers ran after bubbles and fami-
lies met and had picnics. While the signs 
on this currently closed-for-public-use field 
indicate that it will be open soon, the space 
is not the loosely defined grass field it was 
before, and its re-configuration is sure to 
change what is considered an acceptable 
use of the field, and what activities will be 
privileged there. The loss of this more free, 
open space has underscored the need for 
more of it in our community. 

Given the density of Wesbrook, and the 
increased density that is yet to come, we 
believe there is a need to reconsider the 
land use plans to ensure that they work for 
the people who live here. There are cur-
rently two large lots on Birney Avenue, one 
zoned for a school and one that is zoned for 
a 16-story market tower and townhouses 
(i.e. not faculty or staff housing). It’s en-
tirely conceivable that this community will 
wait a decade or more for a school to be 
built, and when it is, its spaces will only be 
available for broad community use on eve-
nings and weekends. 

In May and June, we circulated a petition 
aimed to collect signatures in support of 
saving the second lot on Birney Avenue 
near Mundell Park to be developed as a 
community field. Recognizing the value of 
open green spaces to neighbourhoods, the 
City of Vancouver recently voted to create 
a large park in the still-developing Fairview 
neighbourhood; the petition we are circulat-
ing calls on UBC, UBC Properties, and the 
UNA to save this one, mid-sized field for 
mixed community use in Wesbrook Village. 

Changes to the neighbourhood plan have 

been made before, as recently as April 
2020, and we hope that some community 
advocacy will encourage planners to con-
sider further changes that prioritize resi-
dents and members of the UBC community 
who are already living here. 

UBC is a major employer in the Vancouver 
area, an area that is notoriously expensive 
and where affordable and liveable housing 
for working families, new professionals 
and students feels increasingly out of reach. 

It is in the university’s interest to ensure 
that members of its community find neigh-
bourhoods and homes that feel like home, 
where they feel like they can live well, and 
where they want to stay. As employees and 
students of the university and members of 
the UNA community, we hope others will 
join us in advocating for keeping our neigh-
bourhoods as liveable as possible. 

This petition is open and can be viewed and 
signed at forms.gle/RyGvidJ84T5DyzyL7

Contact: Jennifer Douglas at jen[dot]
douglas[at]gmail[dot]com

Petition 2: Prevent ‘Pot Shop’ from 
Doing Business Steps from UBC

This petition (was) to let the University 
Endowment Lands administration office 
know the concerns and effects it would im-
pose on our community, with the approval 
of a cannabis store at 5784 University 
Blvd. We ask that the UEL administration 
office strongly consider how the cannabis 
retail store aligns with the research and 
educational purposes on UBC, and how it 
will better serve the families, children and 
elderly in the area.

The University of British Columbia (UBC) 
campus is a place for research and educa-
tion. The majority of those living in this 
area are families, students, staff and profes-
sors, oriented towards the purpose of the 

university campus. By opening a cannabis 
retail store, more cannabis store customers 
will be attracted to visit the campus for pur-
poses unrelated to the university. 

UBC fosters a high density of minors, with 
an elementary school within 1.4 km, a high 
school within 1 km and another elementary 
school within only 700 meters to the loca-
tion of the proposed cannabis retail. The 
location of the cannabis retail store is a busi-
ness plaza including a food court, supermar-
ket, fast food chains, Staples office supply, 
banks and educational institutes which are 
family, business, and academic-oriented. 

PETITIONS continued on Page 2Building in Wesbrook Village.

Construction in Wesbrook Village.

Construction in Wesbrook Village.
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Many elementary and secondary school stu-
dents pass by this area on the way to school 
and spend time in this area after school with 
friends. By allowing a cannabis retailer to 
exist in this business plaza, we are putting 
vulnerable children at a high risk of expo-
sure to substances they are too young for.

Since the legalization of marijuana in Can-
ada in 2018, bypassing the smell of mari-
juana happens more often in recent years. 
Many buildings have prohibited smoking 
inside and within 6 meters of the build-

PETITIONS continued from Page 1

Petition 3: Save Ancient UEL 
Trees Along Wesbrook Crescent

ing, which means smokers would probably 
smoke on the street, meaning open air will 
be polluted more seriously. 

Moreover, second-hand smoke will impact 
the community significantly. According to 
the US Center for Disease Control, second-
hand smoke causes negative psychological 
effects and toxic chemical effects on non-
smokers. This is especially detrimental to 
the health of children and elderly individu-
als in our community. 

Contact Connie Chen and others, at 
www.change.org

A petition was sent to the UEL adminis-
tration management staff demanding they 
leave ancient maple trees alone along 
Wesbrook Crescent — as they are not 
harming nor obstructing anything.

Management had a budget for cutting 
down trees across the UBC Endowment 
Lands and the manager is scheduling to 
cut down a corridor of near 100-year-old 
maple trees along the corner of Wesbrook 
Crescent and College Highroad, right be-
side the UBC bus loop and exchange.

When a local resident reached out to the 
UEL Office to inquire about the reason for 
this decision, the resident was apparently 
told that they have a budget for cutting 
down trees and it needs to be spent.

In a feature article in the Vancouver Sun 
on January 22, 2020, a resident was faced 
with the following comment, “The trees 
are located on public boulevards, are ma-
ture and of grand stature, but there has 
been a couple of near misses with major 
branches falling and a tree splitting in half. 
Drought, severe storms and disease are 
taking a toll.”

There is no proof or sign of disease what-
soever in these trees, and cutting down 

each entire tree is unnecessary and ex-
treme. These trees are not posing any 
threat to passersby nor obstructing any 
traffic or development. These trees have 
been around far longer than any of us and 
they are treasures to UBC and The Uni-
versity Endowment lands.

They are home to birds, insects, and entire 
ecosystems. They have been appreciated 
by residents and students for nearly 100 
years and we need to fight to keep them 
around for the next century of students to 
appreciate.

Petition 4: Give Partial Refunds to 
UBC Students for Lost Fees

The University of British Columbia has 
decided to implement a number of preven-
tative measures to reduce the likelihood of 
the virus spreading to the student popula-
tion. 

Because of the financial impact of this de-
cision, we are petitioning the University of 
British Columbia to give partial refunds to 
all students.

The implementation of preventative mea-
sures includes the canceling of all face-to-
face classes and instead implementing re-
mote online instruction. 

While we applaud UBC’s initiative for put-
ting the student’s health and safety as the 
main priority, it is important to consider 
the financial impact on the students, espe-
cially the international students considering 
the tremendous difference between the tu-
itions. 

Currently, international student tuition 
at the University of British Columbia is 

roughly $28,000 per semester (depending 
on the program). 

When most students agreed to take on the 
financial burden of taking out loans to pay 
such an exorbitant fee, we did so because 
we expected to receive in-person face-to-
face instruction, as well as the opportunity 
to seek out help from our professors during 
office hours. 

Because of the circumstances of this deci-
sion, this is no longer a possibility for stu-
dents, and we are essentially stuck paying 
$28,000 for online classes.

This does not account for fees for campus 
activity fees (activities which have all been 
canceled), lab fees, transportation fees, 
building fees (especially for the Sauder 
School of Business which takes around 
$600 as a building fee), facilities fees, etc. It 
is no longer fair to charge students for such 
amenities. 

Contact Irem Atalay, at www.change.org 

UEL resident Chris Wall surrounded 
by maple trees near his UEL property 

Photo credit: Jason Payne, c/o an  
a Vancouver Sun article.

Residents Relate How Rogue Dog Bit Baby
Child was 11 months old at 
the time; need for UNA Dog 
Bylaw was stressed at July 
Board of Directors meeting

The Directors were shocked.  

They had just listened to a harrowing ac-
count of what happened to an 11-month-old 
baby some months before when the baby 
was approached by a dog, also a resident of 
campus, and bitten in the face.

The facts were presented to the Directors of 
the University Neighbourhoods Association 
by the parents of the bitten infant. After hear-
ing the shocking facts, the Directors voted 
unanimously to instruct staff to investigate 
why, years after foundation of the commu-
nity of UBC residents, there was no legisla-
tion in place to prevent such incidents.

As the files at the UNA office will indicate, 
a sincere effort was made about 15 years ago 
to launch the formulation of a UNA Dog 
Bylaw—or perhaps a UNA Dog Bite By-

law.  Since those days, the number of people 
living on campus has increased enormously, 
and obviously the need for a bylaw has in-
creased at the same time.  

It will become clear as further work by UNA 
staff becomes known. Until then, care will 
need to be taken to ensure appropriate inter-
action between dogs and humans.

The owner of the rogue dog involved in this 
incident did not attend the presentation by 
the parents of the baby (perhaps they did 
not know about it). However, the parents of 
the child which was bitten, did attend and 
spoke eloquently of the need for legisla-
tion (bylaws) in the campus community to 
prevent—or attempt to prevent—a further 
event such as the one described.

Indeed, one of the parents is well known 
on campus for her affection for dogs, tak-
ing them to class when the opportunity 
arises. This resident referred to the fact 
that a dog registry has been established in 
Vancouver and wondered why such a reg-
istry could not be started at UBC as well.

Hearing that the baby in question was ‘bit-

ten in the face’, Directors visibly blanched.  
Richard Watson, Chair of the Board, said this 
was ‘shocking’ information to learn.  Another 
Director wondered why the earlier UNA at-
tempt to construct a Dog Bylaw failed.

A second aspect of this issue is the enforce-
ment of any future Dog Bylaw, with a third 
focus being how to deliver a bylaw from 
scratch—given the UNA is firmly fixed out-
side Vancouver’s regulations.

Apply to be part of the new 
UNA Land Use Advisory Committee

The UNA Board of Directors is establishing a Land Use Ad-
visory Committee to serve as an advisory committee to the 
Board regarding land use planning and development on the 
UBC Campus, as well as to act as a forum to facilitate discus-
sions on land use planning and development with residents.

Apply to be part of this committee by visiting: 
bit.ly/luacommittee
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Pacific Spirit Park Society Gathers
Eagle Nest Data for Province-Wide Study

Eagles are so beautiful; 
volunteers feel as though by 
participating in monitoring 

program, they are contributing 
to the health of eagle species and 

the trees in which they nest

The bald eagle nest registry in the lower 
mainland is a province-wide program. The 
protection of nesting trees, and the trees in 
Pacific Spirit Park are very much a part of 
this program.

Laura Cottle, program coordinator for Pa-
cific Spirit Park Society (PSPS), asks, “Did 
you know that in the 763 hectares of beauti-
ful Pacific Spirit Park, lying on the doorstep 
of our University Neighbourhoods, there are 
at least 10 pairs of nesting eagles? And did 
you know that the non-profit PSPS has an 
eagle nest monitoring program?”

PSPS collaborates with Metro Vancouver 
via their Regional Park Partners program; 
and as such, they run a number of park-en-
hancement activities involving stewardship, 
data collection and education. Directed by a 
volunteer Board of Directors, the society’s 
activities are coordinated by two part-time 
contractors who work with teams of com-
munity volunteers; one such team is the 
Eagle Nest Monitors. 

PSPS volunteers cover a wide age range and 
variety of educational backgrounds. Previ-
ous ‘birding’ experience is not necessary – 
only the dedication to visit an eagle nest at 
least once per week and record all activities. 
Families, UBC students, even retired UBC 
professors are involved. Each monitor cov-
ers one to several nests, many of which are 
located in the narrow strip of foreshore Park 
that fronts the ocean of the Point Grey Pen-
insula. “We wouldn’t be able to collect the 
extent of data without our wonderful team of 
eagle nest monitors”, notes Ms. Cottle.

Although PSPS has been running the pro-
gram for a number of years, only this year 
has it really expanded vis-à-vis the num-
ber of volunteers involved (over 15 active 
volunteers compared to only a handful in 
2020), and number of nests monitored (in-
creased from 8 to 12 in Pacific Spirit Park). 
In comparison to the stewardship programs 
at Camosun Bog and their 2021 restoration 
project site, which often involve volunteers 
working relatively close together, Eagle 
Nest monitoring can be done alone or in 
very small, COVID-friendly groups. 

“To support our many new volunteers,” 
explains Ms. Cottle, “we started the pro-
gram this year with a couple of ‘Learning 
Sessions’ on Zoom, followed by a nest site 
visit with one of the ‘Eaglers’ – a group of 
three lead volunteers”. Once the volunteers 
or volunteer family groups conducted their 
nest site visit, they were on their own to visit 
their designated nest(s) and monitor the ea-
gle behaviour they observed. They then sub-
mit their eagle nest reports on a regular basis 
to Ms. Cottle who administers the program.

One such PSPS volunteer is Peter Ward. Pe-
ter is no stranger to bird studies, having been 
attracted to the discipline of birding by the 
abundant and colourful birds he encountered 
in Eastern Africa, where he lived as a teen-
ager and in his twenties. 

As a graduate student in California, Peter de-
veloped an interest in bird sound recording. 
When he moved to BC to take up a position 
of Assistant Professor in Civil Engineering 
at UBC, he had a pleasant surprise when he 
discovered fellow Faculty member Ken Hall 
also had an interest in bird sound recording. 

So started a partnership of many years, 
wherein the two recorded bird sounds to-
gether throughout BC and Washington. Now 
some years retired, Peter noticed a message 

in the PSPS newsletter asking for volunteer 
eagle nest monitors. He has taken up the new 
bird study with great enthusiasm helping 
other Eagle Nest Monitors as a lead “Eagler’. 

The new nests now included in the PSPS 
monitoring program are mostly thanks to 
Peter’s ‘eagle eyes’. Also, using his clever 
cell phone telescope mount, designed and 
produced on a 3D printer by his 12-year-old 
grandson, Peter is able to take some great 
photos and videos of the eagle nests. 

Another long-time park user and enthusi-
ast Kathy Eugster was drawn to the idea of 
monitoring eagles, from her love of both the 
park and its animals. Kathy, a retired child 
and family therapist, feels the monitoring 
program is “fantastic!”. She enjoys learning 
about eagles -- seeing them regularly and 
becoming more familiar with their behav-
iour. And now watching the chicks flap their 
surprisingly large wings, she is thrilled: “By 
participating in this program, I feel as though 
I’m contributing.” 

To what are the Eagle Nest Monitors con-
tributing? How is the information that PSPS 
collects to be used? 

Firstly, data about the locations of nests, 
and the productivity (number of chicks pro-
duced) of the nests helps inform Metro Van-
couver Regional parks managers. Secondly, 
the cumulated season’s data will be shared 
with the Hancock Wildlife Foundation. 

This organization, founded by long-time 
eagle enthusiast David Hancock, has main-
tained a database of bald eagle nests in the 
Lower Mainland for over 20 years. 

The information within this database in-
forms two purposes: i) a legal reference of 
the eagle’s existence for use by City and 
Provincial Wildlife Authorities in enforcing 

the laws that protect eagles and their nests, 
and (ii) a study of urban eagles’ adaptive be-
haviours and particularly their productivity 
in the urban setting. 

Just recently, at a nest viewing event for 
PSPS’s eagle nest monitors held on July 4th, 
David Hancock spoke to the group about his 
lifelong work in protecting the bald eagle. 
“In 1964 through 1967, I could find only 3 
pairs of bald eagles nesting in the entire low-
er mainland”, explained David, “whereas 
now there are over 580 nesting pairs. Thanks 
to monitors such as yourselves, we know 
where these nests are located and if chicks 
are produced.”

Also at the nest viewing event, eagle-fans 
Eric and Jean pointed their powerful video 
cameras at a nest located along NW Ma-
rine Drive and projected the live video onto 
a large screen for all to see. Participants 
enjoyed watching the 11-week old chicks 
‘wingercizing’, flap-hopping to branches 
around the nest and receiving breakfast from 
an adult eagle. 

All the exercising by the youngsters led then 
to successful fledging (first flight from the 
nest) on Monday July 12th, as noted by the 
eagle nest monitors. This information, and 
similar such information collected by moni-
tors at other nests, provide the critical “nest 
productivity” data that will form part of the 
total package provided by PSPS to both 
Metro Vancouver park managers and the 
Hancock Wildlife Foundation.

PSPS Eagle Nest Monitoring program fur-
thers our understanding of eagle-human 
relationships. To read more about the 
various programs of the Hancock Wildlife 
Foundation, such as the Bald Eagle Track-
ing Alliance, please visit their website  
(hancockwildlife.org/). If you are interested 
in becoming an eagle nest monitor, please 
contact Laura at volunteer@pacificspirit
parksociety.org. 

Peter with a cell phone telescope mount. 
Photo credit: Laura Cottle.

Eaglet with wings out.  
Photo credit: Jorma Neuvonen.

2 chicks in Nest R. Photo credit: Rowena Kelly.



Signed Petition Opposing Unit 102 and 202, 
5728 University Blvd. 



Aug. 08, 2021 
 

Dear Claire and UEL ADP panelists, 

 

Thanks for accepting the public's comments on this matter, and we would like to voice the strongest 

opposition to any cannabis store in UBC, no matter how well it is designed.  

In UBC specifically, there are 3610 children under 19 (Census 2016), who live here for UBC’s family friendly 

and academic environments. Due to the lack of cannabis education in school, as well as the addictive nature of 

cannabis products, young children who hang around at areas like Macdonald and A&W will be greatly 

influenced. This is extremely dangerous as National Institute on Drug Abuse finds children under 18 are 4 to 7 

times more likely to get addicted to cannabis. Another big proportion of the UBC population are international 

students/professors. Many of which do not use cannabis products due to 

the ban of cannabis use in their own country. In conclusion, opening this 

cannabis store will shift the perception of UBC’s environment from family 

friendly and minimal cannabis use, to an environment that presents a high 

risk of cannabis exposure. This change will scare both families and 

international students/professors away. (Letter from UBC is attached, in 

which also addresses similar concept) . Our petition (Comments and 

Signatures attached in this email) proves this: having 1,575 signatures by 

UBC residents with a variety of ethnicities. Do not confuse the location 

of the signature with who’s signing the petition. Many of these people 

are out of town due to online classes. As Tolue said as a comment in the 

petition “Pls let the kids study for God’s sake”. 

 

The other part of the UBC population are the people who already use cannabis products. At first glance, 

it may seem this store will provide better and safer access for them. However, with further examination, this 

cannabis store will provide no benefits. The main issue people believe opening a cannabis store will solve, is the 

problem with Black market cannabis products (leading to overdoses). However, a cannabis store will do nothing 

to solve this problem. There are many reasons why a person chooses black market products over government 

stores. First is the price. Black market cannabis products may be cheaper, and opening a cannabis store does not 

solve this. Black market cannabis products will still be bought due to the cheap price. Second is if it is illegal 

for them to use cannabis products. Under aged youth who are not yet old enough will still use black markets to 

obtain what they want, regardless of a new store. Some people believe the inaccessibility of cannabis products 

is also a reason why people buy black market cannabis products, however, black market users rarely 

consider this as a motive. The dangers of black market products are widespread, therefore people use them only 

when it’s their only option. With online cannabis stores, and another store only 2.5 kilometers away (one stop of 

bus away), accessibility is not an issue in UBC. Or at least not strong enough for them to use black market 

products. This means opening a cannabis store in UBC will not solve any black market related cannabis 

products. 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/marijuana-addictive


Aug. 08, 2021 
 

To sum up, Cannabis store application shall NOT be accepted in UEL/UBC/UNA! 

 

The attachment is a petition summary as of Aug. 08, 2021 and research map of minors’ activities in UBC.  

(Note, over1000 UBC residents sign the petition within only ONE month, the campaign is held on July 8th, the 

deadline of public comments to UEL manager waiting for decision of Mr. Jonn Braman. Residents will be 

really mad if they come back in September to find out UEL administration approve a cannabis store despite 

strong community objection) 

Best Regards,  

Connie, Maggie, Ethan and 1575 UBC residents 

 

Copy: Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, Michael White, UBC AVP Campus and Community 

Planning,  David Eby, MLA, UEL CAC, UNA board of Directors, Maria Harris, Prominent resident, PJ, 

William and Alan, strata council in UNA East and South Campus. 

 



UBC community statistical data regarding the 
cannabis store license applications

June 22, 2021
Guangrui (Maggie) Xia
UBC Materials Engineering



School/center children/youth enrollment in the UBC 
community

*The above numbers are from the school/center’s webpages or school offices, 
and can fluctuate year by year. Pre‐pandemic numbers are used. 

Schools/centers Age group Number of children

UBC childcare services 0‐5 600

Berwick child develop center (BC 
disability association) 3‐5 96

Two public primary/middle schools: 
Uhill and Norma Rose Point  5‐18 1270

Eaton Arrowsmith school (for those 
with learning difficulties) 5‐18 60

Two YMCA childcare centers 0‐12 32

Uhill secondary school 12‐18 756

UBC community total 0‐18 2814*



Families and people impacted
Number Statistical  basis/Assumption

Families impacted in the UBC 
community ~ 1630

1.72 children per family w/ 
children based on BC data in 
2018

Total number of people in 
those families ~ 4000

Assume 2.5 persons per family 
w/ children, estimated from 
Stats Canada

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=3910004101

Assume 2814 children/youth in the neighbor, that go to school/centers daily.
Some go to schools elsewhere, and some come to UBC community from outside. We assume that they cancel out. 

• 2016 statistical data: UNA residents: ~7500, UEL residents: ~4000
• One month unofficial petition to stop the cannabis store applications has collected 1383 signatures. 

• https://www.change.org/p/uel‐administration‐office‐objection‐of‐the‐cannabis‐retail‐at‐5784‐and‐
5728‐university‐blvd‐in‐ubc?redirect=false



UBC neighborhood has been designed for families

Frequent use by minors?
UBC camps Yes

Swimming pool Yes

Chan center + culture events Yes

Gyms, icer ink and fields Yes

Parks/gardens/trails Yes

UBC farm and plantation Yes

Museums Yes

Shops, supermarkets Yes
Community centers, family clinics, 
afterschool classes Yes



Regent

Clinic

JEM Park

Cannabis??

Locations with 
frequent 
children/youth visits



UBC childcare 
campus NRP school

Sitka 
daycareGyms, 

ice rink, 
fields

Uhill secondary

JEM Park

Cannabis??

Locations with 
frequent 
children/youth visits

Regent



Whom do we cater to?
Age Numbers Capabilities

Cannabis store 
customers

> = 19 ? Able to commute, travel easily, and able to order online. 
Able to differentiate between regular food items from 
cannabis‐containing food items. Able to read widely and 
make decisions on his or her own. 

Children and 
youth

0‐18 > 2800 Most children/youth are not able to commute/travel/drive 
freely. Younger ones are not able to differentiate between 
regular food items from cannabis‐containing food items. 
Many are not able to read widely and make decisions on 
his or her own.



It is about being responsible to our 
community and society

• Every adult has to do his or her share to protect our children and youth collectively.
Each one of us was protected by the adults when we were little. For the potential cannabis consumers 
who are all considered adults now, please do your share to service our society. If thousands of UBC 
students can commute to UBC from all of the lower mainland on a daily basis, there is no question 
that they can go to the closest cannabis store, and a few of them are within 5 km range.

• Being legal is the minimal requirement for our action. 
Something being legal doesn’t mean that it is good or appropriate. UBC is a place for education, a 
culture icon, a community with rich culture/vaule diversity and a face of BC to the world. 

• Children and youth are on top of our list to protect, not to take risks. 
The whole society put enormous efforts to place risks as far from them as possible. Take the covid‐19 
vaccination efforts as an example, kids are the last to be tested for the wide use of vaccines under the 
consideration that the vaccines may cause side effects that put them under risk. At the same time, 
young adults are the ones that many societies rely on in taking more risks in tasks that help the 
society, such as volunteer work in fighting covid‐19 and help the community. 



Attention:

Subject:

Update:

No. Name City Postal Code Country Signed On

1 Connie Chen Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

2 Patricia Ho Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

3 Xu jin Vancouver V6L Canada 06/05/2021

4 Daisy Li Vancouver V6S 0A9 Canada 06/05/2021

5 Leisure Kuang Vancouver V6R Canada 06/05/2021

6 wenhui ding Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

7 Bin LIU Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

8 Nancy sunwoo Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

9 Ellen Shi Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

10 Alan Mak Vancouver V6M Canada 06/05/2021

11 Maggie M a Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

12 Diana Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

13 HONG JIANG Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

14 Youling Zheng Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

15 Jessica Fan West Vancouver V7S Canada 06/05/2021

16 Junfang Deng Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

17 Amy tang Prince George v2n4z9 Canada 06/05/2021

18 NANCY LU Surrey V3S7X7 Canada 06/05/2021

19 Sue Sue Yuan Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

20 Ri Kui Wu Vancouver V6T 2K2 Canada 06/05/2021

21 Kiki Tunghai Vancouver V6B Canada 06/05/2021

22 Michael Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

23 Tonghong Xu Vancouver V6t2g8 Canada 06/05/2021

24 Mary Zheng Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

25 Amy liu Vancouver V6S0A3 Canada 06/05/2021

26 Na Li Vancouver V6N Canada 06/05/2021

27 Erin Kang Vancouver V6T1K8 Canada 06/05/2021

28 Hui Jia Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

29 Lina LI Vancouver V6k 2z2 Canada 06/05/2021

30 hugo hu Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

31 Wendy Ma Vancouver V6B Canada 06/05/2021

32 Carmen Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

33 Sabrina Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

34 Iris Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

35 Huimin Lin Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

36 Hanshuo Liu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

37 Zhongbao Wang Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

38 Shuqin Zhao Surrey V3S Canada 06/05/2021

Change.org petition: STOP cannabis store in UBC

UEL Administration Manager

Objection of the Cannabis retail at 5784 AND 5728 University Blvd in UBC

08/08/2021

https://www.change.org/STOPcannabisstoreinUBC


39 Joyce Ma Surrey V3Z Canada 06/05/2021

40 Yinghong jiang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

41 Susan Shen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

42 Hong Han Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

43 jessica wu Vancouver V6L1H3 Canada 06/05/2021

44 Louis Zang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

45 Shelley Su Richmond V6X Canada 06/05/2021

46 Ning Fang Vancouver V6S0K8 Canada 06/05/2021

47 Ruth Wang Vancouver V5X Canada 06/05/2021

48 James Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

49 gracs sun Vancouver V5N Canada 06/05/2021

50 Lin Jiang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

51 Maggie Lu Vancouver V6T 2H6 Canada 06/05/2021

52 lucia niu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

53 Wendy Du Vancouver V6t 2H6 Canada 06/05/2021

54 Fran Zhang Vancouver V6H Canada 06/05/2021

55 Cecilia Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

56 Yi Zhao Vancouver V6T2C8 Canada 06/05/2021

57 Lilly Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

58 Sharon Chan Richmond V7E Canada 06/05/2021

59 QINGHONG Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

60 Elaine Zhang Vancouver V6S0A4 Canada 06/05/2021

61 Yingyu Lin Vancouver V6T2C3 Canada 06/05/2021

62 Jane Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

63 Yan Sun Vancouver V6T1R5 Canada 06/05/2021

64 Lisa XIAO Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

65 Ting Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

66 猛 张 Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

67 Bernie Mak Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

68 Monica Ma Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

69 Weitao Teng Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

70 Qing Mao Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

71 Si Chen Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

72 Na Zhang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

73 Hong Han Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

74 Shuang Liu Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

75 Sharon Yu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

76 Kathy Won Vancouver V6N Canada 06/05/2021

77 Ling Xiao Vancouver V6T 2H6 Canada 06/05/2021

78 Lianzhen Xu Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

79 Yan Chen Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

80 Angela Chen Vancouver V6R Canada 06/05/2021

81 Michael Xue Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021



82 Tonny Liang Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

83 Nate Jakcob Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

84 Sherry Zhang Vancouver V6P Canada 06/05/2021

85 Miucci Yung Vancouver V5R Canada 06/05/2021

86 Rennes Lindsay Whitehorse Yukon Canada 06/05/2021

87 Misato Law Vancouver V5R Canada 06/05/2021

88 Shenghan Liu Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

89 Xianxu Zhong Vancouver V6t Canada 06/05/2021

90 Richard Nan Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

91 Cui Chen Vancouver V6N2P5 Canada 06/05/2021

92 Le Ji Vancouver V6H Canada 06/05/2021

93 Jian Sun Richmond V7C 1G1 Canada 06/05/2021

94 monica luan Vancouver V6L Canada 06/05/2021

95 Amy Yu Vancouver V6P Canada 06/05/2021

96 Ying Liu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

97 Quan Liu Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

98 Samantha Shi Richmond V6Y Canada 06/05/2021

99 Ivy Gao Vancouver Bc Canada 06/05/2021

100 Claire Chou Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

101 Liu Fu Vancouver V6s 0g1 Canada 06/05/2021

102 Hongling Mao Regina S4S5H3 Canada 06/05/2021

103 Jian Chen Vancouver V6P Canada 06/05/2021

104 Fei Liu Regina S4S5H3 Canada 06/05/2021

105 June-Rur Wang Vancouver V6R Canada 06/05/2021

106 Donna Zhou Vancouver V6H Canada 06/05/2021

107 Xin Jiang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

108 GUIRONG WWNG Singapore 18 Singapore 06/05/2021

109 Rachel Huang Vancouver V6H Canada 06/05/2021

110 Meifeng Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

111 Tina Li Vancouver V6R Canada 06/05/2021

112 Bill Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

113 Robert Lim Vancouver V6M Canada 06/05/2021

114 PETER LU Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

115 Guo Wen Yan Vancouver V6K2L3 Canada 06/05/2021

116 Janet Yan Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

117 Yeonsu Kim Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

118 Jin Fang Vancouver V6S 0J1 Canada 06/05/2021

119 Betty Liu Richmond V6X Canada 06/05/2021

120 Nancy Wang Richmond V7C Canada 06/05/2021

121 J Liu Vancouver V3Z Canada 06/05/2021

122 Patty Qu Burnaby V3N Canada 06/05/2021

123 shu yan zhanh Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

124 Laura Zou Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021



125 ZY Guo Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

126 bo sun Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

127 Pei Gen Yang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

128 Cathy Pang Edmonton T6R 0C6 Canada 06/05/2021

129 Zhenyu Zhang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/05/2021

130 Mackenna Cochrane Yorkton S3N Canada 06/05/2021

131 vivi pen Edmonton T6J Canada 06/05/2021

132 Ethan Ho Vancouver V6T0B5 Canada 06/05/2021

133 Wen Gu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

134 Louisa Liu Vancouver V6P Canada 06/05/2021

135 Julie Qiu Vancouver V6E Canada 06/05/2021

136 Ian Liu Vancouver V6S0H7 Canada 06/05/2021

137 yh li Vancouver V6J Canada 06/05/2021

138 Hongyan Zhao Vancouver V6T Canada 06/05/2021

139 Yanwen Yang Burnaby V5A Canada 06/05/2021

140 Veronica Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

141 Jessica Zhuang Richmond V6Y Canada 06/05/2021

142 Bianca Dong Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

143 angela cui Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

144 Sandra Kung Hung Hom Hong Kong 06/05/2021

145 Henry Yeh Surrey V3Z Canada 06/05/2021

146 Jun Yan Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

147 Lisa Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

148 May Qian Vancouver V6R Canada 06/05/2021

149 Rachel Liu Edmonton T6R Canada 06/05/2021

150 Yutao Lu Vancouver V6S 0B5 Canada 06/05/2021

151 Xiaozhen Yang Central District Hong Kong 06/05/2021

152 Taylor Ren Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

153 Jessie Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

154 mark klarenbach Edmonton T6H 5G5 Canada 06/05/2021

155 Kun Liang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/05/2021

156 Simranjit Kaur Surrey V3Z Canada 06/05/2021

157 Annie Lee Richmond V7e Canada 07/05/2021

158 Delia Liu Vancouver V6J Canada 07/05/2021

159 Fei Li Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

160 Yu e hong Yu Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

161 Christine Wang Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

162 zhang jianjun Vancouver V6T1R5 Canada 07/05/2021

163 Dana Shi Vancouver V6S0G1 Canada 07/05/2021

164 Cece Hu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

165 Feifei Gao Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

166 韬 张 Vancouver v6t 2g 1 Canada 07/05/2021

167 Jason Lee Vancouver V6T2L5 Canada 07/05/2021



168 Brandon Lee Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

169 LU GAN Vancouver V6S 0H2 Canada 07/05/2021

170 XUHUA ZHANG Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

171 Vincent Meng West Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

172 janis chan Coquitlam V3B Canada 07/05/2021

173 Jenna Han Vancouver V6J Canada 07/05/2021

174 Hong Wang Surrey V3T Canada 07/05/2021

175 Yunqian Liu Richmond V6Y Canada 07/05/2021

176 Mary Ma Vancouver V3Z Canada 07/05/2021

177 Mike Hu Burnaby V5C Canada 07/05/2021

178 miles liu Vancouver V6T2K9 Canada 07/05/2021

179 Morris Chen Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

180 Sarah Ye Surrey V3R Canada 07/05/2021

181 Cyndi Liu Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

182 Jinqian Xu Vancouver V6T 1V4 Canada 07/05/2021

183 Eppie Wong Central District Hong Kong 07/05/2021

184 Liu George Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

185 Xiang Gao Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

186 Kitty Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

187 George Geng Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

188 YAN LONG Vancouver V6J0B5 Canada 07/05/2021

189 Grayson Ho Vancouver V6E Canada 07/05/2021

190 ping Ding Vancouver V6T0C1 Canada 07/05/2021

191 Youhai Wang Coquitlam V3B Canada 07/05/2021

192 Lenore Black Markham L3R Canada 07/05/2021

193 Linda Li Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

194 Dan Yang Vancouver V5P Canada 07/05/2021

195 Cynthia Xie Vancouver V6T 2J8 Canada 07/05/2021

196 Veronica Peng Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

197 huibin ma Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

198 Frank Bai Vancouver V5R Canada 07/05/2021

199 Mark Bi Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

200 Lydia Zhang Vancouver V6G Canada 07/05/2021

201 Annie chun Vancouver V6P Canada 07/05/2021

202 Helene Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

203 Hung Even Vancouver V6P2R8 Canada 07/05/2021

204 lu chen Vancouver V6S0G8 Canada 07/05/2021

205 Ru Yi Liu Amsterdam 1012 Netherlands 07/05/2021

206 Anna Dong Vancouver V6T2L3 Canada 07/05/2021

207 Kelsey Song Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

208 XIMING JIAO Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

209 Rebecca Wang Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

210 Lucy Cheng Vancouver V6S0A9 Canada 07/05/2021



211 eva wan Vancouver V6J Canada 07/05/2021

212 Irene Yan Vancouver V6T2K7 Canada 07/05/2021

213 Yang Li Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

214 Wei Jiao Vancouver V6T 2H7 Canada 07/05/2021

215 MEILING Zhong Vancouver V6T2K2 Canada 07/05/2021

216 Xuesong Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

217 Melody Hou Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

218 JIYANG GAO Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

219 Chiqian Zhang Vancouver V6H Canada 07/05/2021

220 Rachel Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

221 Minqi Xu Vancouver V6T 1Z4 Canada 07/05/2021

222 Davis Li Surrey V3Z Canada 07/05/2021

223 Liming Ma Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

224 Ellie Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

225 Cheryl Guo Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

226 jane shi Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

227 Ash Cao Victoria V8N Canada 07/05/2021

228 Ashley Xie Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

229 Victor Wang West Vancouver V7S Canada 07/05/2021

230 Sophia Li Vancouver V5V Canada 07/05/2021

231 betty cao Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

232 Sabrina Zhu Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

233 Jac L Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

234 Christy Zhang Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

235 Ada Fung Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

236 celina l Los Angeles 90014 US 07/05/2021

237 Dana He West Vancouver V7S Canada 07/05/2021

238 Kate Liu Richmond V6X Canada 07/05/2021

239 Peizhi Deng Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

240 Xiangning Wang Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

241 Abigail Eff Vancouver V6B Canada 07/05/2021

242 Kuan Ho Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

243 Chan Li Vancouver V6J Canada 07/05/2021

244 TE-LUNG LIU Vancouver V6S0A2 Canada 07/05/2021

245 Jack Wang Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

246 Emma Shang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

247 ruohan wang Central District Hong Kong 07/05/2021

248 Lala Pon Richmond V7A Canada 07/05/2021

249 Labulaka Ten Vancouver V6J Canada 07/05/2021

250 Youchang Zhang Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

251 Tina Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

252 Cathy Liu Richmond V6X Canada 07/05/2021

253 Lily Du Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021



254 Jixian Guo West Vancouver V7S Canada 07/05/2021

255 April Liu Central District Hong Kong 07/05/2021

256 ll zhang Burnaby V5H Canada 07/05/2021

257 Daniel Wu Taipei 92647 Taiwan 07/05/2021

258 Fan Wei Richmond V6X Canada 07/05/2021

259 Jeffrey Huang West Vancouver V7S Canada 07/05/2021

260 Rachel Zhao Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

261 Zoey Chan Central District Hong Kong 07/05/2021

262 Julia L. Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

263 Lili Zhang Surrey V3W Canada 07/05/2021

264 Simon Zhang Vancouver V5P Canada 07/05/2021

265 Michael Jiang Vancouver V6S 0A3 Canada 07/05/2021

266 jennifer jen Vancouver V6J Canada 07/05/2021

267 Patricia Wong Vancouver V6P Canada 07/05/2021

268 Arthur Lilly Vancouver V6N Canada 07/05/2021

269 Anna Kindler Vancouver V6T2K9 Canada 07/05/2021

270 Catherine Zheng Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

271 Hamid Reza Amirsadeghi Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

272 Stefan Hart Vancouver T6K Canada 07/05/2021

273 Jeannette Wall Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

274 Richard Dunsterville Vancouver V6L 1W3 Canada 07/05/2021

275 Valerie Dunsterville Vancouver V6L 1W3 Canada 07/05/2021

276 Richard Reitsma Vancouver V6R3B6 Canada 07/05/2021

277 Kathy Zheng Seattle 98121 US 07/05/2021

278 Rachel Wu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

279 Hongjian Xu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

280 Yan Guo Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

281 Laurie Vallance Ucluelet V6T Canada 07/05/2021

282 Justin Wang Vancouver V6H Canada 07/05/2021

283 Michael Wang Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

284 Ken Liu Vancouver V6M Canada 07/05/2021

285 Mary Stott Vancouver V6T 1T7 Canada 07/05/2021

286 Sunnie Luo Vancouver V6S 0K8 Canada 07/05/2021

287 Yue Shen Vancouver V6T 1Z4 Canada 07/05/2021

288 Linda LI Markham L3P Canada 07/05/2021

289 Elfrieda Friesen Vancouve V6T 2G1 Canada 07/05/2021

290 Henry West Leduc T9E 2X2 Canada 07/05/2021

291 Catherine Teng Vancouver V6R Canada 07/05/2021

292 Eugene T Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

293 Susie he Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

294 Estee Leung Burnaby V5C Canada 07/05/2021

295 Romana Guo North Vancouver V7N Canada 07/05/2021

296 Jan Kindler Richmond V6Y Canada 07/05/2021



297 Shelagh Anderson Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

298 Zheng Sun West Vancouver V7w 1G1 Canada 07/05/2021

299 Jennifer Yu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

300 Jin Kevin Vancouver V6T2L3 Canada 07/05/2021

301 HELEN DU Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

302 charles brumwell Vancouver V6m 3L6 Canada 07/05/2021

303 claire yu Vancouver V6M Canada 07/05/2021

304 Justin C Montreal H4V2Z5 Canada 07/05/2021

305 Emma Gao Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

306 Tianyu Zhou Richmond V6Y Canada 07/05/2021

307 Andrzej Wroblewski Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

308 Hong Yu Vancouver V6H Canada 07/05/2021

309 Rita Li Vancouver V6L Canada 07/05/2021

310 Parmpreet Toor Etobicoke M9W Canada 07/05/2021

311 Hakan Isler Vancouver V6M 3Y6 Canada 07/05/2021

312 Angie Wei New York 10027 US 07/05/2021

313 Mya Zhang Richmond V6Y Canada 07/05/2021

314 Selbi H. Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

315 Jasmine Yang Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

316 Adam Tank Vancouver V6T Canada 07/05/2021

317 Ziyun Zeng Vancouver V6B Canada 07/05/2021

318 a h Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

319 Margarita Scheei Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

320 Chrestecia Djap Vancouver V6P Canada 07/05/2021

321 Julia H. Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

322 Celina Chang Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

323 yuehong lu Vancouver V6s Canada 07/05/2021

324 Min Chen Vancouver V6T 2G8 Canada 07/05/2021

325 Cleris Lai Vancouver V6S1N5 Canada 07/05/2021

326 Margherita R. Alaia Vancouver V6T 2H6 Canada 07/05/2021

327 Lucy Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

328 Tristan Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

329 Vaniartha Vaniartha Vancouver V6R2G6 Canada 07/05/2021

330 Ning Chu Vancouver V6K Canada 07/05/2021

331 Julia Xu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/05/2021

332 Fern Greenbaum Toronto M5M 4N3 Canada 07/05/2021

333 May Liu Vancouver V6T 1K8 Canada 08/05/2021

334 Jack Wu Vancouver V6S Canada 08/05/2021

335 Lotus Wei Kelowna V1W Canada 08/05/2021

336 Will Z. Vancouver V6T Canada 08/05/2021

337 Sepehr Nouri West Vancouver V7S Canada 08/05/2021

338 emily xiong Vancouver v6t2g1 Canada 08/05/2021

339 Yuqi Xiao Vancouver V6S Canada 08/05/2021



340 Clio Blum Washington 20016 US 08/05/2021

341 Helen Lu Kelowna V1W4Y2 Canada 08/05/2021

342 Chen Wan Vancouver V6T 1R9 Canada 08/05/2021

343 Keith Adams Vancouver V6K Canada 08/05/2021

344 Ben Yan Vancouver V6R1P9 Canada 08/05/2021

345 Sean Chow Whitby L1N 7Y5 Canada 08/05/2021

346 Winnie Lee Vancouver v6n2p7 Canada 08/05/2021

347 Yutian Yin Vancouver V6L Canada 08/05/2021

348 Gordon Zhao Vancouver V6T 0A2 Canada 08/05/2021

349 JIN LIU Vancouver V5N Canada 08/05/2021

350 Maria Alaia Vancouver V6K Canada 08/05/2021

351 YaWen Ho Vancouver V6S Canada 08/05/2021

352 Bo Gong Vancouver V6K Canada 08/05/2021

353 Yasmine Bouazzi Chambly J3L Canada 08/05/2021

354 Keri Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 08/05/2021

355 Gaya Murthy Vancouver V6S Canada 08/05/2021

356 larry Cheng Vancouver V6Z Canada 08/05/2021

357 David Caughlan Vancouver V6R 1W7 Canada 08/05/2021

358 Ron Hing Vancouver V6L 2B4 Canada 08/05/2021

359 PJ Ding Vancouver V6K Canada 08/05/2021

360 Nader Doraki Coquitlam V3B 0J3 Canada 08/05/2021

361 Cory Sibbald Vancouver V6T Canada 08/05/2021

362 Sky Lee Vancouver V6S Canada 08/05/2021

363 Ren Yuan Vancouver T6W Canada 08/05/2021

364 Anna De Menna Milton L9T0R8 Canada 08/05/2021

365 Katherine Lin Vancouver V6K Canada 09/05/2021

366 Sandi McClelland Vancouver V6J 5M2 Canada 09/05/2021

367 Yichen Yu Vancouver V6J Canada 09/05/2021

368 Qingyang Li Vancouver V6B2T9 Canada 09/05/2021

369 John Lin Vancouver V6T2H6 Canada 09/05/2021

370 Shulin Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 09/05/2021

371 Tiancheng Zhu Surrey V4N 6P8 Canada 09/05/2021

372 Yan Liu Vancouver V6T Canada 10/05/2021

373 David Liu Surrey V3Z Canada 10/05/2021

374 Michael Lee Vancouver V6S0E5 Canada 10/05/2021

375 Drake Reaper Vancouver V6T Canada 10/05/2021

376 JIin Yoo Vancouver V6T Canada 10/05/2021

377 Youjung Youn Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

378 Mo Young Lee Vancouver V6R Canada 10/05/2021

379 Graydon Laraway Toronto M6S Canada 10/05/2021

380 Asha Fraser Vancouver V6R Canada 10/05/2021

381 Hwa Lee Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

382 Reading books Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021



383 Jaeyoung Hwang Vancouver V6S 0E5 Canada 10/05/2021

384 jae hee suh Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

385 Sophia Lee Vancouver V6P Canada 10/05/2021

386 Yuni Kim Vancouver V6T 0C3 Canada 10/05/2021

387 Lan Kim Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

388 Jiyoung Shim Vancouver V6N Canada 10/05/2021

389 David Choi Vancouver V6S0A5 Canada 10/05/2021

390 Sieun Park Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

391 Rodger Shewkenek Lethbridge T1J Canada 10/05/2021

392 young chun Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

393 Mustapha Elsaghir Calgary T2T Canada 10/05/2021

394 Hyun Beom Choi Surrey V4N Canada 10/05/2021

395 Alina Penteado Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

396 Hanin Alahmadi Windsor N9G Canada 10/05/2021

397 Rachel Liang Vancouver V6S Canada 10/05/2021

398 Karen Glesby Vancouver V6L1Y8 Canada 10/05/2021

399 Ethan Kearley Dartmouth B2Y Canada 11/05/2021

400 Ad LEE Vancouver V6H Canada 11/05/2021

401 Yeonhee Lee Vancouver V6S 0H8 Canada 11/05/2021

402 So Young Ahn Vancouver V6S Canada 11/05/2021

403 Lina Park Vancouver V5V2y6 Canada 11/05/2021

404 Sung Ok Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 11/05/2021

405 Peter Won Vancouver T3L Canada 11/05/2021

406 Yeon Kim Vancouver V6M 1R1 Canada 11/05/2021

407 Madelyn Brooks Vancouver V5W Canada 11/05/2021

408 Fa Zhang Vancouver V6L Canada 11/05/2021

409 Y L Vancouver V6S Canada 11/05/2021

410 Fiona Fournier Vancouver V6T Canada 11/05/2021

411 Matthew Brunet Owen Sound N4K Canada 11/05/2021

412 Sherry Liu Vancouver V6N Canada 11/05/2021

413 Jeffrey Yang Bellevue 98007 US 11/05/2021

414 Lynda Larsen-Baldry Kanata K2L 2Y4 Canada 11/05/2021

415 Hannah Tudo North York M2M Canada 11/05/2021

416 Christian Matteo Azemar Gatineau J9H 0E1 Canada 11/05/2021

417 Sofia Zhu Vancouver V6L Canada 12/05/2021

418 Haitao Su Vancouver V6T Canada 13/05/2021

419 Louise Lu Vancouver V6P Canada 13/05/2021

420 Yang Hongyang Amsterdam 1012 Netherlands 14/05/2021

421 Crystal Wang Vancouver V5P Canada 14/05/2021

422 Mae Tam White Rock V4B 2T4 Canada 15/05/2021

423 Haishan Zeng Vancouver V6N Canada 19/05/2021

424 Veronica Mesias Vancouver V6T Canada 19/05/2021

425 Priscilla Ruiz-Peters Vancouver V6S Canada 20/05/2021



426 Lierte Ruiz Vancouver V6T0A5 Canada 20/05/2021

427 Bahareh Sinaki Vancouver V6S Canada 20/05/2021

428 Brenda Kwon Surrey V3Z Canada 20/05/2021

429 Kumiko Watabe Vancouver V6L Canada 20/05/2021

430 Evelyn Brizuela Vancouver V6S Canada 20/05/2021

431 Linping Song Vancouver V6N Canada 20/05/2021

432 Huiping Zhang Vancouver V6N Canada 20/05/2021

433 Zihuan Wang Vancouver V5Y Canada 20/05/2021

434 Jane Liang Tung Chung Hong Kong 20/05/2021

435 Guangrui Xia Vancouver V6K Canada 20/05/2021

436 Jennifer Zhu Vancouver V6T Canada 20/05/2021

437 Bianca Luo Vancouver V6T Canada 20/05/2021

438 Ming Wu Vancouver V6T Canada 20/05/2021

439 Solange Ruiz Vancouver V6S Canada 20/05/2021

440 Ruth Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 20/05/2021

441 Michael Ruiz-Peters Vancouver V6S Canada 20/05/2021

442 Crystal Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 20/05/2021

443 Conny Ke Vancouver V6S 0K7 Canada 20/05/2021

444 郭 Guo Vancouver V6J Canada 20/05/2021

445 Tina Song Vancouver V6J Canada 20/05/2021

446 Joanne Chen Vancouver V6K Canada 21/05/2021

447 Fei Xia Vancouver V6T 0A2 Canada 21/05/2021

448 Mojtaba Nourian Vancouver V6T 2H4 Canada 21/05/2021

449 M O Vancouver V6T Canada 21/05/2021

450 Fred Sa Irvine 92606 US 21/05/2021

451 Maryam Motamedi Vancouver V6T Canada 21/05/2021

452 HAITAO Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 21/05/2021

453 darryl engerdahl Nelson v0g2g0 Canada 21/05/2021

454 Delphine Lu Vancouver V6K Canada 21/05/2021

455 Wenying Liu Vancouver V6T Canada 21/05/2021

456 Oriol Fornés Crespo Vancouver V6S 0A2 Canada 21/05/2021

457 Freda Liang Vancouver V6R Canada 21/05/2021

458 Carla Ancona Vaughan L6A 2H4 Canada 21/05/2021

459 Quanzu Yang Vancouver V6T1E2 Canada 21/05/2021

460 Davood Nakhaie Vancouver V6T Canada 21/05/2021

461 Bryan Weber Vancouver V6R 4R2 Canada 21/05/2021

462 Christin Jung Vancouver V6T2K2 Canada 21/05/2021

463 Guofang Li Vancouver V6T Canada 21/05/2021

464 Taesik Chae Vancouver V6R 2H6 Canada 21/05/2021

465 Min Xu Vancouver V6T1Z4 Canada 21/05/2021

466 Cristina Perugia Vancouver V6S Canada 21/05/2021

467 Adilen Hernández Madison 44057 US 21/05/2021

468 Um Yah Boi V3S US 21/05/2021



469 Abby Caruso Burlington L7L Canada 21/05/2021

470 Elena Tchernova Vaughan l4k5h8 Canada 21/05/2021

471 Nicole Spata Richmond V7C5P5 Canada 21/05/2021

472 Fei Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 21/05/2021

473 Susan Williams Thornhill L4J Canada 21/05/2021

474 XUE QIN TIAN Vancouver V6T0A2 Canada 21/05/2021

475 Jenny L Vancouver V5S3Z2 Canada 21/05/2021

476 Passant Reyad Vancouver V6T Canada 21/05/2021

477 Yasmine Abdin Vancouver V6S Canada 22/05/2021

478 Xk Young Vancouver V6T 2K2 Canada 22/05/2021

479 Yanhua Wen Trail V1R Canada 22/05/2021

480 Hongxia Shan Vancouver V6K Canada 22/05/2021

481 Wen Wang Coquitlam V3C Canada 22/05/2021

482 Duong Nguyen London N5Y Canada 22/05/2021

483 Meghan Chua Vancouver V5B07C Canada 22/05/2021

484 Frank Shi Vancouver V6T Canada 22/05/2021

485 Alfred Diaz Morejon North York M3C 3P4 Canada 22/05/2021

486 Brian Churchman Invermere V0A Canada 23/05/2021

487 Dumoluhle Siziba Toronto M5E 1W7 Canada 23/05/2021

488 Narges Ekrami Vancouver V6S 0k8 Canada 23/05/2021

489 Patrick Ste-Marie Saint-Lazare J7T 1X7 Canada 23/05/2021

490 D. Obrien Alliston L9R Canada 23/05/2021

491 Hamed Shakouri Vancouver V6S Canada 24/05/2021

492 Simon Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 24/05/2021

493 kashif mairaj Deen Vancouver V5R2Y9 Canada 24/05/2021

494 Rishu Kumar Vancouver V6R Canada 24/05/2021

495 Abdul Muntakim Rafi Vancouver V6S Canada 24/05/2021

496 Hassan Shaukat Vancouver V5P Canada 25/05/2021

497 Primi Py Jakarta 15810 Indonesia 25/05/2021

498 Martin Satyahadi Tangerang 15810 Indonesia 25/05/2021

499 Ying Zhang Vancouver V6S 0E5 Canada 25/05/2021

500 Nazia Ahmed Vancouver V6K Canada 25/05/2021

501 Chang Chi keung Central District Hong Kong 25/05/2021

502 Corey Meyers Lakeland 33809 US 25/05/2021

503 Travis Villafranca Edison 8817 US 25/05/2021

504 Laurie Law Central District Hong Kong 25/05/2021

505 Lily Li Vancouver V6S Canada 25/05/2021

506 Rosh Chocoury Toronto L4c 1a3 Canada 25/05/2021

507 Jun Zhao Vancouver V6S Canada 25/05/2021

508 Fiona Li Vancouver V6Z Canada 25/05/2021

509 Joanna Yang Vancouver V6T 2K2 Canada 25/05/2021

510 Jessie Liu Vancouver V6S Canada 25/05/2021

511 Rui Zhao Vancouver V6T Canada 25/05/2021



512 Kevin Chen Vancouver V6S 0L5 Canada 25/05/2021

513 Helen Ye Calgary T3H Canada 25/05/2021

514 liya zou Vancouver V6S0L5 Canada 25/05/2021

515 Anna Huang Vancouver V6K Canada 25/05/2021

516 Yvonne Han Vancouver V6S Canada 25/05/2021

517 Kirolos Moawad Montréal H1R Canada 25/05/2021

518 Erin Huang Vancouver V6S Canada 26/05/2021

519 Eve Xing Vancouver V5R Canada 26/05/2021

520 May Wu Hung Hom Hong Kong 26/05/2021

521 Rungfein Bai Hsinchu Taiwan 26/05/2021

522 Cheng Hua Vancouver V6S0K5 Canada 26/05/2021

523 Ryshawn Simmonds Ottawa K1G Canada 26/05/2021

524 Yanan Song Vancouver V6S Canada 26/05/2021

525 Hugo Ona Toronto M4Y Canada 26/05/2021

526 Yushu Zhu Vancouver V6S Canada 26/05/2021

527 R L Toronto M4K 2S4 Canada 26/05/2021

528 Eileen Tang Vancouver V5X Canada 26/05/2021

529 Namrta Saxena Scarborough M1E Canada 26/05/2021

530 Chaohui Li Vancouver V6S Canada 26/05/2021

531 Paik Ooi Ballak Toronto M3N Canada 26/05/2021

532 Kelitha Conliffe Toronto M1J2G4 Canada 26/05/2021

533 Gamer HD Vancouver V6T2H6 Canada 26/05/2021

534 Guershon Elancy Montréal H1G Canada 26/05/2021

535 Elijag Dekock Hamilton L8L Canada 26/05/2021

536 Miki Abe Vancouver V6T2H6 Canada 26/05/2021

537 Margaret Grabiec Mississauga L5A 3R1 Canada 26/05/2021

538 Gherlyn Piodena North York M6L1B4 Canada 26/05/2021

539 Karanbir Batth Burlington L7L Canada 27/05/2021

540 Joe Baetsen Winnipeg R2J3A7 Canada 27/05/2021

541 victoria zhao Vancouver V6S Canada 27/05/2021

542 Elina wang Vancouver V6T 2H2 Canada 27/05/2021

543 Andrew Kwok Hong Kong Hong Kong 27/05/2021

544 Simon Hua Vancouver V6s Canada 29/05/2021

545 Lisa Chen Richmond V7C Canada 31/05/2021

546 Christo Cross Chan Singapore 54 Singapore 31/05/2021

547 Wendy Lei Vancouver V6S 0E5 Canada 04/06/2021

548 Jian Deng Vancouver V6S Canada 04/06/2021

549 James Sun Vancouver V6S Canada 04/06/2021

550 Kaya Chang Vancouver V6T Canada 04/06/2021

551 Yu Pan Vancouver V6K Canada 04/06/2021

552 Helen Hao Vancouver V6T2E9 Canada 04/06/2021

553 Angelina Zhou Surrey V3Z Canada 04/06/2021

554 Zoe Yuan Richmond V7C Canada 04/06/2021



555 Jimmy Yuan Richmond V7A Canada 04/06/2021

556 Xiaodong Jin Vancouver V6P Canada 04/06/2021

557 yaling zhang Vancouver V6S0L3 Canada 04/06/2021

558 Alice Chen Vancouver V6T 2k9 Canada 04/06/2021

559 Maggie Zhu Vancouver V6K Canada 04/06/2021

560 zecheng guan Burnaby v5h0e9 Canada 04/06/2021

561 Phyllis Zhou Vancouver V6N Canada 04/06/2021

562 moeka ho Vancouver V6L Canada 04/06/2021

563 Yan Shen Vancouver V6K Canada 04/06/2021

564 zhiqin dong Vancouver V6N3B2 Canada 04/06/2021

565 Shuchen Huang Vancouver V6S0J1 Canada 04/06/2021

566 Anya Zeng Vancouver V6R 2L4 Canada 04/06/2021

567 Hua Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 04/06/2021

568 Jinyang Song Richmond V6X1E3 Canada 04/06/2021

569 Guilan Gao Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

570 Lucy Lau Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

571 Hai Shao Surrey V3z3k3 Canada 05/06/2021

572 Manlin Zhong West Vancouver V7V 3W2 Canada 05/06/2021

573 Yingxia Li Vancouver V6T 0C3 Canada 05/06/2021

574 Coral Liu West Vancouver V7v 3W2 Canada 05/06/2021

575 Vivian Gao Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

576 Amy Cheung Vancouver V6t Canada 05/06/2021

577 Renee Huang Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

578 Jane Du Burnaby V5A Canada 05/06/2021

579 lanhao yu Vancouver V6P Canada 05/06/2021

580 Julie Yang Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

581 Xianghui Li Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

582 Peggy Wang Burnaby V5E Canada 05/06/2021

583 Shirley Shi Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

584 Yang Wang Vancouver V6T0A6 Canada 05/06/2021

585 Peter Yao Vancouver at UBC V6T2G8 Canada 05/06/2021

586 En Yu Huang Vancouver V6T2G8 Canada 05/06/2021

587 Juan Wang Vancouver V5Z3N2 Canada 05/06/2021

588 Marivan Tan Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

589 Jean zou Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

590 Derong Guan Vancouver V6K Canada 05/06/2021

591 Joyce Li Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

592 Qian Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

593 Sarah Liu Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

594 li rong Song Vancouver V6R3A5 Canada 05/06/2021

595 Hellen Tao Vancouver V6R2K6 Canada 05/06/2021

596 Arica SY Zhong Vancouver V6S0H7 Canada 05/06/2021

597 Michelle Z Vancouver V6H Canada 05/06/2021



598 Li Cao Vancouver V6L Canada 05/06/2021

599 Ian Ni Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

600 Jessie Xia Vancouver V6S0B6 Canada 05/06/2021

601 Grace Dang Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

602 Trevor Stricker Turlock 95380 US 05/06/2021

603 Katie Booth Denver 80247 US 05/06/2021

604 Chunrong Huang Vancouver V6T2J8 Canada 05/06/2021

605 Funa Lu Deptford 8096 US 05/06/2021

606 Jian jian Wang Vancouver V6K Canada 05/06/2021

607 natalie fernandez Orangevale 95662 US 05/06/2021

608 Julia Zhu Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

609 Edalys Ledee Memphis 38119 US 05/06/2021

610 jin guo Burnaby V5C Canada 05/06/2021

611 xingyuan ouyang Vancouver V6K Canada 05/06/2021

612 ALIN VINTILA Puyallup 98374 US 05/06/2021

613 Vincent Zhang Vancouver V6R1E4 Canada 05/06/2021

614 Ziyi Yan Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

615 Yongwei Zhang Vancouver V6S0L5 Canada 05/06/2021

616 Riley Smith Sequim 98382 US 05/06/2021

617 Maribel Marulanda New York 11106 US 05/06/2021

618 Qiuning Wang Vancouver v6s 0h6 Canada 05/06/2021

619 Mei Dong Calgary T3S Canada 05/06/2021

620 Peggy Shen Vancouver V6S0H7 Canada 05/06/2021

621 Jason zeng Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

622 Le Lin Vancouver V6H Canada 05/06/2021

623 Yiming An Vancouver V6T 0B5 Canada 05/06/2021

624 ping yang Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

625 Florence Luo Surrey V3Z Canada 05/06/2021

626 Sylvia Jiang Vancouver V5N Canada 05/06/2021

627 Lina Ma Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

628 Joy Lu Port Coquitlam V3B Canada 05/06/2021

629 Andy Zuo Vancouver V6K Canada 05/06/2021

630 Helen Ye Calgary T3E Canada 05/06/2021

631 cathy huang Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

632 Chao Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

633 Christal Lyu Vancouver V6S0B7 Canada 05/06/2021

634 Jean Zhang Vancouver V6K Canada 05/06/2021

635 Monica Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

636 feng xu Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

637 Joe Xu Vancouver V6N Canada 05/06/2021

638 Hong Brooke Vancouver V6S0A2 Canada 05/06/2021

639 Raymond An Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

640 Christina Wei Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021



641 Ying Ou Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

642 Grace Jiang Vancouver V6H Canada 05/06/2021

643 Stanley Wong Vancouver V6G Canada 05/06/2021

644 Yongli Wu Vancouver V6S0A4 Canada 05/06/2021

645 Christine Guo Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

646 Yajuan Wen Vancouver V6T 2G7 Canada 05/06/2021

647 Melody He Vancouver V6T1V5 Canada 05/06/2021

648 LINA Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

649 Jennifer Pan Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

650 Mochi Shen Burnaby V5C Canada 05/06/2021

651 Jian Gao Vancouver V6N Canada 05/06/2021

652 Julia Zhu Vancouver V6P Canada 05/06/2021

653 Eve Chuang Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

654 H Shi Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

655 Meihua Chen Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

656 Yu Xu Vancouver V5Z Canada 05/06/2021

657 Sue Yuan Vancouver V6T2K2 Canada 05/06/2021

658 Brian Chang Vancouver v6t 1v5 Canada 05/06/2021

659 June Zhang Vancouver V6T 2K2 Canada 05/06/2021

660 Katherine Li Coquitlam V3E3P7 Canada 05/06/2021

661 amy zhang Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

662 Qiuyan Zhou Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

663 Yue Qin Vancouver V6L Canada 05/06/2021

664 Karen Lin Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

665 Jackson Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

666 jay hood Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

667 Xiaocong Wang Vancouver V6L Canada 05/06/2021

668 Miranda Liu VANCOUVER V6S0H7 Canada 05/06/2021

669 jinghong Ren Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

670 Oliver Luo Coquitlam V3E Canada 05/06/2021

671 isabella foliero London N6J Canada 05/06/2021

672 GUOFANG Li Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

673 manoj singh Vancouver V6T0A6 Canada 05/06/2021

674 Eileen Yu Vancouver V6T Canada 05/06/2021

675 Erin Huang Richmond V6Y Canada 05/06/2021

676 Zhu Feng Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

677 lily ye Vancouver V6P Canada 05/06/2021

678 Jessie Hu Central District Hong Kong 05/06/2021

679 Joseph Lee Vancouver V6R Canada 05/06/2021

680 Jun Yan Vancouver V6S Canada 05/06/2021

681 Xiao Ying Li Vancouver V6H Canada 05/06/2021

682 Cindy Liao Vancouver V5P Canada 05/06/2021

683 Kai Wu Surrey V4A Canada 05/06/2021



684 Winnie Feng Taipei Taiwan 05/06/2021

685 Debra Gibson Vancouver V6T 1C6 Canada 05/06/2021

686 Wei Yao Vancouver V6T 2G8 Canada 05/06/2021

687 Wei xiao Surrey V3Z Canada 05/06/2021

688 Noah Kim New Haven 6511 US 06/06/2021

689 jing zhao Vancouver V6L Canada 06/06/2021

690 Ni Li Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

691 Honggang Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

692 Lan-Hsin Hsu Vancouver V6B 6E4 Canada 06/06/2021

693 Xing Zhang Vancouver V6T 1N4 Canada 06/06/2021

694 Karen Marshall Windsor N8T3A5 Canada 06/06/2021

695 WEI XU Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

696 anne nguyen Toronto M6G Canada 06/06/2021

697 GUICHUN LI Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

698 Danielle Deng Surrey V3T Canada 06/06/2021

699 Jianhui Chen Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

700 Juliana Qu Vancouver V6R Canada 06/06/2021

701 zhijun zhang Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

702 Christina Gao Vancouver V6R Canada 06/06/2021

703 Margaret Huang Vancouver V6E Canada 06/06/2021

704 Hong Lang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

705 Joanna Huang Vancouver V5M Canada 06/06/2021

706 Gem Yu Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

707 terri liu Surrey V4N Canada 06/06/2021

708 Almunqableen khan Calgary T3J Canada 06/06/2021

709 Jian Guo Vancouver V6N Canada 06/06/2021

710 Christina D Richmond V7E Canada 06/06/2021

711 Cole Frasier Huntsville P1H Canada 06/06/2021

712 Dean Yu Vancouver V6T 2J7 Canada 06/06/2021

713 Anonymous J Scarborough M1R Canada 06/06/2021

714 Carl Wang Richmond V7C Canada 06/06/2021

715 Kim Kane Tillsonburg N4G Canada 06/06/2021

716 Shaoming Su Surrey V3Z Canada 06/06/2021

717 Zihan Zhang Vancouver V5X Canada 06/06/2021

718 Esher Khaira Oakville L6M Canada 06/06/2021

719 Maggie Wang Vancouver V6R1T1 Canada 06/06/2021

720 Ziying Hu Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

721 Amanda Zhu Vancouver V6t1v3 Canada 06/06/2021

722 Fiona Qi Vancouver V6N Canada 06/06/2021

723 Mike Hu Burnaby V5C Canada 06/06/2021

724 Ying Duan Vancouver V6P Canada 06/06/2021

725 Ye Wang Vancouver V6t2g2 Canada 06/06/2021

726 Sally Gao Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021



727 Amy Li Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

728 Linda Moore Toronto M2N Canada 06/06/2021

729 Dylan Tung Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

730 Qiao Xiang Ji Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

731 Juhua Bai Vancouver V6s 1y6 Canada 06/06/2021

732 Ashley Yang Las Vegas 89119 US 06/06/2021

733 Alin Tian Vancouver V6R2X2 Canada 06/06/2021

734 gracie guo Vancouver V6P 4T8 Canada 06/06/2021

735 Hui Yi Li Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

736 Yue Hong Zhang Richmond V6X Canada 06/06/2021

737 Tommy Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

738 Shuyu Fan Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

739 Victor Louise Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

740 Cathy Li Vancouver V6R 2M6 Canada 06/06/2021

741 Joya Wong Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

742 Anny Hu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

743 Chong Ke Vancouver V6S 0K5 Canada 06/06/2021

744 Sheng Zhang Mississauga L5R Canada 06/06/2021

745 Bryan Su Calgary T2V Canada 06/06/2021

746 Lillian Wang Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

747 Cindy Tan Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

748 Stella Xu Vancouver V5K1K5 Canada 06/06/2021

749 Dale Mugridge Vancouver V5k Canada 06/06/2021

750 Frank Wang Surrey Hills 3127 Australia 06/06/2021

751 Kamna Singh Vancouver V6N Canada 06/06/2021

752 Ruoxi Xu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

753 Jasmine Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

754 Jingya Wu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

755 violet Law Surrey V4N Canada 06/06/2021

756 Cathy Jiang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

757 Ziming Deng Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

758 Xi Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

759 Juan Yang Vancouver V6M Canada 06/06/2021

760 Zhaoxia Peng Vancouver V6N Canada 06/06/2021

761 Jasmine Xie Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

762 Hongsheng Li Vancouver V6N Canada 06/06/2021

763 Sunny Hu Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

764 Qi Li Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

765 Alice Zhong Surrey V3Z Canada 06/06/2021

766 Kate Kong Richmond V7C Canada 06/06/2021

767 yu shi Surrey V3Z Canada 06/06/2021

768 CINDY LI Surrey V4N Canada 06/06/2021

769 Helena Bi Vancouver V6M 4E5 Canada 06/06/2021



770 Hank Zhao Richmond V6X Canada 06/06/2021

771 Cecilia Yu Vancouver V6T 1V4 Canada 06/06/2021

772 Lin Jiang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

773 Grace Li Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

774 mina zhao Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

775 Joyce Sun Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

776 Connie Li Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

777 May Zheng Richmond V6X Canada 06/06/2021

778 Yi Wan West Vancouver V7S Canada 06/06/2021

779 Will Hu Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

780 Christy Chan Vancouver V6P Canada 06/06/2021

781 Jiangchang Hei Vancouver V6R Canada 06/06/2021

782 Fiona Fu Vancouver V6N Canada 06/06/2021

783 Karen Liu Vancouver V6R Canada 06/06/2021

784 Joy Liu Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

785 Ireh Kim Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

786 Hua Ye Vancouver V6R 2G5 Canada 06/06/2021

787 Luna Qi Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

788 Jasmine Hao Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

789 Zichun Ye Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

790 Sophi In Richmond V6Y Canada 06/06/2021

791 Wenhua Lun Richmond V7C Canada 06/06/2021

792 Jeral Anderson-Pearce Toronto M3C 1H3 Canada 06/06/2021

793 Ling Zhang Burnaby V3N Canada 06/06/2021

794 Judy Bruce Wasaga Beach L9Z 2B1 Canada 06/06/2021

795 Sarah Deng Maple L6A Canada 06/06/2021

796 Yichen Zhang Vancouver V6T 2C7 Canada 06/06/2021

797 Sherry Lu Richmond V7C Canada 06/06/2021

798 Nadia H Toronto K1y Canada 06/06/2021

799 noyan tamaki Sherwood Park T8A Canada 06/06/2021

800 Garnet Derbyshire Wadena S0A Canada 06/06/2021

801 Billy Wong Surrey V3Z Canada 06/06/2021

802 li zhang Burnaby V5B Canada 06/06/2021

803 Lana B Enfield 6082 US 06/06/2021

804 samarah matlock Enfield 6082 US 06/06/2021

805 Richard McConnell Olympia Fields 60461 US 06/06/2021

806 Brian Otto Waterloo N2J Canada 06/06/2021

807 Monica Xu Vancouver V5W Canada 06/06/2021

808 Enrique Lachica Toronto M6G Canada 06/06/2021

809 Lei Yang Richmond V7E 3J3 Canada 06/06/2021

810 Nannan Shu Richmond V7E Canada 06/06/2021

811 Liang Xu Oakville L6M Canada 06/06/2021

812 Tracy Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021



813 Harley Liu Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

814 Holly Zhang Vancouver V6T 1L9 Canada 06/06/2021

815 Sabrina Song Surrey V4P 3L4 Canada 06/06/2021

816 Lan Chen Vancouver V6T 2H1 Canada 06/06/2021

817 Tiffany Mou Richmond V6Y Canada 06/06/2021

818 mona xiao Richmond V7C Canada 06/06/2021

819 Tao Jin Vancouver V6T2L3 Canada 06/06/2021

820 zhong julia Burnaby V5A Canada 06/06/2021

821 Robert Mei Calgary T3Z Canada 06/06/2021

822 Grace Qu New Westminster V3L Canada 06/06/2021

823 Wings Feng Burnaby V3L Canada 06/06/2021

824 Irene Wong Vancouver V6S 0k5 Canada 06/06/2021

825 Alice Chang Vancouver V5X Canada 06/06/2021

826 keira bilinsky Port Dover N0A Canada 06/06/2021

827 Gigi ge Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

828 Ying Wu Oakville L6M Canada 06/06/2021

829 Nabil Alamgir Montréal H3J 1G9 Canada 06/06/2021

830 victoria Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

831 Wendy Li Surrey V3R Canada 06/06/2021

832 Katherine Lin Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

833 Betsy Wang Burnaby V5g Canada 06/06/2021

834 Doris Chen Burnaby V5G Canada 06/06/2021

835 Jordan Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

836 Shirley Lee Langley V2Y Canada 06/06/2021

837 Crystal Wang Calgary T3G Canada 06/06/2021

838 sandy wang Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

839 Vicki Yang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

840 Helen Hou Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

841 Joy FAN Vancouver V6S 0H7 Canada 06/06/2021

842 Hao Sheng Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

843 L TRAN Vancouver V6H Canada 06/06/2021

844 Simon Xia Oakville L6M Canada 06/06/2021

845 Fiona Wang Burnaby V5H Canada 06/06/2021

846 Ani Zhao Surrey V3Z Canada 06/06/2021

847 Tracy Shi Burnaby V5H Canada 06/06/2021

848 Jennifer Feng Calgary T3G 3S5 Canada 06/06/2021

849 Cynthia Chen Vancouver V6L Canada 06/06/2021

850 Abe Wang Burnaby V5A Canada 06/06/2021

851 Xianyu Liu Surrey V3Z Canada 06/06/2021

852 amalia deng Calgary T3G Canada 06/06/2021

853 Wei Yang Langley V2Y Canada 06/06/2021

854 shu Shu Calgary T2E Canada 06/06/2021

855 Anthony Wachira Saint John E2L Canada 06/06/2021



856 lily li Vancouver V6M Canada 06/06/2021

857 Hui Yang Calgary T3H 0P5 Canada 06/06/2021

858 lily zhao Surrey V4N Canada 06/06/2021

859 Zhiying Li Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

860 Michelle Wang Surrey V3V Canada 06/06/2021

861 William Chen Calgary T3G Canada 06/06/2021

862 Jenny Sun Calgary T3H Canada 06/06/2021

863 Celia Chen Vancouver V5R Canada 06/06/2021

864 Bradley Stricker Montreal H3S 1Y7 Canada 06/06/2021

865 Maggie Chu Vancouver V6L Canada 06/06/2021

866 Eu Wy Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

867 Monica Chen Calgary T3G Canada 06/06/2021

868 yan liu Calgary T3Rot5 Canada 06/06/2021

869 Cynthia He Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

870 Celia Yu Lexington 2421 US 06/06/2021

871 Terry Guo Calgary T3G 2G9 Canada 06/06/2021

872 Cheng Li Vancouver V6H 1A4 Canada 06/06/2021

873 Marco Oliverio LaSalle N8H Canada 06/06/2021

874 Qiuya Qu Calgary T2V Canada 06/06/2021

875 Jane Yang Vancouver V5X Canada 06/06/2021

876 Annie chen Richmond V6X Canada 06/06/2021

877 Jenny Chen Surrey V3T Canada 06/06/2021

878 Mei zhong Li Vancouver V5S Canada 06/06/2021

879 Shirleen Wang Delta V4K Canada 06/06/2021

880 Julia Zhang Calgary T2X Canada 06/06/2021

881 Jill Jin Vancouver V5Z Canada 06/06/2021

882 xiang zhang Richmond V6Y Canada 06/06/2021

883 Valerie Tang Calgary T3G Canada 06/06/2021

884 XUAN CAI Vancouver V6J 5M8 Canada 06/06/2021

885 Luna Liu Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

886 Annie Yang Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

887 Elijah Mathews Wappingers Falls 12590 US 06/06/2021

888 Ning Li Richmond V7C Canada 06/06/2021

889 Sue McCurdy Saint Thomas N5R Canada 06/06/2021

890 Lynn Li Langley V1M Canada 06/06/2021

891 Yvonne Feng Vancouver V5P Canada 06/06/2021

892 sotiria klimediotis US 06/06/2021

893 Nancy Yu North Vancouver V7P Canada 06/06/2021

894 Hao Jia Vancouver V6K 2J5 Canada 06/06/2021

895 Kelly Nestelroad Kansas City 66109 US 06/06/2021

896 Bonnie Zhang Calgary T3S Canada 06/06/2021

897 Dongyun su Vancouver V6L2A8 Canada 06/06/2021

898 Deborah Chartrand Pembroke K8A Canada 06/06/2021



899 Jian Yu Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

900 ying he Markham L3S Canada 06/06/2021

901 Henry Wang Edmonton T6E Canada 06/06/2021

902 Paddy Leung Vancouver V5K Canada 06/06/2021

903 Yan Lin Vancouver V5P Canada 06/06/2021

904 sara jiang Calgary T2p4z4 Canada 06/06/2021

905 Zoe Zhang Vancouver V5V Canada 06/06/2021

906 Bowen Tian Vancouver V6T Canada 06/06/2021

907 Min Li Vancouver V6R Canada 06/06/2021

908 Lilianna Lee Vancouver V5Y0E9 Canada 06/06/2021

909 Yiping Zhu Oakville L6H Canada 06/06/2021

910 Meredith Zhouu Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

911 Shirley Tsim Vancouver V5W Canada 06/06/2021

912 Xia Li Calgary T3G Canada 06/06/2021

913 Max Peterson Toronto M6M Canada 06/06/2021

914 Tracy Huang Richmond V7E Canada 06/06/2021

915 huiqun li Vancouver V6S0b5 Canada 06/06/2021

916 joyce ma Surrey V3Z Canada 06/06/2021

917 Bo En Vancouver V6P Canada 06/06/2021

918 h h Mississauga L5C Canada 06/06/2021

919 Cathy cai Vancouver V6J 4A4 Canada 06/06/2021

920 Ying Zhou Vancouver V6K Canada 06/06/2021

921 Jacqueline Wen Vancouver V6R Canada 06/06/2021

922 Shirley Liang Richmond V7E 4S6 Canada 06/06/2021

923 Shawn Liang Vancouver V6T 2G9 Canada 06/06/2021

924 Yong mei Xie Richmond V6y0h7 Canada 06/06/2021

925 JIN YANG Vancouver V5T Canada 06/06/2021

926 Vivian Yu Calgary T3H Canada 06/06/2021

927 Kardn Wu Burnaby V5H Canada 06/06/2021

928 Ruby Attwood Montreal H2S1C5 Canada 06/06/2021

929 Christine Yao Vancouver V6M Canada 06/06/2021

930 Matthew Fan Burnaby V5H Canada 06/06/2021

931 James Lim Vancouver V6M Canada 06/06/2021

932 celine zhu Burnaby V5H  4R2 Canada 06/06/2021

933 Dan Zheng Vancouver V6J Canada 06/06/2021

934 Cindy Zan Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021

935 Daniel Michael Toronto M5A1T7 Canada 06/06/2021

936 Claudia Niu Delta V4T Canada 06/06/2021

937 Shane O'Hara Ottawa K2H 8W6 Canada 06/06/2021

938 Sherry Chen Vancouver V5R Canada 06/06/2021

939 Flora Zhong Surrey V4N Canada 06/06/2021

940 eileen wong Central District Hong Kong 06/06/2021

941 Cindy Chen Vancouver V6S Canada 06/06/2021



942 Zhengping Hu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

943 Alina Luo Toronto M6C Canada 07/06/2021

944 Lisa Xie Richmond V7C Canada 07/06/2021

945 Meggy Yu Vancouver V6j 5 m7 Canada 07/06/2021

946 Gary zhang Richmond Hill L4C Canada 07/06/2021

947 Ashlin Klev Pearl River 10965 US 07/06/2021

948 Poppy McMahon Toronto M4E Canada 07/06/2021

949 Vivian Liao Surrey V3V 5J9 Canada 07/06/2021

950 Alexis Brewer Maryville 37803 US 07/06/2021

951 Alex Lu Surrey V4A Canada 07/06/2021

952 Masumi Nakamura Burnaby V5c1h1 Canada 07/06/2021

953 Erin Chan Calgary T3L Canada 07/06/2021

954 Rupinderpal Taggar Vancouver V5L Canada 07/06/2021

955 Jordan Delorme Vancouver V5P Canada 07/06/2021

956 Elizabeth Guo Burnaby V5H Canada 07/06/2021

957 Cholly Villanueva Richmond V6Y Canada 07/06/2021

958 JJ Liu Burnaby V5A Canada 07/06/2021

959 lana liu Vancouver V6M Canada 07/06/2021

960 DAVID CHEN Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

961 DONGLEI HU Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

962 Mei Mao Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

963 Emily Lee Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

964 Cathy LU Vancouver V5L Canada 07/06/2021

965 Grace Huang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

966 晓 谷 Vancouver V6N Canada 07/06/2021

967 Youme Geng Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

968 Ellen Du Vancouver V6L Canada 07/06/2021

969 Dong Li Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

970 Buda Paul Moose Jaw S6H Canada 07/06/2021

971 Kathy Wu Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

972 Xin Mo Coquitlam V3B Canada 07/06/2021

973 shuhui zhang Vancouver V6S 0A5 Canada 07/06/2021

974 Adelle Rulli Windham Centre N0E Canada 07/06/2021

975 Zheng Lu Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

976 Alyssa cui Fremont 94536 US 07/06/2021

977 jiahui xue Vancouver V6P Canada 07/06/2021

978 Yao hong Vancouver V6L Canada 07/06/2021

979 Alice Fong Vancouver V5X 2C7 Canada 07/06/2021

980 Eileen Shen Surrey V4A1G4 Canada 07/06/2021

981 chen michelke Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

982 Christine Zhu Burnaby V5E Canada 07/06/2021

983 Dave Shi Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

984 yu liu Richmond v7c Canada 07/06/2021



985 Jason Liang Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

986 G G Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

987 Jane Wu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

988 Liu Eileen China 07/06/2021

989 Yan Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

990 Tony Lin Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

991 Jamie Jiang Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

992 JIe Bai Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

993 CHEN HSING LIU Vancouver V5R Canada 07/06/2021

994 Stella Su Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

995 Xiaoliang Jin Vancouver V6S 0L3 Canada 07/06/2021

996 xiaoli yu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

997 Ivy Lee Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

998 weiguang song Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

999 david mao Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1000 Luke Cai Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1001 Jasmine January North Las Vegas 89032 US 07/06/2021

1002 Utkarsh Nath Fremont 94555 US 07/06/2021

1003 Linda Lin Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

1004 yue yin Vancouver V6T 1S2 Canada 07/06/2021

1005 Sen Wong Burnaby V5C Canada 07/06/2021

1006 Winnie Chang Vancouver V6J Canada 07/06/2021

1007 fred chen Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

1008 xingxiang zhu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1009 Louis Fu Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1010 Iris Wang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1011 Shaohui Liu Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

1012 Mark Zhang Richmond V7C Canada 07/06/2021

1013 Daisy Cheng Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

1014 Sicily Xie Singapore 18 Singapore 07/06/2021

1015 Gary Hsieh Surrey V3Z Canada 07/06/2021

1016 Xin Jiang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1017 Vivian Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1018 Wayne Su Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1019 Claire Li Vancouver V6J Canada 07/06/2021

1020 Shuang Liang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1021 marjan khairollahi New York 10012 US 07/06/2021

1022 Jenny Li Vancouver V6T 1R7 Canada 07/06/2021

1023 Justin Truong San Francisco 94112 US 07/06/2021

1024 Jennifer Hippolite Kahuku 96744 US 07/06/2021

1025 chao ming lin Vancouver V6S 0G8 Canada 07/06/2021

1026 Amy Liu Vancouver V6M Canada 07/06/2021

1027 daniella montoya San Diego 92130 US 07/06/2021



1028 siyang wang Richmond V7C Canada 07/06/2021

1029 Taras Hlynka Lasalle N9H 2L2 Canada 07/06/2021

1030 Jeremy Anderson US 07/06/2021

1031 Kat Ng Vancouver V6t Canada 07/06/2021

1032 Jaida Sieu Alameda 94502 US 07/06/2021

1033 su li Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

1034 Lourdes Umayam Toronto M4M Canada 07/06/2021

1035 Sarn Saeteurn Oakland 94601 US 07/06/2021

1036 Hai Yan Zou Central District V6T Hong Kong 07/06/2021

1037 Henry Lu Vancouver V5N Canada 07/06/2021

1038 Lifen Li Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1039 Isabella Medina Pawtucket 2860 US 07/06/2021

1040 Roderick Purdy Windsor N9B Canada 07/06/2021

1041 Travis Conroy Minneapolis 55411 US 07/06/2021

1042 Melissa Boyer Tinley Park 60487 US 07/06/2021

1043 J P Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1044 annie fang Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1045 J Xing Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1046 Larresha Gulledge Pigeon Forge 37863 US 07/06/2021

1047 Fausto Teutla Minneapolis 55410 US 07/06/2021

1048 Angela Briceno Germantown 20874 US 07/06/2021

1049 john white honululu 38371 US 07/06/2021

1050 RBPP Petitions II US 07/06/2021

1051 Benjamin Walter Bethlehem 18017 US 07/06/2021

1052 Henry Heinlein Shrewsbury 17349 US 07/06/2021

1053 Hong Chang Vancouver V5P Canada 07/06/2021

1054 Julia Hughes Toronto M5M Canada 07/06/2021

1055 Ming Yang Vancouver V6T 2G2 Canada 07/06/2021

1056 Tim Maurer Anaheim 92808 US 07/06/2021

1057 Kaitlyn Bassett Huntsville 35816 US 07/06/2021

1058 Matthew Tabares Queens 11375 US 07/06/2021

1059 Shenelle Khan Elmont 11003 US 07/06/2021

1060 Vjollca Qehaja Queens 11362 US 07/06/2021

1061 Katie Stargell Henrico 23228 US 07/06/2021

1062 Don Azez Queens 11432 US 07/06/2021

1063 Helene Redding Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1064 Jannifer Yu Richmond V6X Canada 07/06/2021

1065 Siwei Luo Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

1066 Rojer Luo Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1067 Alice wang Vancouver V6H Canada 07/06/2021

1068 Delia Wang Surrey V3Z Canada 07/06/2021

1069 Sasha ZHU North Vancouver V7K 1Y9 Canada 07/06/2021

1070 Jinguang Hu Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021



1071 Margaret Wong Vancouver V6E Canada 07/06/2021

1072 Huang Lily White Rock V4B Canada 07/06/2021

1073 Nila Wong Vancouver V6E Canada 07/06/2021

1074 Amanda Pan Vancouver V5R Canada 07/06/2021

1075 Mercy Chen Surrey V4N1S8 Canada 07/06/2021

1076 Zahid Afghan Toronto M2N Canada 07/06/2021

1077 Timothy Ma Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1078 John Williams Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1079 Julie LeBlanc Oshawa L1K Canada 07/06/2021

1080 Wendy Xu Surrey V3T3G9 Canada 07/06/2021

1081 Jasper Song Burnaby V3N 5B7 Canada 07/06/2021

1082 Evergreen Earl North Vancouver V7K Canada 07/06/2021

1083 Karen Wu Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1084 Betty Chen Surrey V4N Canada 07/06/2021

1085 Jackie Thorn Mississauga L5H2R9 Canada 07/06/2021

1086 Dale Hughes Spruce Grove T7X Canada 07/06/2021

1087 william Ho Vancouver V6T1S3 Canada 07/06/2021

1088 Marida Ma Victoria V8X Canada 07/06/2021

1089 Yiwen Jin Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

1090 Jesseica Wang Surrey V4N Canada 07/06/2021

1091 Eleen Yang Richmond V6Y Canada 07/06/2021

1092 Tracy Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1093 Howard Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1094 Teresa Wu Richmond V6Y Canada 07/06/2021

1095 Hua-Soo Kee Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1096 Ying Xiong Surrey V4N Canada 07/06/2021

1097 kathleen yu Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1098 Li Jiao Vancouver V6E 1L3 Canada 07/06/2021

1099 Grace Wang Surrey V4N Canada 07/06/2021

1100 Amy Tong Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1101 Matin Narimani Vancouver V6M Canada 07/06/2021

1102 James T Burnaby ree Canada 07/06/2021

1103 John Canh Burnaby V5A Canada 07/06/2021

1104 Yuan Peng Liu Surrey V4N 1S7 Canada 07/06/2021

1105 Yvonne Tang Surrey V4N Canada 07/06/2021

1106 Peter Peng Vancouver V3S Canada 07/06/2021

1107 Yu Saint Lin Vancouver V6R 3E1 Canada 07/06/2021

1108 Raymond Wang Burnaby V5C Canada 07/06/2021

1109 Desmond Francis Toronto M9A Canada 07/06/2021

1110 Sheila Kuan Vancouver V6R Canada 07/06/2021

1111 Sophia Huang Burnaby V5E Canada 07/06/2021

1112 Suet-Ming Yeong Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1113 Alex Miller Surrey V3R Canada 07/06/2021



1114 Sophie Yu Vancouver V5L Canada 07/06/2021

1115 Alan Li Surrey V3Z Canada 07/06/2021

1116 Linda Wang Vancouver V6P Canada 07/06/2021

1117 Victor Chua Vancouver V6K Canada 07/06/2021

1118 Judith So Vancouver V5z3x2 Canada 07/06/2021

1119 Joanna Weng Vancouver V6G1Z4 Canada 07/06/2021

1120 Linda Li Burnaby V5A Canada 07/06/2021

1121 Alison Zheng Burnaby v5a4s3 Canada 07/06/2021

1122 Wing Wong North Vancouver V7J Canada 07/06/2021

1123 jimmy tsaur Vancouver V6P2d2 Canada 07/06/2021

1124 lily wang Richmond V7C Canada 07/06/2021

1125 Jungsun Ghil Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1126 rebecca ma Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1127 Bianca Berto Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

1128 Tiffany Lin Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1129 Hermoine Granger Winnipeg R3B Canada 07/06/2021

1130 KAIMING LAI Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

1131 Kyungchul Song Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1132 Jackie Zhao Vancouver V6T Canada 07/06/2021

1133 Lina Chen Surrey V3R Canada 07/06/2021

1134 Shao Hong WAN Vancouver V6T 0A1 Canada 07/06/2021

1135 Ray Wang Burnaby V5B Canada 07/06/2021

1136 Elaine Zhou Vancouver V6M Canada 07/06/2021

1137 Tahir Nasir Waterloo N2L Canada 07/06/2021

1138 Harriet Qi Vancouver V6R3A3 Canada 07/06/2021

1139 N A Etobicoke M9C 0A4 Canada 07/06/2021

1140 Anna Balkanyi Vancouver V6S Canada 07/06/2021

1141 Namekawa Yuki Vancouver V5N Canada 07/06/2021

1142 Claire Hong Surrey V3Z Canada 08/06/2021

1143 Elizabeth Park Vancouver V6K Canada 08/06/2021

1144 Antonino Pedone Woodbridge L4L Canada 08/06/2021

1145 Yinchen Lei Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1146 Erystine Hosseinzadeh Surrey V4N Canada 08/06/2021

1147 Cheng-I Shang Vancouver V6K Canada 08/06/2021

1148 Jihye Kang Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1149 Hengli Huang Vancouver V6K Canada 08/06/2021

1150 Simone Benedetto Aurora L4G Canada 08/06/2021

1151 Rebecca Yang Taipei Taiwan 08/06/2021

1152 Jim Zhang Calgary T3R Canada 08/06/2021

1153 Quincy Brentwood Toronto m4w Canada 08/06/2021

1154 Elizabeth Ho Burnaby V5E3x9 Canada 08/06/2021

1155 Sofia Lonardi Mississauga L5W Canada 08/06/2021

1156 Lily Anderson Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021



1157 Maggie Yang Burnaby V5B Canada 08/06/2021

1158 Sung Wong Vancouver V6J Canada 08/06/2021

1159 Xiaohong Zhang Vancouver V6T1K9 Canada 08/06/2021

1160 TAO CHEN Vancouver V6S0K5 Canada 08/06/2021

1161 Rose Kasper Coquitlam V3J 6T6 Canada 08/06/2021

1162 Pi Hui Chou Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1163 xiangchun zheng Vancouver V6t 1k9 Canada 08/06/2021

1164 Samuel W Vancouver V6T Canada 08/06/2021

1165 Jinlin Zhu Vancouver V6K Canada 08/06/2021

1166 William Wang Richmond V6Y Canada 08/06/2021

1167 Yutian Wang Vancouver V6L Canada 08/06/2021

1168 jinping hei Vancouver V6T1R9 Canada 08/06/2021

1169 Shakayla Thomas Compton 90220 US 08/06/2021

1170 patricia lau Richmond V7E Canada 08/06/2021

1171 Jiarui Ma Edmonton T6R Canada 08/06/2021

1172 Parker Loewen Vanderhoof V0J Canada 08/06/2021

1173 yuee Zhang Vancouver V6K Canada 08/06/2021

1174 Johnson Xue Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1175 Bodhi Flinn Langley V3A Canada 08/06/2021

1176 Azalea Liu Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1177 Tina Estudante Mississauga L5N Canada 08/06/2021

1178 Renee Al-mor King City L7B1E1 Canada 08/06/2021

1179 Paula Menarick Oujé-Bougoumou G0W 3C0 Canada 08/06/2021

1180 Marina Bai Edmonton T6R Canada 08/06/2021

1181 Yun Feng Yi Vancouver V6B 5C6 Canada 08/06/2021

1182 Melly Yuan Wesbrook Village V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1183 Angela liang Winnipeg R3Y Canada 08/06/2021

1184 Yejing Zhou Richmond V6X Canada 08/06/2021

1185 Zhenni Wu Vancouver V6M Canada 08/06/2021

1186 May Ji Edmonton T6W Canada 08/06/2021

1187 PHILIP WU Vancouver V5Y Canada 08/06/2021

1188 Naya chen Vancouver V6H Canada 08/06/2021

1189 Jason Li Richmond V6X Canada 08/06/2021

1190 Jieun Kim Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1191 Tracy Huang Burnaby V5H Canada 08/06/2021

1192 Eustina Na Vancouver V6S Canada 08/06/2021

1193 Yong Zeng Toronto M4G Canada 08/06/2021

1194 Sungmin Lim Rutherford 7070 US 08/06/2021

1195 Maribel Bermudez Penns Grove 8069 US 08/06/2021

1196 Isaac Okigweh Austin 78758 US 08/06/2021

1197 Mary lou Testa Johnson City 37615 US 08/06/2021

1198 Kayda Rhoton US 08/06/2021

1199 Catherine Cajahuaringa Ridgewood 11385 US 08/06/2021



1200 Tamoa Calzadilla Miami 33178 US 08/06/2021

1201 Roni Ahn Vancouver V6K Canada 08/06/2021

1202 Layelle Roberson Springfield Gardens 11413 US 08/06/2021

1203 Shira Wang Surrey V4N Canada 08/06/2021

1204 Alana Li Calgary T3A 3W1 Canada 08/06/2021

1205 Yan Guo Richmond V3M Canada 08/06/2021

1206 Chang Liu Burnaby V5A Canada 08/06/2021

1207 Queenie Li Burnaby V5E Canada 08/06/2021

1208 Yee Fong Vancouver V6T Canada 08/06/2021

1209 Yan Liu Edmonton T6W Canada 08/06/2021

1210 david shulman Vancouver V5X Canada 08/06/2021

1211 Jun Yao Edmonton T6R Canada 08/06/2021

1212 Raymond Li Vancouver V5X 1R2 Canada 08/06/2021

1213 Suyu Cai Vancouver V6p2w3 Canada 08/06/2021

1214 Yael Lefkovitz Toronto M4E Canada 08/06/2021

1215 Dorothy Li Vancouver V5X 1R2 Canada 08/06/2021

1216 ，teresa Tang Langley V3A Canada 08/06/2021

1217 Kyungmee Choi Coquitlam V3K Canada 09/06/2021

1218 Vinnie Pan Vancouver V6K Canada 09/06/2021

1219 Yaqi Zhao Vancouver V6T Canada 09/06/2021

1220 Chris Xiang Edmonton T6R Canada 09/06/2021

1221 Kyle Liu Vancouver V5T Canada 09/06/2021

1222 Kelly Xia Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1223 Zachary Zhou Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1224 Junli Wei Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1225 Jia Lin Duan Burnaby V5H 1G7 Canada 09/06/2021

1226 Baifey Ren Vancouver V6T Canada 09/06/2021

1227 Clara Jones Richmond V7E Canada 09/06/2021

1228 Sophia Nussbaum Sechelt V0N Canada 09/06/2021

1229 Tony Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1230 ying li Vancouver V6T Canada 09/06/2021

1231 Tony Kai Tung Cheng Shatin l District Hong Kong 09/06/2021

1232 Ingrid Lin Vancouver V6T Canada 09/06/2021

1233 xujing zhao Vancouver V6E Canada 09/06/2021

1234 Cai Lin Vancouver V6P 5y4 Canada 09/06/2021

1235 Jongsook Kang Vancouver V6T Canada 09/06/2021

1236 Sul Gi Youn Vancouver V6S0K7 Canada 09/06/2021

1237 Simon Lee Vancouver V6T Canada 09/06/2021

1238 Jessica Zhuang Vancouver V6K Canada 09/06/2021

1239 Nicole Guo Vancouver V6N Canada 09/06/2021

1240 Grace Li Vancouver V6N2M1 Canada 09/06/2021

1241 Eunah Choi Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1242 yue zhao Vancouver V6R Canada 09/06/2021



1243 hannah Song Vancouver V6N Canada 09/06/2021

1244 Lihong Liu Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1245 Susan Luo Vancouver V5R Canada 09/06/2021

1246 Sarah Chen Vancouver V6J Canada 09/06/2021

1247 Niki Gloet Vancouver V6H Canada 09/06/2021

1248 Cindy G Vancouver V6K Canada 09/06/2021

1249 Justin Yang Vancouver V6T Canada 09/06/2021

1250 Hee Jung Kim Vancouver V6T 2C4 Canada 09/06/2021

1251 Eve Chuang Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1252 ping lu West Vancouver V7S Canada 09/06/2021

1253 Shirley Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1254 Min Liu Vancouver V6N Canada 09/06/2021

1255 Zhen Zhong Vancouver V6t1s7 Canada 09/06/2021

1256 Faid Saffou Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1257 sylvia sb Montreal h2m Canada 09/06/2021

1258 Stacey Voorhees US 09/06/2021

1259 lynn xu Richmond v7c2k8 Canada 09/06/2021

1260 Quincy Xu Vancouver V6N Canada 09/06/2021

1261 SARAH SUN Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1262 Jianhua He Vancouver V6T1W5 Canada 09/06/2021

1263 Mary Grace Agapito Vancouver V6S Canada 09/06/2021

1264 Qianqian Ge Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1265 Elaine Sun Vancouver V6J Canada 10/06/2021

1266 Betty Zhou Delta V4M Canada 10/06/2021

1267 Helen wang West Vancouver v7v 2s4 Canada 10/06/2021

1268 Yisa Yu Burnaby V5C Canada 10/06/2021

1269 Dora Li Surrey V3T Canada 10/06/2021

1270 Joyce Feng Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1271 Shan He West Vancouver V7S Canada 10/06/2021

1272 Christine Tam Vancouver V6R Canada 10/06/2021

1273 Judy Yip Richmond V6X 0E6 Canada 10/06/2021

1274 Iris Lee Edmonton T5Y Canada 10/06/2021

1275 Yana Ding Vancouver V5X Canada 10/06/2021

1276 Wu Suzanne Vancouver V5N Canada 10/06/2021

1277 Jessie Zhang Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1278 Lily Jeong Lee Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1279 Susan Ku Richmond V6Y Canada 10/06/2021

1280 Furong Yin Vancouver V6L Canada 10/06/2021

1281 Sheila Qu Delta V4K Canada 10/06/2021

1282 Morgan Sin Richmond V7C Canada 10/06/2021

1283 Christine Xu Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1284 Sara Hosseini Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1285 Linny Ye Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021



1286 Alireza Baradaran Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1287 Anna Niu West Vancouver V7S Canada 10/06/2021

1288 Jun Hua Pan Vancouver V5P Canada 10/06/2021

1289 Jennifer Yang Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1290 Sophie Tandun Vancouver V5N Canada 10/06/2021

1291 Shaghayegh E Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1292 Zahra Gholami Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1293 Sara Hashemi Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1294 Shekooh Behroozian Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1295 Masiha Behroozian Vancouver V6T1R9 Canada 10/06/2021

1296 Sam Behroozian Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1297 Anusheh Rida Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1298 Marcelo Mora Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1299 Jan Chan Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1300 Aaron Grouette Winnipeg R2w2b4 Canada 10/06/2021

1301 Avrie Kirsch omaha 68022 US 10/06/2021

1302 Destiny Ruiz Virginia Beach 23452 US 10/06/2021

1303 Heather Edsall US 10/06/2021

1304 Jenifer Rangel Bakersfield 93301 US 10/06/2021

1305 Jocelyn Mcmanus Sedro-Woolley 98284 US 10/06/2021

1306 Christian Guillen Moses Lake 98837 US 10/06/2021

1307 Calvin Nguyen Garden Grove 92840 US 10/06/2021

1308 Kathleen Sagui San Jose 95127 US 10/06/2021

1309 christopher craig mountville 17554 US 10/06/2021

1310 Brad Jones Edmonton T6W 1E7 Canada 10/06/2021

1311 Rose Nagar Vancouver V6R Canada 10/06/2021

1312 claire zhang Vancouver V5R Canada 10/06/2021

1313 Roya Bard Vancouver V6T2J2 Canada 10/06/2021

1314 Sal Shiry Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1315 Sal Sam Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1316 Ju Song Vancouver V6l2b8 Canada 10/06/2021

1317 Yichen Ding Singapore 18 Singapore 10/06/2021

1318 Nihad Ahmed Oakville L6M4Y1 Canada 10/06/2021

1319 Brittany Neadow Calgary T3G Canada 10/06/2021

1320 Jhanvi Heer Guelph N1H Canada 10/06/2021

1321 Callie Wong Winnipeg R3T Canada 10/06/2021

1322 Yenssi Castellanos Kitchener N2N1L7 Canada 10/06/2021

1323 Bryce Stewart Victoria V9C2C4 Canada 10/06/2021

1324 Melissa Houghton Surrey V3S 9E6 Canada 10/06/2021

1325 Maria Paz Villanueva Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1326 Malone Bonneveld Elora N0B 1S0 Canada 10/06/2021

1327 Jie Yang Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1328 Kaelynne Hirtle Ottawa K0A Canada 10/06/2021



1329 Bella Story-taku19 Toronto K0A Canada 10/06/2021

1330 Breanne Humber Surrey V4N Canada 10/06/2021

1331 Carlos Aldana Langley V2Y Canada 10/06/2021

1332 Dong Jin Sun Surrey V4N Canada 10/06/2021

1333 Michelle An Vancouver V6S Canada 10/06/2021

1334 Wenhuan Yang Vancouver V6M Canada 10/06/2021

1335 Yuliana Salibekyan Vancouver V6B Canada 10/06/2021

1336 Sunghee Kwak Vancouver V6R Canada 10/06/2021

1337 Yi Yuan Vancouver V6S 1G3 Canada 10/06/2021

1338 Joey Zhou Vancouver V6K Canada 10/06/2021

1339 Ted Chen Vancouver V6S 0J1 Canada 10/06/2021

1340 Narges Hadjesfandiari Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1341 Grace Jin Richmond v6Y1E4 Canada 10/06/2021

1342 Daisy Chung Vancouver V6t 2g2 Canada 10/06/2021

1343 Mohammad M.K Esfeh Vancouver V6T Canada 10/06/2021

1344 Lucy Hwang Port Moody V3H Canada 10/06/2021

1345 Carrie Wang Vancouver V6R Canada 10/06/2021

1346 Hyun ok Kang North Vancouver V7L Canada 11/06/2021

1347 Pearl Chang Vancouver V6R Canada 11/06/2021

1348 Dr. Dinesh Bhardwaj India 11/06/2021

1349 Irene Yau Aurora L4G Canada 11/06/2021

1350 Mehrnoush Mohammadali Vancouver V6r Canada 11/06/2021

1351 Xiaodan Jiang Vancouver V5P Canada 11/06/2021

1352 athena panowski Scarborough M1N Canada 11/06/2021

1353 Hope Nikuze Mississauga L5M Canada 11/06/2021

1354 Mirmosadegh Jamali Vancouver V6S Canada 12/06/2021

1355 ralphie beam Cumberland 21502 US 12/06/2021

1356 Avery Deaton Baton Rouge 70810 US 12/06/2021

1357 Carmen B Coleman 70810 US 12/06/2021

1358 J P Vancouver V6T Canada 12/06/2021

1359 Kaitlyn Le Rogers 72758 US 12/06/2021

1360 Ryan Jae Charlottesville 22911 US 12/06/2021

1361 Jack Weaver Wheelersburg 740 US 12/06/2021

1362 K H Toronto M5B US 12/06/2021

1363 Emily Hernandez Maspeth 11378 US 12/06/2021

1364 Robert Creasey Maspeth 11378 US 12/06/2021

1365 Lynda Hoogendoorn Mississauga L5M 6B7 Canada 12/06/2021

1366 subramanyam Chandra Mississauga L5V2Z8 Canada 12/06/2021

1367 Robert Johnston Fort McMurray Alberta T6W Canada 12/06/2021

1368 Amanada Sinclair Edmonton T6W2w2 Canada 12/06/2021

1369 Leyla Torani Vancouver V6K Canada 13/06/2021

1370 Karen Lee Richmond V6Y Canada 14/06/2021

1371 Michelena Yanciw Richmond V6Y 1Z2 Canada 14/06/2021



1372 Guangrui Xia Vancouver V6T Canada 19/06/2021

1373 Jingwen Ou Vancouver V6S Canada 19/06/2021

1374 Hong Chang Vancouver V6SOCQ Canada 20/06/2021

1375 Berend Wassink Vancouver V6T 1Z4 Canada 21/06/2021

1376 Tony Shen North Vancouver V7K Canada 21/06/2021

1377 Sharon Kahn Vancouver V6R Canada 22/06/2021

1378 Taisia Krakov Vancouver V6T 2H6 Canada 22/06/2021

1379 Sergey Krakov Vancouver V6S Canada 22/06/2021

1380 George Salcudean Vancouver V6K Canada 22/06/2021

1381 Leon Ding Vancouver V6S Canada 23/06/2021

1382 Lilian Broca Vancouver V6T 1R4 Canada 24/06/2021

1383 Anne Jull Vancouver V6K Canada 24/06/2021

1384 Hadley Hemingway New York 10013 US 24/06/2021

1385 Brittney Herrera Torrance 90501 US 24/06/2021

1386 Alexa Sanchez Torrance 90501 US 24/06/2021

1387 Bruce Vick St. Walburg S0M2T0 Canada 24/06/2021

1388 Parzival Swanson Albuquerque 87108 US 24/06/2021

1389 Yo Dad Rochester 55901 US 24/06/2021

1390 Annette Munoz Tucson 85710 US 24/06/2021

1391 grace fay Lanham 20706 US 24/06/2021

1392 Shadow Irene Indianapolis 46208 US 24/06/2021

1393 Janki Kothari West Covina 91792 US 24/06/2021

1394 Yello YT South Pasadena 91030 US 24/06/2021

1395 Alyssa Jimenez Lehigh acres 33971 US 24/06/2021

1396 Tabitha Duprey Tupper Lake 12986 US 24/06/2021

1397 Walter Moran Waldorf 20602 US 24/06/2021

1398 Drew Penney Norton 2766 US 24/06/2021

1399 Catharine McDaniel Norton 2766 US 24/06/2021

1400 Blake White Norton 2766 US 24/06/2021

1401 hilary schultheis port washington 11050 US 24/06/2021

1402 Chandler Barnett Tigerville 29688 US 24/06/2021

1403 Robert Margetts Tigerville 29688 US 24/06/2021

1404 Ying Yang Vancouver V6S 0B6 Canada 25/06/2021

1405 Jo Clark Vancouver V6S Canada 25/06/2021

1406 Jason Lee Vancouver V6t2l5 Canada 25/06/2021

1407 Rachel Luo Vancouver V6t2l5 Canada 25/06/2021

1408 Jarvis Lee Vancouver V6t2l5 Canada 25/06/2021

1409 Ava Wilson Detroit 48234 US 26/06/2021

1410 Laquasha Murray Marietta 30060 US 26/06/2021

1411 Bill Payne sr Redlands 92374 US 26/06/2021

1412 Rose McGowan Peterborough K9J Canada 26/06/2021

1413 Lil Sirvetta Cleveland 44132 US 26/06/2021

1414 David Boren Raleigh 27616 US 26/06/2021



1415 al morales Los Angeles 90011 US 26/06/2021

1416 Katia Tannus Florence 41042 US 26/06/2021

1417 Jaleah Braxton Sanford 27332 US 26/06/2021

1418 mae stephens Tooele 84074 US 26/06/2021

1419 kai foss Dry Prong 71423 US 26/06/2021

1420 Bradley Eaton Lexington 40517 US 26/06/2021

1421 Mari Brit New York 10007 US 26/06/2021

1422 Darrius Gill Douglasville 30134 US 26/06/2021

1423 Nicole Jackson Los Angeles 90044 US 26/06/2021

1424 ally hi Elkridge 21075 US 26/06/2021

1425 Randy Fonju Harrisburg 17112 US 26/06/2021

1426 Jeremy Murillo Chicago 60632 US 26/06/2021

1427 teri allen Kingston 12401 US 26/06/2021

1428 Ethan Fletcher Neosho 64850 US 26/06/2021

1429 monica danisor Montréal H4A3H6 Canada 26/06/2021

1430 Robert Marraro Corpus Christi 78414 US 26/06/2021

1431 Yesenia Rodriguez Pixley 93256 US 26/06/2021

1432 Benjamin Tarkenton Charlotte 28211 US 26/06/2021

1433 Melanie Parris Rockwell 28138 US 26/06/2021

1434 Grace Nkenyero Arlington 76017 US 26/06/2021

1435 Drew Brown West Orange 7052 US 26/06/2021

1436 faith smith Oswego 60543 US 26/06/2021

1437 K C Scotch Plains 7076 US 26/06/2021

1438 Luka K Cary 60013 US 26/06/2021

1439 Kristan R Glendora 91740 US 26/06/2021

1440 Diana Kugler Tulsa 74135 US 26/06/2021

1441 Julie Ngo San Jose 95148 US 26/06/2021

1442 Heather Langer Monsey 10952 US 26/06/2021

1443 Joseph tubolino Oceanside 11572 US 26/06/2021

1444 Jamaal Raines Macon 31211 US 26/06/2021

1445 Zach Slovonic Canonsburg 15317 US 26/06/2021

1446 Erica Oreiro 32746 US 26/06/2021

1447 Fishy Fishu Chicago 60602 US 26/06/2021

1448 Sebastian Rodriguez Turlock 95382 US 26/06/2021

1449 Wayne & Nida Wurtz Parksville V9P Canada 26/06/2021

1450 Sam Guyett Hamilton L9C Canada 26/06/2021

1451 Jacky Ho Vancouver V6T Canada 26/06/2021

1452 Makayla Wright Laval H7L Canada 26/06/2021

1453 Sadaf Aliabadi Toronto M2N5b9 Canada 26/06/2021

1454 Nasreen Naz Brampton L6Y Canada 26/06/2021

1455 Shannon Vaughan Caledon L7C 3S9 Canada 26/06/2021

1456 Larkin Knight London N6G Canada 26/06/2021

1457 kyla rondeau winnipeg R5A 1H4 Canada 26/06/2021



1458 Nadia Nikolov Georgetown L7G Canada 26/06/2021

1459 Kaaviya J Vancouver V5X 3Z8 Canada 26/06/2021

1460 Debbie Fulford Regina S4V Canada 26/06/2021

1461 Shuaib Asadullah Coquitlam V3B Canada 26/06/2021

1462 Robert Proulx Acton L7J Canada 26/06/2021

1463 Theodore vanEgten Kemptville K0G Canada 26/06/2021

1464 April Urquhart Saint Stephen E3L 1K7 Canada 26/06/2021

1465 Phoebe Barton Barrie L9X Canada 26/06/2021

1466 Chris Lethbridge Penticton V2A Canada 26/06/2021

1467 Lea Lassen Vancouver V6S Canada 27/06/2021

1468 Sabine Lassen Vancouver V6S Canada 27/06/2021

1469 Kevin Yoshino Richmond V6X4J1 Canada 28/06/2021

1470 wendy du Vancouver V5X Canada 28/06/2021

1471 Ethen Sun Vancouver V6S Canada 28/06/2021

1472 Perlita Paddit Surrey V3Z Canada 30/06/2021

1473 Nolan Mao Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1474 Vindy Lin Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1475 Ryan Lin Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1476 helen wang Surrey V3Z Canada 05/07/2021

1477 Leslie Tam Vancouver V5W1V 4 Canada 05/07/2021

1478 Paul Shen Vancouver V6T2H4 Canada 05/07/2021

1479 Austin Situ Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1480 Xin Jenny Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1481 Zhongming Chen Vancouver V6N Canada 05/07/2021

1482 Castle Kwan Calgary T2K 5M7 Canada 05/07/2021

1483 Karen Situ Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1484 QIANG WU Vancouver V6T 2G2 Canada 05/07/2021

1485 June Li Vancouver V5T Canada 05/07/2021

1486 gina liu Vancouver V5R Canada 05/07/2021

1487 Eileen Cai Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1488 Jason Zhang Markham L6E 1W8 Canada 05/07/2021

1489 wei zou Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1490 Kathleen Jiang Richmond V7E5E7 Canada 05/07/2021

1491 mei Butler Calgary T3G Canada 05/07/2021

1492 Jessie Chen Vancouver V6T1Z1 Canada 05/07/2021

1493 Vivien Sun Surrey V3Z Canada 05/07/2021

1494 Sarah Chen Port Coquitlam V3B Canada 05/07/2021

1495 Jane Jing Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1496 Elaine Tang Vancouver V6R Canada 05/07/2021

1497 Evelyn Yen Vancouver V6S Canada 05/07/2021

1498 Jane Bi Richmond V6Y Canada 05/07/2021

1499 Yehong Sun Vancouver V6R Canada 05/07/2021

1500 Helen Liu Surrey V3Z Canada 05/07/2021



1501 Joseph XY Sun Vancouver V5X Canada 05/07/2021

1502 Chris Felzmann Vancouver V5Y Canada 06/07/2021

1503 Angeline Teay Vancouver V6T Canada 06/07/2021

1504 Kevin Tang Vancouver V6T0B5 Canada 06/07/2021

1505 Azadeh Atlas Vancouver V6R Canada 06/07/2021

1506 Roya Salar Vancouver V6R4H4. Canada 06/07/2021

1507 Yi Qian Vancouver V6R Canada 06/07/2021

1508 Saeid Sineh Sepehr Vancouver V6R Canada 06/07/2021

1509 Sepideh Sefidian Vancouver V6T 2J2 Canada 06/07/2021

1510 Myra Yazdinejad North Vancouver V7P 3G7 Canada 06/07/2021

1511 Mansoureh Salmasi West Vancouver V7S Canada 06/07/2021

1512 Farzaneh Tolue North Vancouver V7P3G3 Canada 06/07/2021

1513 Fereshteh Masoudi Coquitlam V3J2N3 Canada 06/07/2021

1514 Aliya Ali Surrey V3Z Canada 06/07/2021

1515 Sukaina Jaffer Vancouver V5X Canada 06/07/2021

1516 Mozhdeh Eftekhari West Vancouver V7S Canada 06/07/2021

1517 Behrouz Dadashzadeh North Vancouver V7R 3A3 Canada 06/07/2021

1518 farzina dharamshi Delta v4k 3z1 Canada 06/07/2021

1519 Cindy Cheng Vancouver V6S Canada 06/07/2021

1520 Qingfei Yang Vancouver V6S0C1 Canada 06/07/2021

1521 Akramosadat Lesani West vancouver V7T1E7 Canada 06/07/2021

1522 Ramesh Nooreddin North Vancouver V7p3g8 Canada 06/07/2021

1523 Abida Musavi Richmond V6X Canada 06/07/2021

1524 Cy Leung Coquitlam V3E Canada 06/07/2021

1525 Charlie Zhu Burnaby V5B Canada 06/07/2021

1526 shaheena khaku Richmond V7A 3X1 Canada 07/07/2021

1527 Elva Guo Vancouver V6P Canada 07/07/2021

1528 Mary Manesh West Vancouver V7S Canada 07/07/2021

1529 Ping Feng Vancouver V6s Canada 07/07/2021

1530 Alex Huang Richmond V7C Canada 07/07/2021

1531 Teik Mien Tye Vancouver V5S Canada 07/07/2021

1532 Emily Pan Surrey V3Z Canada 07/07/2021

1533 ALISON Yeung Richmond V7C Canada 07/07/2021

1534 Mitsuko Sakamoto Vancouver V6L Canada 07/07/2021

1535 Lact Pafter Delta V3M Canada 07/07/2021

1536 Lutfiya Bhalloo Richmond V7A Canada 07/07/2021

1537 Celine Pan Vancouver V6K Canada 09/07/2021

1538 Wendy Wu Vancouver V6S Canada 09/07/2021

1539 Hanieh Alavi Burnaby V3N Canada 09/07/2021

1540 Boyi Tang Vancouver V6R Canada 10/07/2021

1541 Caroline Dong Vancouver V6S Canada 10/07/2021

1542 Qianye Yin Vancouver V6S0L3 Canada 10/07/2021

1543 Bessie Bao Vancouver 1Z4 V6T Canada 10/07/2021



1544 Ruby Yu Vancouver V6S Canada 10/07/2021

1545 Celine Huang Vancouver V6T Canada 10/07/2021

1546 daniel yee Vancouver V6N Canada 10/07/2021

1547 Helen Chen Vancouver V6R Canada 11/07/2021

1548 Majd Selbi Vancouver V6S 0B7 Canada 11/07/2021

1549 Yu Qin Vancouver V6R Canada 11/07/2021

1550 Elsa Xiong Vancouver V6S Canada 11/07/2021

1551 Yi Zhang Vancouver V6R Canada 11/07/2021

1552 Maggie Duan Surrey V4A Canada 24/07/2021

1553 Aaron Dong Vancouver V6H Canada 24/07/2021

1554 ALLEN REN Vancouver V6S Canada 24/07/2021

1555 Amber Feng Vancouver V6S Canada 24/07/2021

1556 Lilian Cheng Vancouver V6T Canada 24/07/2021

1557 Sandy Zhao Vancouver V6S Canada 29/07/2021

1558 Jenelle Lu Burnaby V3N Canada 29/07/2021

1559 Sabrina Huang Vancouver V6S Canada 29/07/2021

1560 holly h Winnipeg R3Y Canada 29/07/2021

1561 Lance Chung Vancouver V6R Canada 29/07/2021

1562 Yvonne Kwan Vancouver V6K Canada 30/07/2021

1563 kaity arsoniadis Vancouver V6K Canada 30/07/2021

1564 Viona Esen Vancouver V6R Canada 30/07/2021

1565 Chrystal Palaty Vancouver V6T 1S4 Canada 30/07/2021

1566 Fran Goldberg Vancouver V6T Canada 30/07/2021

1567 Danny Chau Vancouver V5S Canada 31/07/2021

1568 Henriette Windt Vancouver V6S Canada 31/07/2021

1569 Nathan Brase Vancouver V6K Canada 01/08/2021

1570 Jane Brase Vancouver V6T 1H2 Canada 02/08/2021

1571 Alex Afanasev Vancouver V6T Canada 02/08/2021

1572 Betsey Ko Vancouver V6R 2H7 Canada 03/08/2021

1573 Harry Maier Vancouver V6T 2J7 Canada 04/08/2021

1574 Hattie Xu Vancouver V6S Canada 05/08/2021

1575 Sandra Wen San Vancouver V6S Canada 08/08/2021



ATT: UEL Administration Manager

SUB:

Update:08/08/2021

No Name City Date Comment

1 Alan Mak Vancouver 06/05/2021 "The area is populated by children and teenagers."

2 Amy tang Prince George 06/05/2021 "huinitang"

3 NANCY LU Surrey 06/05/2021 "Scared"

4 Louis Zang Vancouver 06/05/2021 "It’s very bad for all the kids of our community!"

5 Ning Fang Vancouver 06/05/2021 "方宁" @3487 Binning Rd., Vancouver

6 Fran Zhang Vancouver 06/05/2021

"According to Cannabis Laws and Regulations issued 

in 2018, the first aim of the Cannabis act is to “keep 

cannabis out of the hands of youth”. Cannabis Act 

says to “help prevent youth from accessing 

cannabis”, I can not understand then why the 

Cannabis retail is  allowed to be opened in UBC, the 

campus which placed the highest number of youth 

across BC province, more than 60,000 from regular 

residential students are living there per year,  no 

need to say the kids associated with the young 

family. This opening is a strong signal to the Youth: 

You are welcome to consuming Cannabis.To  open a 

Cannabis retail in UBC is a pure and shameful 

Business decision, because UBC has more potential 

customers – the Youth, vulnerable and affect easily 

by the around. Easy access to cannabis contravene 

the fundamental aim of the Cannabis Act, instead of 

prevent youth from accessing cannabis, the cannabis 

retail opening actually encourages the Youth to 

consume the cannabis.It became lawful on October 

17, 2019 for legal"

7 Nate Jakcob Vancouver 06/05/2021 "周辉君"

8

Samantha 

Shi Richmond 06/05/2021 "Our children are coming for college not to get high"

9 Jian Chen Vancouver 06/05/2021

"there many families with young kids there, not good 

idea to have cannbis shops on south campus!"

10

Veronica 

Chen Vancouver 06/05/2021 "It’s bad for kids, and I don’t like it"

Change.org petition: STOP cannabis store in UBC

Objection of the Cannabis retail at 5784 AND 5728 University Blvd in UBC ( Comments)



11 Bianca Dong Vancouver 06/05/2021

"My kids still young, I don’t want put them in second-

hand smoke environment.  There already have one 

cannabis store at 4529 W10th Ave and dunbar street 

both close to UBC, I don’t know why need more and 

more, Please don’t allow new cannabis store at UBC, 

Thank you."

12 Annie Lee Richmond 07/05/2021

"We certainly do not want to see our kids get foggy 

heads when they need their clear head most to meet 

their academic requirements and to get ready for 

their adult life."

13 Anna Dong Vancouver 07/05/2021

"To: <a href="mailto:PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" 

rel="nofollow">PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca</a>Subject: Firm 

Objection to opening cannabis shop in UBC area!!To 

whom it may concern,I am writing to express my firm 

objection to opening a cannabis retail at 5784 

university Blvd, locate in UBC area.According to 

Cannabis Laws and Regulations issued in 2018, the 

first aim of the Cannabis act is to “keep cannabis out 

of the hands of youth”. Cannabis Act says to “help 

prevent youth from accessing cannabis”, I have 

difficulties to understand why the Cannabis retail can 

be allowed to be opened in UBC, the campus which 

placed the highest number of youth across BC 

province, more than 60,000 from regular residential 

students are living there per year, no need to say the 

kids associated with the young family. Allowing a 

cannabis shop to be opened in a youth/kids highly 

concentrated area delivers a totally wrong signal: 

Youth are welcomed to consuming Cannabis. And 

this ABSOLUTELY contravenes the fundamental aim 

of the Cannabis Ac"

14 Minqi Xu Vancouver 07/05/2021 "Not good for the community with lots of students"

15 Cheryl Guo Vancouver 07/05/2021 "It’s not proper to open such shop in the campus"

16 Kate Liu Richmond 07/05/2021 "it's stupid and crazy!"

17 Kuan Ho Vancouver 07/05/2021 "This one shouldn’t in UBC campus"

18

Michael 

Wang Vancouver 07/05/2021 "That’s something we definitely don’t need"

19 Bo Gong Vancouver 08/05/2021 "This store should not exist near UBC campus"



20

Yeonhee 

Lee Vancouver 11/05/2021 "OMG"

21 Kyong Won Burnaby 11/05/2021 "Ridiculous"

22 Ming Wu Vancouver 20/05/2021 "No cannabis  store in UBC campus"

23

Tania 

Tasmin Vancouver 21/05/2021

"I am a UBC student and my daughter used to go to 

UBC daycare. Any cannabis store will have negative 

impact on UBC families."

24

Cristina 

Perugia Vancouver 21/05/2021

"Too many minors in the area. There are not only 

elementary and high schools, but also many 

childcare in the area, with a new afterschool 

program opening soon. Definitely not the ideal place 

to open a cannabis retail."

25 Helen Hao Vancouver 04/06/2021

"I'm signed because I don't't want my kids expose to 

high risk and I don't like the smell of smoke."

26

Angelina 

Zhou Surrey 04/06/2021 "Angelina Zhou"

27 yan shen Burnaby 04/06/2021

"Thanks for revealing the news of a potential 

cannabis store in UBC. Well, I believe that not all 

stores are created equal, and some are not welcome 

here in UBC.We human beings are praise-worthy in 

discriminating what is the bottom line and what is 

normal. To many of us, who might not be heard 

often, this potential Cannabis store belongs to the 

former.Please hold some respect for the already 

brewing opinions of more conservative opinions 

from the general. We are quiet, but not voice-less. 

We are many, but we are not united, until 

now.Thank you again if you could turn to us and 

listen. Please consider leaving one slice of tiny space 

where we can still call a place heaven-like, literally. 

Anyway, it’s the maple leaf bearing on the national 

flag that draws us to this country, not that imposter 

cannabis leaf. They look alike, but they are just not 

the same."



28 zhiqin dong Vancouver 04/06/2021

"Hello Heather ShayThe University of British 

Columbia (UBC) campus is a place for research and 

education. The majority of the people living in this 

area are families, students, and professors oriented 

towards the purpose of the university campus. By 

opening a cannabis retail store, non-relevant people 

may be attracted to the campus for purposes 

unrelated to the university. UBC fosters a high 

density of minors, with an elementary school within 

1.4 km, a high school within 1 km and another 

elementary school within ONLY 700 meter to the 

location of the cannabis retail. The location of the 

cannabis retail store is in a business plaza including a 

food court, supermarket, fast food chains, Staples, 

banks and educational institutes which are family, 

business, and academic-oriented. Many elementary 

and secondary school students pass by this area on 

the way to school and spend time in this area after 

school with friends. By allowing cannabis retail to 

exist in this business plaza, we are putting children at 

a high r"

29 Hai Shao Surrey 05/06/2021

"We wish that cannibis stores do not enter into the 

greater Vancouver area as we fear it may have a bad 

influence on the younger generation."

30 Shirley Shi Vancouver 05/06/2021

"I strongly object the establishment of Cannabis 

retail at 5784 University Blvd in UBC."



31 Funa Lu Deptford 05/06/2021

"The University of British Columbia (UBC) campus is a 

place for research and education. The majority of the 

people living in this area are families, students, and 

professors oriented towards the purpose of the 

university campus. By opening a cannabis retail 

store, non-relevant people may be attracted to the 

campus for purposes unrelated to the 

university. UBC fosters a high density of minors, 

with an elementary school within 1.4 km, a high 

school within 1 km and another elementary school 

within ONLY 700 meter to the location of the 

cannabis retail. The location of the cannabis retail 

store is in a business plaza including a food court, 

supermarket, fast food chains, Staples, banks and 

educational institutes which are family, business, and 

academic-oriented. Many elementary and secondary 

school students pass by this area on the way to 

school and spend time in this area after school with 

friends. By allowing cannabis retail to exist in this 

business plaza, we are putting children at a high risk 

of exposure to"

32 Ying Ou Vancouver 05/06/2021

"I am signing because I don’t want the cannabis retail 

opened in UBC."

33 Yajuan Wen Vancouver 05/06/2021

"It’s not a good example for young generation on 

campus."

34 Jean Zhang Vancouver 05/06/2021

"I strongly oppose to open the cannabis shop on 

campus because science has already proved that 

cannabis affects brain functions at all ages, it can be 

especially harmful for people under 25, as their brain 

is under developing. Most university students are 

younger than 25. It’s not wise/ responsible to 

challenge/tempt university students by opening a 

cannabis shop on their campus ."

35 Winnie Feng Taipei 05/06/2021

"It’s the area for students and academics; cannabis is 

not good for this pure land."

36

Honggang 

Zhang Vancouver 06/06/2021

"I fully opposed to open this kind of shop in UBC and 

would like to sign this petition"

37 zhijun zhang Vancouver 06/06/2021 "It’s unacceptable."

38 Joya Wong Vancouver 06/06/2021 "No pain no cannabis"



39

Dale 

Mugridge Vancouver 06/06/2021 "This is a terrible idea."

40 Yi Wan West Vancouver06/06/2021

"My son is a student of UBC. I don't want my son to 

be attracted to Cannabis."

41

Sabrina 

Song Surrey 06/06/2021

"Firmly resist and oppose the opening of marijuana 

stores in residential areas and on campus"

42 Wings Feng Burnaby 06/06/2021 "This is a terrible idea and is unacceptable!"

43

XUHUA 

ZHANG Vancouver 06/06/2021

"Firmly oppose the opening of marijuana stores in 

residential areas and on campus."

44 Hui Yang Calgary 06/06/2021 "Natalie Yang"

45 XUAN CAI Vancouver 06/06/2021

"I am resident in UNA community.I strongly oppose 

the government plan on Marijuana store opening in 

UNA area.1. As a teenager parent, we are worry 

about child social education, they know nothing yet 

believe they know everything. They may regard 

Marijuana as fashion with regardless of self-health.2. 

Such store surely attract those “social people” to our 

society such unavoidably cause security problem.All 

my neighbours have the same opinion as I do."

46 Dave Shi Vancouver 07/06/2021

"I’m signed because I don’t agree the store open in 

UBC."

47 Mercy Chen Surrey 07/06/2021 "No drug for youth"

48 Li Jiao Vancouver 07/06/2021 "Canada, UBC, repent!"

49

Alison 

Zheng Burnaby 07/06/2021 "Student should stay away from soft drugs"

50

Hengli 

Huang Vancouver 08/06/2021

"UBC neighbourhood is home to many young 

students (from kindergarten to high school) it is not a 

good idea to expose children and teenagers to drug."

51

Xiaohong 

Zhang Vancouver 08/06/2021

"Objection to the cannabis retail at 5784 University 

Blvd in UBC"

52 Jia Lin Duan Burnaby 09/06/2021

"As a residential of UEL, My family and I strong don’t 

hope to set up a this kind of shop in this area due to 

we feel uncomfortable by these smell. Please 

consider the feel of seniors and children. Lina 

Duan2280 Wesbrook Mall Vancouver"

53 Yuyan Dong Vancouver 09/06/2021

"It is really bad idea to have this kind of business in 

UBC. It is harmful to the community."



54 Zhen Zhong Vancouver 09/06/2021

"I am a resident in UEL. I have a son 16 years old. We 

object to have stores selling cannabis product in this 

area."

55 SARAH SUN Vancouver 09/06/2021

"It's a really bad idea.there are many families with 

young kids there, not good idea to have cannbis 

shops on south campus!"

56

Shekooh 

Behroozian Vancouver 10/06/2021

"UBC has been a safe place to study, educate, and 

live for students and their families. Young students 

and kids are impressionable and get easily peer-

pressured and affected by this availability."

57 Rose Nagar Vancouver 10/06/2021

"I oppose to opening of the 2 Cannabis stores at UBC 

Village. I’m worried about the well-being and Safety 

of my children and others."

58 Roya Bard Vancouver 10/06/2021

"This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge 

student population and the opening of a cannabis 

store may negatively affect the health and safety of 

these young individuals."

59 Sal Sam Vancouver 10/06/2021

"I oppose to opening of the 2 cannabis stores at UBC 

village  There 2 stores in 10th Ave ."

60 C Yang Coquitlam 17/06/2021

"Thank you for the information and appreciate all 

efforts in this matter!"



61 Ethan Ho Vancouver 19/06/2021

"I framed this argument on benefiting the UBC 

community, looking at if the cannabis store will 

provide more benefits or harms.I recognize cannabis 

stores can provide a monthly addition to the rent 

UEL obtains, we will prove why the harms of opening 

a cannabis store in UBC far outweighs their benefit.1. 

Negatively influences youth- We need to assume the 

cannabis store will do well, since the economic 

benefit is the only statistical benefit provable.- With 

good business, lots of people will come and go, even 

forming crowds during after school periods. This is 

extremely dangerous for 2 reasons-1. “Peer 

pressure” Extremely true for young adults or high 

school students, whenthey see cool people their age, 

or even their close friends, physically going in and 

out from the cannabis store, their motivation for 

using cannabis would shift from medical/recreational 

to attempting to fit in.2. Becomes the societal norm. 

People might believe this as a good thing, saying 

becoming a social norm creates open discussions 

bet"

62

Guangrui 

Xia Vancouver 19/06/2021

"I am a UNA resident. There are about 3000 minors 

in the UBC community."

63 Jacky Ho Vancouver 26/06/2021

"No cannabis store in university, academic 

environment"

64 Janet Yan Vancouver 05/07/2021 "Oppose cannabis in campus."

65 Linda Li Vancouver 05/07/2021

"I oppose to opening of the 2 Cannabis stores at UBC 

Village. It’s bad for minors."

66 June Li Vancouver 05/07/2021 "I cannot accept Cannabis sold in UBC."

67 Jane Wu Vancouver 05/07/2021

"I am signing because it is bad for the children. 

Thanks!"

68

Azadeh 

Atlas Vancouver 06/07/2021 "we don’t want any cannabis store at UBC area."

69 Roya Salar Vancouver 06/07/2021 "We don’t want a Cannabis store at UBC area."

70

Farzaneh 

Tolue North Vancouver06/07/2021

71

Myra 

Yazdinejad North Vancouver06/07/2021 "It may sound UBC is advertising to use canabis."

72 Majd Selbi Vancouver 11/07/2021 "Majd selbi"

73 Viona Esen Vancouver 30/07/2021 "The smell  makes me feel ill."



74

Email Comments from a Korean NRP parents on 13/06/2021:  I would like to explain the 

background story of why some parents are strongly against the Cannabis stores in our 

community. There are many families who live here as temporary visitors (e.g. visiting scholars, 

students, job assignments, etc.) as well as permanent residents. They are not Canadian citizens 

and must abide by the law of their own country. Most nations around the world prohibit the 

use of Cannabis with severe punishments. For example, if I use Cannabis here, I have to face a 

criminal sentence of up to $50,000 fine and 5 years in jail in Korea. Korean law enforcement 

agencies have found many students or long-term residents from Canada violated the law and 

conduct random testing at the airports with hair and blood. There have been some innocent 

people whose samples had a trace of Cannabis only because they stayed next to the friends 

smoking it. They had to go through tremendous troubles to prove their innocence. Once I am 

found guilty of using Cannabis in Korea, the criminal record follows me for life and cannot even 

come back to Canada because Canadian immigration rejects anyone's VISA application with a 

criminal record. I know the Cannabis laws of China and Japan are similar, if not worse, to that of 

Korea. Unlike Canadians, most parents from abroad have never been exposed to any 

meaningful discussions on the use of Cannabis in the past. Their societies treat it as something 

you should never get involved in at any cost. They DO respect the laws of Canada but, at the 

same time, want to protect their families from any unintended risk of getting into trouble. They 

are not familiar with the Canadian system of appealing their concerns and in general have 

language barriers to write a long and complicated letter. I understood this background and 

tried to help them express their opposition by providing the letter. I expected people to refer 

to the structure and format of the letter and put their own opinions into the contents.



1. Negative Influences on Children/Young Adults

a. Extreme peer pressure will pushed them to use cannabis to fit in with “cool” people/friends 

b. No definite studies on the effects of cannabis; parents cannot properly educate their children 

c. Normalizing these unknown substances at a young age makes children more inclined to trying it when 

they are of age 

2. Impacts on the UBC Image

a. UBC fosters a high density of children and families from all over the world 

b. Thousands of international students/professors attend UBC yearly, they may be disincentivized to come 

here because these substances are illegal in their countries 

3. Not solve any black market related cannabis products.

Price and underage usage 

Stop Cannabis Store in UBC
For the Better of OUR Community



1575
Individuals (as of Aug. 8th) DO NOT support the openings of the cannabis 

stores proposed at 5728 and 5784 University Blvd ( Example reasons: 
Second-hand smoke, Existing easy accessible, Negative impact, UBC 

international Students,…..)

“The first aim of the Cannabis Act is to “keep 
cannabis out of the hands of youth.” The cannabis 
retail opening does not prevent access but actually 
encourages the youth to consume cannabis.” 

- Fran Zhang

“I oppose to the openings of the 2 cannabis 
stores at UBC village. There are 2 stores on 10th 
Ave already.”

- Sal Sam

“This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge 
student population and the opening of a 
cannabis store may negatively affect the health 
and safety of these young individuals.”

- Roya Bard

“Too many minors in the area. There are not only 
elementary and high schools, but also many 
childcare in the area, with a new afterschool 
program opening soo. Definitely not the ideal 
place to open a cannabis retail.”

- Christina Perugia



Letter of Opposition from 
University of British 
Columbia (UBC) Re:  

Cannabis Retail at 102 and 
202, 5728 University Blvd



Robin Ciceri
Vice-President, External Relations

Office of the Vice-President
6328 Memorial Road
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6T 1Z2

Phone 604 822 6330
Fax 604 822 3861

 

 

June 3, 2021 
 
 
Sent via email: planUEL@gov.bc.ca 
 
Heather Shay  
Planning Officer 
University Endowment Lands 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
5495 Chancellor Blvd 
Vancouver, BC V6T 1E2 
 
 
Dear Ms. Shay, 
 
UEL Change of Land Use District Application #1/20,  
Non-Medical Cannabis Retail Store at 5784 University Boulevard  
 
This letter provides the University of British Columbia’s response to the University Endowment Land’s call for 
public comments on a proposed change of land use district application to enable a cannabis retail store at 
5784 University Boulevard. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposal. 
 
The proposed cannabis retail store is in close proximity to the UBC campus. UBC prioritizes the health and 
wellbeing of our students, faculty, staff, and residents. When classes are in session, we have more than 
50,000 students on campus, the vast majority of which are young adults between 18-25 years of age. Many of 
these students come from countries where cannabis use is neither legal nor decriminalized. 
 
UBC recognizes the importance of the comprehensive federal and provincial legislative framework regulating 
retail cannabis sales. Many local governments have also developed robust policies to guide consideration of 
applications for retail cannabis use. In considering the current application, UBC encourages the University 
Endowment Lands administration to ensure consistency with the provincial and federal frameworks, and to 
look to local government best practices with respect to considerations such as operating hours, appropriate 
licensing fees, and proximity to schools, community facilities, and other youth services. 
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment. Should you have any questions about the University’s input, 
the lead in my portfolio for this matter is Michael White, Associate Vice President, Campus and Community 
Planning, who can be contacted at michael.white@ubc.ca. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
 

 
Robin Ciceri 
Vice-President, External Relations 
 
Copy: Jen McCutcheon, Director, Electoral Area A, Metro Vancouver Regional District 
 Michael White, UBC AVP Campus and Community Planning 



UEL Residents' Letters of 
Opposition to Cannabis 

Retail at Unit 102 and 202, 
5728 University Blvd.



8/13/2021 Gmail - Letter Regarding the Atheneum Cannabis Application at the University Village

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=8fe9bde3f2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1704749953522332297&simpl=msg-f%3A170474995352… 1/1

Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Letter Regarding the Atheneum Cannabis Application at the University Village
1 message

Ed Knorr <edknorr@yahoo.com> Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 1:30 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca"
<david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>

July 8, 2021

To the UEL Manager:

I am wri�ng this le�er to speak out against the proposed Atheneum Cannabis applica�on for the Change of
Land Use applica�on at Unit 102 - 5728 University Boulevard.  I live in the block right beside University
Village, which is the store’s proposed loca�on.

The proposed store is very close to the university.  It is literally steps away from the main entrance to UBC at
Wesbrook Mall and University Boulevard.  This provides too-easy access to recrea�onal cannabis for young
students.  About one-third of our incoming UBC students from high school are 17 years of age.  The peer
pressure would be enormous.  Since the store is right next to the McDonald’s, this provides a greater
tempta�on and ease-of-access.  Many of these students are living away from home, including quite a few
interna�onal students, without parental supervision.

It’s even worse if students are partaking of cannabis and then a�ending classes, labs, or university
func�ons.

The nearby park (Jim Evere� Memorial Park) is frequented by families during the day and evening, and we
don’t want this to be a smoking hangout.  UBC, including its many student residences, is largely smoke-free
and scent-free, and the cannabis users will almost certainly want a place to smoke outside of their homes
since most apartments and dormitories do not permit smoking of any kind.  Similarly for the garden area at
Regent College, at the corner of University Boulevard and Wesbrook Mall, beside the University Village
where the proposed cannabis store plans to operate.

I’m concerned about the possibility of increased noise, partying, and crime in the neighbourhood during
the evening and late night.  Already there are concerns about late-night noise in the park and the
neighbourhood, extending into the wee hours of the morning.  The cannabis store would likely contribute
to increasing that.

Sincerely,

Ed Knorr



8/13/2021 Gmail - Oppose Cannabis Store in UEL/UBC( 5728 University Blvd)-2021 July 07 Petition ( 1536 signatures and 71 comments)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=8fe9bde3f2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1704735574708089802&simpl=msg-f%3A170473557470… 1/2

Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis Store in UEL/UBC( 5728 University Blvd)-2021 July 07 Petition (
1536 signatures and 71 comments) 
1 message

Connie Chen <patriciaethanho@gmail.com> Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 9:41 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: Jen McCutcheon <areaajen@gmail.com>, "M. White C+CP" <michael.white@ubc.ca>, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca,
uelcac@gmail.com, richard.watson@myuna.ca, "reception@myuna.ca" <reception@myuna.ca>, jane.kang@myuna.ca,
Maria Harris <mariaharris@telus.net>, "Maggie ( UBC 副教授）" <gxia@mail.ubc.ca>, Ethan Ho <ethanje2020@gmail.com>

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,
Thanks for accepting the public's comments on this matter, and we would like to present the strongest opposition to the
cannabis store at this location. 
In UBC specifically, there are 3610 children under 19, who live here for UBC’s family friendly and academic environments.
Due to the lack of cannabis education in school, as well as the addictive nature of cannabis products, young children who
hang around at areas like Macdonald and A&W will be greatly influenced. This is extremely dangerous as National
Institute on Drug Abuse finds children under 18 are 4 to seven times more likely to get addicted to cannabis. Another big
proportion of the UBC population are international students/professors. Many of which do not use cannabis products due
to the ban of cannabis use in their own country. In conclusion, opening this cannabis store will shift the perception of
UBC’s environment from family friendly and minimal cannabis use, to an environment that presents a high risk of
cannabis exposure. This change will scare both families and international students/professors away. Our petition
(Comments and Signatures attached in this email) proves this: having 1,536 signatures by UBC residents with a variety of
ethnicities. Do not confuse the location of the signature with who’s signing the petition. Many of these people are out of
town due to online classes. As Tolue said as a comment in the petition “Pls let the kids study for God’s sake”
 
The other part of the UBC population are the people who already use cannabis products. At first glance, it may seem this
store will provide better and safer access for them. However, with further examination, this cannabis store will provide no
benefits. The main issue people believe opening a cannabis store will solve, is the problem with Black market cannabis
products (leading to overdoses). However, a cannabis store will do nothing to solve this problem. There are many
reasons why a person chooses black market products over government stores. First, is the price. Black market cannabis
products may be cheaper, and opening a cannabis store does not solve this. Black market cannabis products will still be
bought due to the cheap price. Second is if it is illegal for them to use cannabis products. Under aged youth who are not
yet old enough will still use black markets to obtain what they want, regardless of a new store. Some people believe the
inaccessibility of cannabis products is also a reason why people buy black market cannabis products, however, black
market users rarely consider this as a motive. The dangers of black market products are widespread, therefore people
use them only when it’s their only option. With online cannabis stores, and another store only 2.5 kilometers away (one
stop of bus away), accessibility is not an issue in UBC. Or at least not strong enough for them to use black market
products. This means opening a cannabis store in UBC will not solve any black market related cannabis products.

Please do not approve any cannabis store application in UEL/UBC/UNA.
The attachment is a petition summary as of July 07, and research of minors activities in UBC. 

Best Regards, 
Connie, Maggie and Ethan 

Copy: Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, Michael White, UBC AVP Campus and Community Planning,  David
Eby, MLA, UEL CAC, UNA board of Directors, Maria Harris, Prominent resident
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Bingzhi Tang <lydiabingzhi@icloud.com> Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 7:02 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear Heather, 

I would like to strongly state my opposition to the plans to open two new cannabis stores at UBC. I believe that opening of
a cannabisstore at an education institution is both unnecessary and inappropriate, and it would negatively impact the area
overall.  

Please give this request some serious consideration, and grant us a reply. Thank you for your timeand attention. 

Sincerely, 
Lydia  

Sent from my iPhone
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Helena Bi <canahelena@gmail.com> Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 10:10 PM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear Heather, 

I would like to strongly state my opposition to the plans to open two new cannabis stores at UBC. I believe that opening of
a cannabisstore at an education institution is both unnecessary and inappropriate, and it would negatively impact the area
overall.  

Please give this request some serious consideration, and grant us a reply. Thank you for your timeand attention. 

Sincerely, 

Helena Bi 

Sent from my iPhone
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Richard Ma <0richardma0@gmail.com> Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 10:14 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear Heather,

I would like to strongly state my opposition to the plans to open two new cannabis stores at UBC. I believe that opening of
a cannabisstore at an education institution is both unnecessary and inappropriate, and it would negatively impact the area
overall. 

Please give this request some serious consideration, and grant us a reply. Thank you for your timeand attention.

Sincerely,
Richard



Maria Harris 
1820 Allison Road 

Vancouver, BC 
V6T 1S9 

July 7, 2021 
 
Mr. Jonn Braman                  Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca 
Manager, UEL Administration Office 
5495 Chancellor Boulevard 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1E2 
 
Dear Mr. Braman, 
 
Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 
102/202 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
 
I am writing this letter to provide comment for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment 
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and 
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB). 
 
Under the current UEL Land Use, Building and Community Administration Bylaw, the intent of land use in the 
UEL Commercial District (i.e. U-Hill Village area) is to provide for a wide range of commercial activities and 
services that require central locations to serve nearby neighbourhoods and the University of B.C. non-
resident day population. 
 
The proposed rezoning would not serve the UBC non-resident day population since they should not need 
cannabis during the daytime when they are on campus for work or classes.  Therefore, the only relevant 
question is whether it would serve nearby neighbourhoods. 
 
Some residents of nearby UBC neighbourhoods, such as those living in Gage neighbourhood student housing, 
may welcome non-medicinal retail cannabis in the UEL Village.  However, for the nearby UEL 
neighbourhoods, there are much better ways to serve their commercial needs.  The newly adopted Area D 
Neighbourhood Plan provides for a significant population increase in the immediate neighbourhood and this 
alone will create demand for many services and amenities which, in my view, would contribute more to the 
life of Area D and surrounding neighbourhoods than a cannabis retail outlet.  This is especially so given that 
there is already a cannabis retail outlet conveniently nearby on West Tenth Avenue at Sasamat (a short B-
Line bus ride away) for those who wish to use it. 
 
Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning. 
 
With regard to licensing, UBC’s current land use rules do not permit cannabis retail on its campus lands.  In 
other words, cannabis retail is not an approved use on UBC Campus lands and UBC does not entertain 
applications for cannabis retail.  It is my understanding that UBC’s position was carefully considered and is 
motivated by a duty of care for its students.  Since the proposed outlet is a short walk from the heart of 
UBC’s Campus, I am of the view that licensing cannabis retail in the UEL Village would be contrary to the 
public interest, especially when UBC has made a decision not to entertain such applications. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Maria Harris 
UEL Resident, Area A 
 
cc. Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com 
      UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com  
      The Honorable David Eby, MLA  
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Letter re Atheneum Cannabis Corporation application 
1 message

Anne Wyness <anne.wyness@ubc.ca> Tue, Jul 6, 2021 at 3:43 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: uelcac@gmail.com, areaajen@gmail.com, David.Eby.MLA@leg.bc.ca

 

 

4708 West 7 Avenue

Vancouver, B.C.

V6T 1C6

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 6, 2021

 

 

Mr. John Braman

Manager, University Endowment Lands

5495 Chancellor Boulevard

Vancouver, B.C.

V6T 1E2

 

Sent via email: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

 

Dear Mr. Braman,

 

Re: Change of Land Use District Application #2/21 Unit 102/202 5728 University Boulevard, Vancouver. B.C. V6T
1K6 Lots 6,7,&8 Block 97, DL 140, Plan 5449.

 

https://www.google.com/maps/search/bc.ca+,++4708+West+7+Avenue+Vancouver,+B.C.+V6T+1C6?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/bc.ca+,++4708+West+7+Avenue+Vancouver,+B.C.+V6T+1C6?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/bc.ca+,++4708+West+7+Avenue+Vancouver,+B.C.+V6T+1C6?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/University+Endowment+Lands+5495+Chancellor+Boulevard?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/University+Endowment+Lands+5495+Chancellor+Boulevard?entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Boulevard,+Vancouver.+B.C.+V6T+1K6?entry=gmail&source=g
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I am opposed to the application by Atheneum Cannabis Corporation on behalf of Abacus Building Corp., Inc. for an
amendment to the UEL Land Use, Building and Community Administration Bylaw for rezoning to permit the establishment
of a non-medical cannabis retail store at 5728 University Boulevard.  Further, I am opposed to a positive recommendation
by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch that I understand could follow a
successful rezoning application. 

 

Establishing a retail cannabis outlet in the UEL village would not be a wise decision.  The Cannabis Control and Licensing
Act is guided by, among other things, the Province’s priorities of protecting children and youth and promoting health and
safety.  It is known that the best way to protect youth health is not to use cannabis.

 

The location of a non-medical cannabis retail store in a prominent place in the UEL village will negatively impact the
children and youth who regularly use the area.  Our village is essentially an extension of the University of B. C. campus
and a large number of UBC students live in Area D year round.  The village is heavily used by students, many of them
youth, particularly during the day and evening hours but also late at night.  Further, the Little Mountain Learning Academy
which serves K-Gr. 12 is located close by at 213 - 2150 Western Parkway and Jim Everett Memorial Park was designed
and is used as a children’s playground. 

 

After alcohol, cannabis is the drug most often linked to car accidents.  Safety is an important consideration for the UEL
community and having cannabis readily available in our community may well impact the safety of us all. 

 

It is my understanding that the University has refused applications for a non-medical cannabis retail outlet on campus. 
While I do not know the reasons for the University’s refusal to have a cannabis retail store on campus, I think they may
well relate to protecting the health and safety of students.

 

I believe that permitting rezoning to establish a non-medical cannabis retail store at 5728 University Boulevard will not
demonstrate the social responsibility that is an inherent part of living on the University Endowment Lands. 

 

 

Yours truly,

 

 

M. Anne Wyness

Area C resident

 

 

CC:         Minister David Eby

               Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A

               UEL Community Advisory Council

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Boulevard?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/213+-+2150+Western+Parkway?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Boulevard?entry=gmail&source=g
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P E T I T I O N  U P D AT E

Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Lierte Ruiz <lierteruiz@yahoo.com> Tue, Jul 6, 2021 at 11:21 AM
Reply-To: Lierte Ruiz <lierteruiz@yahoo.com>
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Hello,

I understand Canada makes a lot of money with cannabis and turning it legal saved money dealing with drug dealers, but please don't
forget you are destroying people life's and also their families.

Cannabis is a drug that turn users addicted and sick over time, including cancer, also forcing the society to pay for extra health care for
those.

Personally what most bothers me is the smell that triggers me cough attacks and to see children exposed to that. And just defining
restrictions helps nothing because there is no way to enforce that.

I can see on the past ten years how Vancouver degraded due to population growth and those liberal laws, and I'm pretty sure over time
it will have, if not right now, all the same problems there are in São Paulo from where I moved because of those issues. I saw this
happening on my home town, that was like Vancouver, and unfortunately I'm starting to see it again here in Vancouver.

Adding another store into an University campus in my opinion sends a very bad message for our future generation, please reconsider.

Best regards,
______________________________________________________ 
Lierte Navas Ruiz 
Electronic Engineer - MBA - PMP® - ITIL v2 
IBM Certified IT Specialist - System Management - Availability Management 
The Open GROUP - Master Certified IT specialist 
IBM Certified Support Associate - Tivoli Tools and Processes 
IBM Certified Deployment Professional - Tivoli Netcool Core V3.0 (OMNIbus V7.2 Implementation + Webtop 2.0) 
Cell.Phone: +1-604-992-2858 
e-mail: lierteruiz@yahoo.com 
Lierte IT Consulting Inc. 
Site: http://www.lierteit.ca        http://www.lierteit.com

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Connie Chen via Change.org <change@e.change.org>
To: Lierte Ruiz <lierteruiz@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 6, 2021, 09:22:59 a.m. PDT
Subject: Cannabis store is NOT needed near UBC Health Precinct

Connie Chen shared an update on Objection of the Cannabis retail at 5784 AND 5728 University Blvd. in UBC Check it out
and leave a comment:

mailto:lierteruiz@yahoo.com
http://www.lierteit.ca/
http://www.lierteit.com/
mailto:change@e.change.org
mailto:lierteruiz@yahoo.com
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Cannabis store is NOT needed near UBC Health Precinct
UBC Health Precinct is a smoke and vape free area, we don’t want any cannabis store nearby! Email to oppose the
cannabis store in our neighbourhood, ( Deadline: this Thursday July 8th), . Sign and share this petition! 

Please Email To:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca 

CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com ,UEL
Community Advisory...

Read full update

Discover petitions promoted by Change.org users
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You signed Connie Chen‘s petition, “Objection of the Cannabis retail at 5784 AND 5728 University Blvd. in UBC”, on May 20, 2021

The person (or organization) who started this petition is not affiliated with Change.org. Change.org did not create this petition and is not responsible for the
petition content. Click here to stop receiving updates about this petition.
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Hakan Isler <isler.hakan@yahoo.com> Tue, Jul 6, 2021 at 10:27 AM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Hi There,

As a resident of Wesbrook Village and a parent, I strongly oppose the opening of any cannabis
store in UBC.

Best Regards,
Hakan Isler
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Hotmail <todayzheng@hotmail.com> Wed, Jul 7, 2021 at 12:34 PM
To: planUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

We DON'T want Cannabis store in where our children and youth visit frequently! 

发自我的 iPhone
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposition to Cannabis Retail Business at 102/202 5728 University Blvd! 
1 message

Leo Xie <xiaosle2010531@gmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 10:58 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

To whom it concerns,

It is a great shock to learn that two cannabis retail businesses are applying to open
their retail stores at campus in UBC. With so many kids aged from one to twenty-one
around on campus, these businesses are trying to make money in something that will
definitely cause addiction! It is a shame that these businesses seem not to care anything
else but making money! Such businesses that are lack of basic care and good will towards
the community, how can the community welcome them? We, as family residing in UBC for
decades and with an UBC PHD student, we strongly oppose approval of cannabis retail store
at unit 1002/202 5728 University Blvd at UBC!

Yes, using cannabis products is not illegal anymore in Canada. But it doesn't mean it is
something  good that business and UEL should promote it among young people. There is a
cannabis store nearby at 10th avenue within three kilometers. Whoever would like to
consume can go there to satisfy themselves without affecting anybody else. 

UBC is a reputable place where millions of young people learn to live a healthy,
productive and intellectual lives. The things they learn here will influence their whole
life and will decide Canada's future. Please guard this piece of land well! This is your
responsibility! And it is our (residents of UBC) responsibility to voice our opinion and
to help avoid unpleasant short-term and long-term consequence.

Please honestly listen to your heart and conscience and imagine what your opinion will be
on this matter if you have younger kids on campus.  

Regards, 
Leo Xie
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

opposition to Cannabis Store at unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Claire Li <clairevan800@gmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 10:47 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

To whom it may concern,

It is a great shock to learn that two cannabis retail businesses are applying to open their retail stores at campus in UBC. With so many kids aged from one to twenty-one
around on campus, these businesses are trying to make money in something that will definitely cause addiction! It is a shame that these businesses seem not to care
anything else but making money! Such businesses that are lack of basic care and good will towards the community, how can the community welcome them? We, as family
residing in UBC for decades and with an UBC PHD student, we strongly oppose approval of cannabis retail store at unit 1002/202 5728 University Blvd at UBC!

Yes, using cannabis products is not illegal anymore in Canada. But it doesn't mean it is something  good that business and UEL should promote it among young people.
There is a cannabis store nearby at 10th avenue within three kilometers. Whoever would like to consume can go there to satisfy themselves without affecting anybody else. 

UBC is a reputable place where millions of young people learn to live a healthy, productive and intellectual lives. The things they learn here will influence their whole life and
will decide Canada's future. Please guard this piece of land well! This is your responsibility! And it is our (residents of UBC) responsibility to voice our opinion and to help
avoid unpleasant short-term and long-term consequence.

Please honestly listen to your heart and conscience and imagine what your opinion will be on this matter if you have younger kids on campus.  

Regards, 

Wenzhi Ma
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

hulihui1969@yahoo.ca <hulihui1969@yahoo.ca> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 8:32 AM
To: uelcac@gmail.com

To who it may concern , 
I am a mother who lives at UBC campus, 
We don’t want cannabis store in where children and youth visit frequently, 

Regards, 

Lihui Hu  
Sent from my iPhone 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

li su <thetreepeony@hotmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 1:50 AM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

we don’t want cannabis store in where children/youth visit frequently! 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Hu Annie <anniehu70@hotmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 11:48 AM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

> Dear Heather, 
>  
> I would like to strongly state my opposition to the plans to open two new cannabis stores at UBC. I believe that opening
of a cannabisstore at an education institution is both unnecessary and inappropriate, and it would negatively impact the
area overall.  
>  
> Please give this request some serious consideration, and grant us a reply. Thank you for your timeand attention. 
>  
> Sincerely, 
>  
> Annie 
>  
>  
>  
> Sent from my iPhone 
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One tap mobile 
+13462487799,,81195338913#,,,,*958744# US (Houston) 
+16699006833,,81195338913#,,,,*958744# US (San Jose) 

Dial by your location 
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
        +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) 
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) 
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC) 
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
Meeting ID: 811 9533 8913 
Passcode: 958744 
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kbSP2X6Uf 

ᐧ

Leonard, Linda G. <linda.leonard@ubc.ca> Sun, Jun 6, 2021 at 10:20 AM
To: Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>
Cc: "Leonard, Linda G." <linda.leonard@ubc.ca>

Thank you for providing this guidance …just about to submit my letter. 

I share this with you. I did a tour of the UEL Village area early last evening and noted that: 

Li�le Mountain Learning Academy which serves K-Gr. 12 remains in the area ( 2nd floor above
Starbucks with the access point near Starbucks.  Youth, some very young,  will be in close proximity to
both proposed stores. 
Youth ( I am referring to children much  younger than 19, many are preteens) gather through out the
Village passageways with their friends and certainly are joining their friends at the various fast food
outlets sprinkled throughout the Village.  
In addi�on, Jim Evere� Memorial Park serves as a playground for children, no doubt an a�rac�ve
place for poten�al future cannabis purchasers to smoke. 

Best regards,

Linda Leonard

UEL resident.  Area A

From: Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 5, 2021 9:48 PM 
Subject: UEL CAC June 21, 2021 Mee�ng and Cannabis Retail Store Le�er
 
[CAUTION: Non-UBC Email]

[Quoted text hidden]

Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 11:55 PM
To: "Leonard, Linda G." <linda.leonard@ubc.ca>
Cc: "Leonard, Linda G." <linda.leonard@ubc.ca>

https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kbSP2X6Uf
mailto:uelcac@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Re: Stop Cannabis in UEL/UBC/UNA at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd. 
1 message

Sabrina Zhang <sabrina99zhang@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:55 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca, "Eby.MLA, David" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,  

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application at Unit102/202 5728
University Blvd.  

 I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons: 

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and K-12
students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that need our best
protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1900 K-12
students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 
 0-5 children) and two community centers. These schools are located from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed
retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child
Development Centre for children with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. The retail
application address is at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12
students frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as banks and doctors. I am deeply
concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

  2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the proposed retail
address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour in the nearby
area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will  not. Who can guarantee that the odour wound not affect
the brain of baby and children? How is this business development help our children/families/residences in any aspect?

  3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none
of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would regard this application’s
approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and families’ safety, health, freedom and
rights.

  4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this neighborhood would
negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They include an after-school
education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery stores. As the south campus has
many similar shops, for the reason that  there is a cannabis store, many will avoid possible trips to UEL village and use
other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single biggest damper for the development of the UEL
village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies
that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this
area.

  5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom there are
18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still not the case in
most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis). In many cultures, having a cannabis store
nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for the residents from these culture
background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-class university. Considering that Regent
College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just across the street and there are two chapels down
the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as not suitable or considerate.

   With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing community
members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-nature neighborhood
that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture and education, that one can
easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning data of our community.

Sincerely, 
Sabrina 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Stop Cannabis in UEL/UBC/UNA
1 message

Sabrina Zhang <sabrina99zhang@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 1:47 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: "Eby.MLA, David" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Hello, UEL office

I was shocked to know that two cannabis shops will be opened on the UBC campus, which will have a very bad impact on
the children, teenagers and residents living on the campus.

1）5784 University Blvd.  
2）102/202, 5728 University Blvd)     

After immigrating to Canada, my family and I have been living on the UBC campus for over 9 years, we like the academic
and multicultural atmosphere of the campus. 

If UBC introduces cannabis shops, it will bring us these bad effects which we can foresee now, but may be more
in the future. 

1) Attract all kinds of marijuana users to UBC; 
2) There is a risk of attracting curious teenagers and children nearby; 
3) Deterioration of UBC's air quality. 
4) Cannabis can affect young generations' health through candies and snacks. especially for some children and
teenagers under the age of 18.

I hope the UEL OFFICE can listen to residents’ opinions and suggestions, and Stop Cannabis in UEL/UBC/UNA. 

An enthusiastic resident who cares about the healthy life of the community 

Sabrina Zhang

. 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Re: Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical
Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

cindy chen <cindy.h.chen@hotmail.com> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 9:11 AM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cindy Chen
204-2388 Western Parkway
Vancouver, BC  V6T 2K4
  
June 7, 2021
 
Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
5495 Chancellor Boulevard
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1E2
 
Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
 
Dear Mr. Braman,
 
Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202,
5728 University Blvd (UEL Village))
 
I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  
 
Accordingly, I strongly oppose the proposed rezoning.

-- As a resident of UEL, I have been living here for more than 10 years with and interact with many of our future
engineers, scientists, and medical professionals on a daily basis. This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge
student population and the opening of a cannabis store may negatively affect the health and safety of these
young individuals.  
-- I am worried about the general wellbeing and safety of our community and feel that allowing another easily
accessible source of intoxicants here on-campus will negatively affect all of us. 
-- There is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from
UBC campus.  People who want to purchase cannabis can shop in that store.  

 
Sincerely,

Cindy Chen
 
CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com

https://www.google.com/maps/search/2388+Western+Parkway+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+BC+V6T+2K4?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/2388+Western+Parkway+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+BC+V6T+2K4?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/2388+Western+Parkway+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+BC+V6T+2K4?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5495+Chancellor+Boulevard+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+BC+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+V6T+1E2?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5495+Chancellor+Boulevard+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+BC+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+V6T+1E2?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5495+Chancellor+Boulevard+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+BC+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+V6T+1E2?entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd+(UEL+Village?entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
mailto:areaajen@gmail.com
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UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com
 
      

mailto:uelcac@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit102/202-
5728 University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis. 
1 message

Claire Zhao <clairezhao5@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:02 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit102/202-
5728 University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis. I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons:

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and
K-12 students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that
need our best protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School,
about 1900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These
schools are located from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith
School for children with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for
children with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application address is
at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on
a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned
the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the proposed
retail address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour
in the nearby area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can guarantee that the
odour wound not affect the brain of baby and children? How is this business development help our
children/families/residences in any aspect?

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail
stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would
regard this application’s approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and
families’ safety, health, freedom and rights.

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this
neighborhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They
include an after-school education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery
stores. As the south campus has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will
avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single
biggest damper for the development of the UEL village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this
area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially a
problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area.

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom
there are 18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still
not the case in most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabi\). In many cultures,
having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for
the residents from these culture background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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class university. Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just
across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as not
suitable or considerate.

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing
community members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-
nature neighborhood that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture
and education, that one can easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning data of our
community. 

Sincerely, 

Claire
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Stop Cannabis in UEL/UBC/UNA at 5784 University Blvd 
1 message

Fei Liu <feiliubc@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 3:33 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: uelcac@gmail.com

Hi there,

As a resident and a worker on UBC campus, I strongly object to opening any cannabis stores in our neighbourhood.  I'm
writing now to express my big concerns regarding the two cannabis stores to be opened close to my kids' school. Please
seriously consider my voice.

Many thanks,

Fei Liu
Email: feiliubc@gmail.com
Tel: 778-300-3953

mailto:feiliubc@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Re-zoning of Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd - Opposition 
1 message

Miranda Liu <ichmliu@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 11:34 AM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit
102/202 5728 University Blvd., Vancouver, BC (UEL village) from Burb Cannabis Corporation.

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children
(preschoolers and K-12 students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children
with disabilities that need our best protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose
Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two
community centers. These schools are located from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail
address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and
Berwick Child Development Centre for children with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700
meters away. The retail application address is at the UEL village, where many young families with babies
and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service
places such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to
them at a very early age.

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the
proposed retail address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant
smoke odour in the nearby area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can
guarantee that the odour wound not affect the brain of baby and children? How is this business development
help our children/families/residences in any aspect?

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4
cannabis retail stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children
population. I would regard this application’s approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC
neighborhood children and families’ safety, health, freedom and rights.

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this
neighborhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby.
They include an after-school education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and
grocery stores. As the south campus has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store,
many will avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can
be the single biggest damper for the development of the UEL village. I could also imagine that the real-estate
prices near this area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies that the city, and UEL can collect.
This is especially a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area.

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among
whom there are 18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of
cannabis is still not the case in most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Legality_of_cannabis).
In many cultures, having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality,
which is the case for the residents from these culture background. It also gives the tourists negative
impressions of UBC as a world-class university. Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd.,+%C2%A0Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd.,+%C2%A0Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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of theology in North America, is just across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd,
this location can be viewed by many as not suitable or considerate.

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing
community members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-
to-nature neighborhood that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics,
culture and education, that one can easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning
data of our community.

Sincerely,

Miranda
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposition to the Cannabis store at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Liang Xu <liangxu51@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 1:25 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Heather,

I am writing to express my opposition to the Burb Cannabis at  Unit102/202
5728 University Blvd  . My concerns are:

- Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children.

- It would attract unwanted marijuana users to UBC. There is an easily
accessible cannabis store outside UBC, Within the five-kilometer circle of UBC,
there are already four cannabis retail stores in Point Grey and Dunbar
neighborhood, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and
young children population.

-Deterioration of air quality on campus.

-Does not fit in with the business surroundings

-Growing security concerns:

regards,

Liang Xu
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Re: Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical
Cannabis Retail at 5784 University Blvd (UEL Village)&Unit 102/202, 5728 University
Blvd (UEL Village)) 
1 message

Ray Shiry <bestinlife@shaw.ca> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:06 AM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Braman,

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

Please write some reasons for your comment and why you support/not support this.  Some example of reasons
may include but are not limited to: 
- I am worried about the wellbeing and safety of my teenage children.
- This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may
negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals.
- There is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from
UBC campus.  People who want to purchase cannabis can shop in that store.  

Sincerely,
R.Shiry
V6T2J1
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposition to the proposed Cannabis store conversions within UEL 
1 message

hucecy@gmail.com <hucecy@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:49 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear David, Jen and UEL office, 

I am writing this email to strongly oppose the following proposed conversions of stores within UEL to Cannabis stores. 

1). Burb Cannabis is proposing to use the Copy Smart store space at 5784 University Blvd.
2). Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd.  

My reasons are as follows:

The two store locations are right between the University Hill elementary school and the family residential areas such as Glenlloyd
Park and the Acardia residence area. Converting these two stores at these location will increase the risk to children and curious
teenager who plays nearby and pass these two stores on the way to the elementary school daily. If children below the age of 18
accidentally ingest candies and snacks with cannabis, they will be in severe health danger. 

More importantly, most adult users residing with the UEL area easily use public transportation to access the Trinity Tree Cannabis
Co. cannabis store on 10th street a mere 15-minutes bus ride from the location of the proposed two stores. 

There is absolutely no benefit to most of the community member to approve two additional Cannabis stores and move them this
close to the elementary school and the university. 

Many thanks,

Xixi

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5784+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposition to the opening of cannabis retail application in UBC campus 
2 messages

viki viki <ktgy00@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 1:53 PM
To: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com

Dear Mr.David Eby， 

As a father of a high school student in UBC campus，I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical
cannabis retail application for using the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202 5784 University Blvd., Vancouver,
BC from Atheneum Cannabis. I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons: 

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and K-12
students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that need our best
protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1900 K-12
students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These schools are located from 440
to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children with learning
disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for children with and without disabilities (~ 100
children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application address is at the UEL village, where many young families with
babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places
such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very
early age. 

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the proposed retail
address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour in the nearby
area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can guarantee that the odour wound not affect
the brain of baby and children? How is this business development help our children/families/residences in any aspect? 

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none
of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would regard this application’s
approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and families’ safety, health, freedom and
rights. 

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this neighborhood would
negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They include an after-school
education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery stores. As the south campus has
many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will avoid possible trips to UEL village and use
other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single biggest damper for the development of the UEL
village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies
that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this
area. 

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom there are
18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still not the case in
most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis). In many cultures, having a cannabis store
nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for the residents from these culture
background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-class university. Considering that Regent
College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just across the street and there are two chapels down
the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as not suitable or considerate. 

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing community
members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-nature neighborhood
that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture and education, that one can
easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning data of our community. 

Sincerely, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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Weitao

viki viki <ktgy00@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 1:58 PM
To: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com

Dear Mr.David Eby， 

As a father of a high school student in UBC campus，I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical
cannabis retail application for using the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202，Vancouver, BC from Atheneum
Cannabis. I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons: 

1.Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and K-12
students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that need our best
protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1900 K-12
students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These schools are located from 440
to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children with learning
disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for children with and without disabilities (~ 100
children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application address is at the UEL village, where many young families with
babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places
such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very
early age. 
[Quoted text hidden]
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose the cannabis retail application for Unit 102/202-5728 University Blvd from
Atheneum Cannabis 
1 message

 yaohong616@163.com  <yaohong616@163.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:22 AM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL administration officemanager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit
102/202-5728 University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis.

I strongly oppose this application for the following reason:

There are more than 2600 children that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for
children with disabilities that need our best protection.They are Uhill elementary, Uhillsecondary,
NormaRosePoint, EatonSmithSchool, about 1900K-12students, 10+daycarecenters
andtwocommunitycenters.Theseschool sarel ocated from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail
address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children with learning disabilitiesis 600 metersaway, and
Berwick Child Development Centre for children with and without disabilities is about 700 meters away.
There tail application address is at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers
and the1900K-12 students frequenton adaily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as
banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to the mataver
yearl yage.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

Hong Yao
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposite for cannabis open in UBC 
1 message

Bevan Zhang <h7788663670@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:13 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear Sir,

I’m resident in 201-5779 Birney Avenue, Vancouver BC. I write this email to you to express my strong opinion of
opposition to open any cannabis shops in UBC.

I noticed that:

1). Burb Cannabis is proposing to use the Copy Smart store space at 5784 University Blvd.
 2). Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd.  

The reasons of my opposite to open above 2 cannabis in UBC are :

1. Protect our children as they would be attract, especially for children as parent we could not control everything but to
avoid the possibility of potential.

2. Avoid air pollution in UBC, for people who dislike cannabis, we could not tolerate this kind of smell.

3. To protect the healthy of our next generation.
A British study confirmed that cannabidiol is an important factor in schizophrenia, and smoking cannabis causes the
incidence of psychosis to double.  A recent study tracked nearly two thousand people from adolescence to adulthood,
and found that young people who had smoked marijuana were twice as likely to suffer from mental illness in the next ten
years as those who had not smoked marijuana.  Another study confirmed that smoking marijuana in late childhood or
early adolescence can cause mental illness to occur three years earlier. 
 Cannabidiol is also associated with other mental illnesses.  A scientist from the Addiction and Mental Health Center of
Canada surveyed 14,000 people and found that people who started smoking marijuana early not only doubled the
prevalence of mental illness, but these people are more likely to get anxiety disorders.  , Mood disorders, especially
depression.  In 2010, the Netherlands Institute of Mental Health and Addiction (Netherlands Institute of Mental Health and
Addiction) released a research report based on data collected by Mental Health Research conducted by the World Health
Organization on 50,000 adults in 17 countries  , The conclusion is that if marijuana is used earlier, the prevalence of
depression before the age of 17 will increase by 50%.  One of the largest research studies has tracked tens of thousands
of young soldiers in Sweden for more than ten years. The most serious cannabis users, that is, people who have smoked
more than 50 times, are six times more likely to suffer from schizophrenia than people who never smoked. 

Best regards

Bevan

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5779+Birney+Avenue,+Vancouver+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5784+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposing opening marijuana stores in the UBC community 
1 message

Ming Yang <yangming@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 1:42 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Hello there, 

This is Ming, a UBC staff and a resident living on UBC campus for the last 17 years. We just got to know that there are
two applications of opening marijuana stores at the UBC village area.

My family and I would like to express our concerns about it. There are lots of children, young kids and college students
living on UBC campus. They are at the age of easily being subject to suggestions and adopting addictions. As we all
know, Addictions can easily ruin anyone’s life, such as alcohol, drugs including entertaining marijuana (I am not opposing
medical marijuana). 

Therefore we are opposing the application of opening a marijuana store on UBC campus. We would like to protect and
properly educate our children at a larger sense as much as we can as a whole until they reach the age of reason. By then
they are mature enough and should be able to take responsibility for their behaviours.

Thank you for taking our voice into your serious consideration. 

Sincerely
Ming 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposed application at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd. 
1 message

Qing Mao <qingmao7112@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 1:11 PM
To: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd.  I
opposed this application below. 

1) Attract marijuana smokers of all kinds;
2) There is a risk of attracting curious teenagers and children who often gather nearby;
3) Air quality deteriorates.
4) Marijuana attracts children in the form of candies and snacks. Children under the age of 18 who eat it will damage the
development and growth of the brain. 

Regards,
Qing Mao

https://www.google.com/maps/search/202+5728+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose cannabis store 
1 message

Julian ZHU <jenniferlee906@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:12 AM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis Unit102/202-5728 University Blvd
from Atheneum Cannabis. I strongly oppose this application. It’s really bad to children and people’s future.

Best regards,

Julia 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose application at 5784 University Blvd 
1 message

Qing Mao <qingmao7112@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:56 PM
To: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd.  I
opposed this application below. 

1) Attract marijuana smokers of all kinds;
2) There is a risk of attracting curious teenagers and children who often gather nearby;
3) Air quality deteriorates.
4) Marijuana attracts children in the form of candies and snacks. Children under the age of 18 who eat it will damage the
development and growth of the brain. 

Regards,
Qing Mao

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose : unit 102/202 5728 university Blvd 
2 messages

jungsun song <ghiljs@yahoo.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:36 AM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>, "Eby.MLA David" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com"
<areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear Sir or Ma'am,

I hope that you are doing well. 

I'd like to deliver you my concern about this cannabis store which applied to open on UBC
campus. 

I have three kids attending elementary and secondary school that live on UBC campus and
regularly visit this area, and they often mention headaches due to the odor of cannabis. I really
object the opening of this store on the location. 

Thank you so much.

Sincerely,

Jungsun Ghil   

jungsun song <ghiljs@yahoo.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:52 AM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>, "Eby.MLA David" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com"
<areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]

Jungsun Ghil, V6S 0H7  

[Quoted text hidden]
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Objection to proposal of Cannabis store at unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd at UBC 
1 message

Annie Lee <annieleecpa@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:10 PM
To: planUEL@gov.bc.ca, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear Heather and David, 

Hope this message finds you very well. 

It’s almost time we all can go out and breathe fresh air again! But I was shocked to hear the news
that Atheneum Cannabis is applying to open a store on UBC campus. As a UEL resident and also a
parent of two kids, I want to write to let you know my deep concern. 

Although it's legal to smoke cannabis in Canada, it's not a wise decision to have a cannabis store
on campus. Campus is a place where students learn knowledge, and enjoy healthy social
gatherings. They need a clear mind and fresh  air for study and living. Smoking cannabis has been
proven to cause damage to youth brains and obviously pollute the air. Many buildings have signs
against smoking in UBC. It will be a confusing message to the university students if we allow any
cannabis store on campus. There are also kids attending high school, two elementary schools and
many toddlers and babies on campus. You or your colleagues probably have such kids too. Their
homes, schools, daycares, playgrounds are very close to university village, where the proposed
location for the cannabis stores will be. It’s so heartbreaking to see what cannabis will do to their
beautiful neighborhood.  I therefore firmly object to the proposal of opening any cannabis store in
the UBC area. Many of my friends in UBC echo my objection. Please kindly take our concern into
consideration when you make the decision. I hope you and everyone else living and working at
UBC will always enjoy a healthy and clean UBC. 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing back from you! 

Yours respectfully, 
Annie 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Non-medical Cannabis Retail @ 5784 University Blvd 
1 message

Jenny Cheng <yyjenny.cheng@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 12:36 AM
Reply-To: Jenny Cheng <YYJenny.Cheng@gmail.com>
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

To:                                                                                                                                                         From:
Mr. John Braman                                                                                                                                   Mrs. Jenny Cheng,
Manager, UEL Administration Office                                                                                                     PH 405 -
6015,  Iona Drive,
5495,  Chancellor Blvd                                                                                                                           Vancouver, BC
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1E2                                                                                                                         V6T 2J4

Dear Mr. Braman,

         Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at 5784, University
Blvd, UEL Village         

I am writing as an UNA resident to oppose two processes in regards to the above address, namely:  
-  Rezoning by the University Endowment Land (UEL), and,
-  Licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional district to the BC Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch
(LCRB)

Rationale of Opposition to rezoning for the above address by the UEL :
                                      
The intent of land use in the UEL Commercial district, according to the UEL Land Use, Building and Community
Administration Bylaw, is to provide for a  range of commercial activities and services that require central locations to serve
nearby neighbourhoods and the UBC non-resident day population.
The proposed rezoning would not serve the UBC non-resident day population well since they should not be using
cannabis during daytime when they are at work or in classes on campus.  Hence, the only relevant question is whether it
would serve nearby neighbourhoods. 

The newly adopted Area D Neighbourhood Plan is to provide for a significant population increase in the immediate
neighbourhood which will create demand for many essential services and amenities;  but, in my view, cannabis is and
should not be one of them, i.e. allowing a cannabis outlet in this neighbourhood will be doing residents in this area a
disservice.  Moreover, there is already a cannabis retail outlet nearby on W.10 Ave at Sasamat, which is a short bus ride
away from campus.  

Rationale of Opposition to licensing by the Metro Vancouver Regional district to the BC LCRB:

The current land use rules of UBC do not permit cannabis retail on its campus lands, i.e. cannabis retail is not an
approved use on UBC campus lands and UBC does not entertain applications for cannabis retail.  In my opinion this
position maintained by UBC is laudable as it is based on the university's  important duty of care to its students and the
youth in our community.

I am of the view that licensing cannabis retail in such close proximity to campus would be contrary to the public interest
and would have a detrimental effect on the welfare of the UNA community.  In other words, I fully believe that UBC's
decision not to entertain such applications needs to be maintained.

Thank you.

Kind regards,
Jenny Cheng
UNA resident

https://www.google.com/maps/search/PH+405+-+6015,%C2%A0+Iona+Drive?entry=gmail&source=g
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https://www.google.com/maps/search/5784,+University+Blvd,+UEL+Village?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Marijuana shop 
1 message

Tonghong Xu <tonghongxu@yahoo.com> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 9:54 AM
Reply-To: "tonghongxu@yahoo.com" <tonghongxu@yahoo.com>
To: "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL office,
I strongly oppose opening a marijuana store on UBC campus. There are many schools in this area and opening a
marijuana store would negatively affect the children. It would promote smoking and increase the amount of underage
smokers.

I hope UEL can reject this application to open a marijuana store to help keep the UBC campus a safe and peaceful
environment.
Thanks
Tonghong Xu
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

https://go.onelink.me/107872968?pid=InProduct&c=Global_Internal_YGrowth_AndroidEmailSig__AndroidUsers&af_wl=ym&af_sub1=Internal&af_sub2=Global_YGrowth&af_sub3=EmailSignature
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Letter Objecting Rezoning Application To Allow For Conditional Use Of Non-Medical
Cannabis Retail Store at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd. (UEL Villager) 
1 message

Yvonne Kwan <yvonnekwan@shaw.ca> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 2:07 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

June 8, 2021 

James Kwan 
Yvonne Kwan 
5660 College Highroad 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6T 1H2 

Mr. John Braman 
Manager, UEL Administration Office 
5495 Chancellor Boulevard 
Vancouver, B.C.  
V6T 1E2 

Sent via email: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca 

Dear Mr. Braman 

We are  writing to register my objection to the rezoning application to  
allow for conditional use of non-medical cannabis retail store at Unit 102/202, 5728  
University Boulevard (UEL Village), Vancouver BC, V6T 1K6. The basis for this  
opposition is that granting a non-medical cannabis license for these  
premises will put at risk not only the thousands of teenage & young  
adult university students, but also the young children from the 12 day  
care facilities within 1 km form the proposed site location. 

A simple google maps search of 5728 University Boulevard, Vancouver BC,  
V6T 1K6 shows that there are 12 day care / child care facilities within  
1km , with the closest being 650m. Granting a license to the premises to  
sell cannabis products would be totally detrimental to the neighborhood by: 

a) the increase in second hand marijuana smoke that would effect  
children that play and walk around the area. 

b) the increase in crime, disorder and public nuisance. 

c) the negative effects of marijuana usage by UBC students, many of whom  
are young adults and teenagers that are in reality not mature enough to  
fully recognize the risks and downsides of non medical marijuana usage.   
We have linked below to sources that support our argument. 

d)Proximity of other cannabis retail locations: There are already two of such retail locations within a 5km radius, and 
  they are located at 4529 West 10th Ave. and 3432 Dunbar Street.  

mailto:PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
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https://www.healthline.com/health/can-you-get-high-from-smelling-weed 

https://www.samhsa.gov/marijuana 

https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/view/cannabis-use-young-adults-challenges-during-transition-adulthood 

In view of the above, we would urge the Licensing Authority to refuse the  
application. 

Yours faithfully 

James Kwan 
Yvonne Kwan 
Residents Area A 

CC: Minister David Eby. David.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca 
    Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A. areaajen@gmail.com 
    UEL Community Advisory Council. uelcac@gmail.com 

https://www.healthline.com/health/can-you-get-high-from-smelling-weed
https://www.samhsa.gov/marijuana
https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/view/cannabis-use-young-adults-challenges-during-transition-adulthood
mailto:David.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
mailto:areaajen@gmail.com
mailto:uelcac@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Objection to Cannabis Retail -- Atheneum Cannabis at 102-5728 University Blvd 
1 message

rcaricky <rcaricky879001651@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 12:16 AM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

  This a current UBC student in year 3. I recently heard that there are two non-medical cannabis stores planing for
opening on campus. The first one is Burb Cannabis at 5784 University Blvd, and the second is Atheneum Cannabis at
102-5728 University Blvd. 
  To me, this does not make any sense, and I strongly against them. There is no reason to put any cannabis retail on
campus, in a world-leading university and dense living space. In my opinion, this will not only affect UBC's reputation
internationally but also create a bad atmosphere on campus, the fear of unknown dangers. Still remember what
happened to Hmart? The university village is already not secure with dozens of homeless and drunk people at night, but
now it is just going to be worse with cannabis stores. 
  Please consider this matter not only for those who would like to have easy access to cannabis on campus but also to
those, the majority in fact, that hate the odour of cannabis and fear all consequence that it might bring. Imagine the most
beautiful campus in North America quickly becoming the most dangerous campus in North America. 
  In conclusion, I don't see any positive effect that having a cannabis store on campus would bring, with very obvious
negative impacts. I hope UBC can continue to be a clean, beautiful and safe campus, with students eager to study,
instead of staying high.

Thank you in advance for considering this issue.

Best, 
Ricky
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Objection of the Cannabis retail at 102/202-5728 University Blvd in UBC 
1 message

Yu Jennifer <hongwyu88@hotmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:48 AM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit102/202-
5728 University Blvd (UEL village) from Atheneum Cannabis. I strongly oppose this application for the following
reasons:

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and
K-12 students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that
need our best protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School,
about 1900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These
schools are located from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith
School for children with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for
children with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application address is
at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on
a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned
the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the proposed
retail address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour
in the nearby area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can guarantee that the
odour wound not affect the brain of baby and children? How is this business development help our
children/families/residences in any aspect?

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail
stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would
regard this application’s approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and
families’ safety, health, freedom and rights.

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this
neighborhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They
include an after-school education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery
stores. As the south campus has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will
avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single
biggest damper for the development of the UEL village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this
area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially a
problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area.

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students: UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom
there are 18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still
not the case in most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabi\). In many cultures,
having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for
the residents from these culture background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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class university. Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just
across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as not
suitable or considerate.

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing
community members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-
nature neighborhood that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture
and education, that one can easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning data of our
community. 

Sincerely, 

Hongwen Yu
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Objection - Cannabis Store Application @Unit102-202 5728 University Blvd,
Vancouver BC From Atheneum Cannabis 
2 messages

Fong Susana <fyl852@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 12:06 PM
To: uel@gov.bc.ca, UEL Office <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: AG.Minister@gov.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, UEL Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL Administration Office Manager and staff, 

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit 102-202 5728
University Blvd., Vancouver, BC (UEL Village) from Atheneum Cannabis.  I strongly oppose this application for the
following reasons:

1.  Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children:
There are more than 2600 children, they are preschoolers and K-12 students that go to school daily in this area, including
2 centers/schools for children with disabilities that need our best protection.  They are Uhill Elementary, Uhill Secondary,
Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1,900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centres with around 700 age 0-5
children and two community centers.  These schools are located within 440 to 1000 meters from the proposed retail
address.  Especially for Eaton Smith School for children with learning disabilities is just 600 meters away and Berwick
Child Development Centre for children with and without disabilities (approx. 100 children) is about 700 meters away,  The
retail application address is at the UEL Village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1,900 K-12
students frequent on a daily basis to get their good, groceries and services such as banks and doctors.  I am deeply
concerned about the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2.  Unpleasant odour
The closest park, Jim Everett Memorial Park is only 100 meters away from the proposed retail address where kids play. 
In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour in the nearby area and there is no
guarantee that this store's customers will not pollute the fresh air in the area.  Who can guarantee that the odour would
not affect the brain of babies and children and even adults, especially for residents staying at the level just above
the store?  How does this business development help our children/families/residences, in any aspect?

3.  Existing easy accessible cannabis stores
When 5km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of
schools and young children population.  I would regard this application's approval as a serious threat and damage to the
UBC neighbourhood, children and families' safety; health, freedom and rights.

4.  Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores
Opening a retail cannabis store in this neighbourhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for
existing businesses nearby.  They include an after-school education centre, Staples, coffee shops, food places, medical
offices, a gym and grocery stores.  As the south campus  has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis
store,  many will avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives, definitely I will avoid UEL village. 
Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single biggest damper for the development of the UEL village.  I could also
imagine that the real-estate prices near this area will drop, which will affect the property taxes/levy that the city and UEL
can collect.  This is especially a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area, it will also affect
the development of the new leləm̀ village.

5.  Culture shock for Tourist / UBC International Students
UBC has a total of 66,512 students among whom there are 18,283 international students from 166 countries, accountable
for about 28%.  Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still not the case in most of the countries (Legality
of cannabis - Wikipedia).  In many cultures, having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents' comfort
and life quality, which is the case for the residents from these cultural backgrounds.  It also gives tourists/visitors the
negative impressions of UBC as a world top class university.  Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school
of theology in North America is just across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location for
a cannabis store can be viewed by many as not suitable or considerate.
                    
With all these concerns, please evaluate the potential damages that this store can bring to the
existing community members and the children who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural and close-to-

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd.,+Vancouver,+BC+(UEL+Village?entry=gmail&source=g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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nature neighbourhood that we built together.  The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture and
education, that everyone can easily review by reading the demographic data and previous urban planning data of our
community.  

Best regards,
Susana Fong 

Peter SK <wsk852@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 2:26 PM
To: uel@gov.bc.ca, PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: AG.Minister@gov.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL Administration Office Manager and staff, 

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit 102-202 5728
University Blvd., Vancouver, BC (UEL Village) from Atheneum Cannabis.  I strongly oppose this application for the
following reasons:

1.  Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children:
There are more than 2600 children, they are preschoolers and K-12 students that go to school daily in this area, including
2 centers/schools for children with disabilities that need our best protection.  They are Uhill Elementary, Uhill Secondary,
Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1,900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centres with around 700 age 0-5
children and two community centers.  These schools are located within 440 to 1000 meters from the proposed retail
address.  Especially for Eaton Smith School for children with learning disabilities is just 600 meters away and Berwick
Child Development Centre for children with and without disabilities (approx. 100 children) is about 700 meters away,  The
retail application address is at the UEL Village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1,900 K-12
students frequent on a daily basis to get their good, groceries and services such as banks and doctors.  I am deeply
concerned about the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2.  Unpleasant odour
The closest park, Jim Everett Memorial Park is only 100 meters away from the proposed retail address where kids play. 
In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour in the nearby area and there is no
guarantee that this store's customers will not pollute the fresh air in the area.  Who can guarantee that the odour would
not affect the brain of babies and children and even adults, especially for residents staying at the level just above
the store?  How does this business development help our children/families/residences, in any aspect?

3.  Existing easy accessible cannabis stores
When 5km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of
schools and young children population.  I would regard this application's approval as a serious threat and damage to the
UBC neighbourhood, children and families' safety; health, freedom and rights.

4.  Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores
Opening a retail cannabis store in this neighbourhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for
existing businesses nearby.  They include an after-school education centre, Staples, coffee shops, food places, medical
offices, a gym and grocery stores.  As the south campus  has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis
store,  many will avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives, definitely I will avoid UEL village. 
Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single biggest damper for the development of the UEL village.  I could also
imagine that the real-estate prices near this area will drop, which will affect the property taxes/levy that the city and UEL
can collect.  This is especially a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area, it will also affect
the development of the new leləm̀ village.

5.  Culture shock for Tourist / UBC International Students
UBC has a total of 66,512 students among whom there are 18,283 international students from 166 countries, accountable
for about 28%.  Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still not the case in most of the countries (Legality
of cannabis - Wikipedia).  In many cultures, having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents' comfort
and life quality, which is the case for the residents from these cultural backgrounds.  It also gives tourists/visitors the
negative impressions of UBC as a world top class university.  Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school
of theology in North America is just across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location for
a cannabis store can be viewed by many as not suitable or considerate.
                    
With all these concerns, please evaluate the potential damages that this store can bring to the
existing community members and the children who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural and close-to-
nature neighbourhood that we built together.  The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture and

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd.,+Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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education, that everyone can easily review by reading the demographic data and previous urban planning data of our
community.  

Best regards,
Peter Wong
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use planned permit Lot 13 Block 97, DL 140, Plan 8743 
1 message

Peter <lut1netablet@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 3:00 PM
To: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>, "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>

We are a property owner on the UBC Endowment lands and a parent.

 

I oppose any permit for a cannabis shop on UBC endowment land. I recognize the broader aims of legalizing cannabis
and do support some measure of decriminalization but believe UBC is in a special situation. The endowment lands are
essentially a school it exists to support our youth. This is not a residential neighbourhood in the strictest sense. While I
recognize that students are often savvy and will also be exposed to illegal drug dealers many students are still developing
adult behaviours. Further there are many students at UBC that come from countries where the drug culture is very
strongly repressed.

 

There is no need to provide on campus access to cannabis as students can access the legal drug through either mail
order or at least 4 shops within 5 km of UBC.

 

Although legalized, smoking cannabis is not a healthy activity. As a school UBC should be setting an example, the use of
tobacco, vaping or cannabis should be prohibited in all public spaces on campus and students should be encouraged to
follow a healthy lifestyle. This should be what the administrators of UEL should be promoting and permitting not activities
that are injurious to health. UBC students are amongst BC’s finest let them set a health example for the future that
reduces our healthcare cost not perpetuates unhealthy living!

 

Respectfully

Peter Boucher & Jing Zhang

Homeowners and parents.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

carla hallett <noise@lostsound.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:43 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Carla Hallett 
4732 W. 7th Ave. 
Vancouver, BC  
V6T 1C6 

June 8, 2021 

Dear Mr. Braman, 

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728
University Blvd (UEL Village) 

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment Lands
(UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and Cannabis Regulation
Branch (LCRB).   

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning. 

This neighbourhood includes a large population of children and an elementary school as well as working parents and
students.  Furthermore, the rules and regulations pertaining to the use of cannabis are not strictly enforced by the UEL
and the UEL police do not have the man power to enforce existing regulations ie noise bylaws etc. In this area, cannabis
users will remain unchecked and do as they please. The same argument that restricts cannabis retail away from school
areas, should also apply to this area which is family and child oriented as well as UBC students. The smell of cannabis is
also unpleasant and nauseating.  

The location of the proposed cannabis store needs to be reserved for a business that is NOT cannabis related that caters
to the diversity of this neighbourhood and its needs. 

Please rethink this rezoning for the health, safety and well-being of this neighbourhood. The opening of a cannabis store
may negatively affect the health and welfare of so many who live here. 

Sincerely, 
Carla Hallett 
UEL Area C Resident 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Xia Lin <xiajessicalin@hotmail.com> Sat, Jun 5, 2021 at 9:59 PM
To: "UEL Planning MAH:EX" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: David <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com"
<uelcac@gmail.com>

Xia Lin
2084 Western Parkway
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1V5

June 5, 2021

Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
5495 Chancellor Boulevard
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1E2

Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

Dear Mr. Braman,

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202,
5728 University Blvd (UEL Village)

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may
negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals.  There is an easily accessible cannabis store
that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from UBC campus.  People who want to purchase
cannabis can shop in that store.  Most importantly, I have children in the house and I do not want them to be in
an environment where Cannabis is right across the street.

Sincerely,

Xia Lin
Area A Resident

CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com
UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Donna Qi <donnaqi@hotmail.com> Sat, Jun 5, 2021 at 10:03 PM
To: "UEL Planning MAH:EX" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: David <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com"
<uelcac@gmail.com>

Donna Jiajia Qi
2084 Western Parkway
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1V5

June 5, 2021

Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
5495 Chancellor Boulevard
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1E2

Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

Dear Mr. Braman,

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202,
5728 University Blvd (UEL Village)

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may
negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals.  There is an easily accessible cannabis store
that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from UBC campus.  People who want to purchase
cannabis can shop in that store.  

Sincerely,

Donna Jiajia Qi
Area A Resident 

CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com
UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Concerns on Change of Land Use District Application @5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Chen Wan <littlesibyl@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:57 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit102/202-
5728 University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis. I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons:

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and
K-12 students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that
need our best protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School,
about 1900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These
schools are located from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith
School for children with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for
children with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application address is
at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on
a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned
the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the proposed
retail address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour
in the nearby area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can guarantee that the
odour wound not affect the brain of baby and children? How is this business development help our
children/families/residences in any aspect?

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail
stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would
regard this application’s approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and
families’ safety, health, freedom and rights.

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this
neighborhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They
include an after-school education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery
stores. As the south campus has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will
avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single
biggest damper for the development of the UEL village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this
area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially a
problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area.

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom
there are 18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still
not the case in most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabi\). In many cultures,
having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for
the residents from these culture background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-
class university. Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just
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across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as not
suitable or considerate.

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing
community members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-
nature neighborhood that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture
and education, that one can easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning data of our
community. 

Sincerely,

Chen Wan, Ph.D.

Sector Manager, Genome British Columbia

Resident of 2700 Acadia Road, UBC

https://www.google.com/maps/search/2700+Acadia+Road?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Concern over Cannabis new store 
1 message

davidw <davidw@bccmed.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:48 AM
Reply-To: davidw@bccmed.com
To: PlanUEL <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>, "david.eby.mla" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>
Cc: areaajen <areaajen@gmail.com>, uelcac <uelcac@gmail.com>

Hi 
I am voicing my concern over the two Cannabis new stores in the UEL.
As parent of 2 kids, I strongly oppose any new Cannabis new store in this area.
These might be bad influence toward kids. And also attract people with addiction history to the neighborhood.
Thank you very much for kind attention.
David
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Comments: Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications - cannabis
store at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Boulevard, Vancouver, BC 
1 message

Tony Dean <agd21@telus.net> Sun, Jun 6, 2021 at 3:01 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Anthony Dean

1208 – 2233 Allison Rd.

Vancouver, BC

V6T 1T7

 

June 6, 2021

 

Mr. Jonn Braman

Manager, UEL Administra�on Office

5495 Chancellor Boulevard

Vancouver, BC

V6T 1E2

 

Sent via email: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

 

Dear Mr. Braman,

 

Re: Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applica�ons for Non-medical Cannabis Retail store at Unit 102/202, 5728
University Blvd (UEL Village)

 

I am wri�ng this le�er to provide comments for two processes:

• Change of Land Use District and/or Rezoning by the University Endowment Lands (UEL), and

• Licensing recommenda�ons by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and Cannabis Regula�on Branch (LCRB).

 

I must oppose the proposed rezoning and licensing for sales of non-medical cannabis Unit 102/202, 5728 University Boulevard.

 

Governments and benevolent organiza�ons have devoted billions of dollars and countless hours of volunteer �me to encourage
people to reduce smoking and to reduce the use of intoxicants like alcohol. Cannabis use has numerous short- and long-term health
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risks. Marijuana is both another form of smoking and an intoxicant with the a�endant hazards to the users of these substances and
those around them. There is also significant risk of physical dependency and addic�on with cannabis products, and youth are
especially vulnerable (see links below).

 

We should not be promo�ng the use of another form of smoking and another intoxicant, especially to younger genera�ons like UBC
students and the large communi�es of children of young families in the UEL area. The physical store represents both a promo�on for
and vehicle to encourage use of cannabis intoxicants.

 

I therefore oppose the applica�on of Atheneum Cannabis for a Change of Land Use District (rezoning) to develop the site for a non-
medical cannabis retail store at 5784 University Boulevard, Vancouver, BC.

 

• Informa�on regarding the nega�ve health effects of cannabis use from the Government of Canada:

    h�ps://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-medica�on/cannabis/health-effects.html

 

• Informa�on regarding cannabis impairment and safety risk from the Government of Canada:

   h�ps://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-medica�on/cannabis/health-effects/impairment-safety-risk.html

 

• Informa�on on the risks of physical dependency and addic�on from cannabis use from the Government of Canada:

   h�ps://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-medica�on/cannabis/health-effects/addic�on.html

 

Sincerely,

 

Anthony Dean

UEL Area D Resident

 

cc: Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com

UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use: Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Greg Viliunas <greg@viliunas.com> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 8:25 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Gregory Viliunas

204-2388 Western Parkway

Vancouver, BC  V6T 2K4

778-990-8939

 

June 7, 2021

 

Mr. Jonn Braman

Manager, UEL Administration Office

5495 Chancellor Boulevard

Vancouver, BC

V6T 1E2

 

Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

 

Dear Mr. Braman,

 

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202,
5728 University Blvd (UEL Village)

 

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

 

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

 

As a resident of UEL, I live with and interact with many of our future engineers, scientists, and medical
professionals on a daily basis. This neighborhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of
a cannabis store, I fear, will negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals. Additionally, I am
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worried about the general wellbeing and safety of our community and feel that allowing yet another easily
accessible source of intoxicants here on-campus will negatively affect all of us.

There is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from
UBC campus.  People who want to purchase cannabis can shop in that store.  

 

Sincerely,

 

Gregory Viliunas

 

 

 

CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com

UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
2 messages

MOONY QI <moonyqi@berkeley.edu> Sat, Jun 5, 2021 at 10:05 PM
To: "UEL Planning MAH:EX" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.cajen, areaajen@gmail.comuel, Community Advisory Coucil <uelcac@gmail.com>

Meng Yu Qi
2084 Western Parkway
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1V5

June 5, 2021

Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
5495 Chancellor Boulevard
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1E2

Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

Dear Mr. Braman,

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202,
5728 University Blvd (UEL Village)

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may
negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals.  There is an easily accessible cannabis store
that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from UBC campus.  People who want to purchase
cannabis can shop in that store.  

Sincerely,

Meng Yu Qi 
Area A Resident

CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com
UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com

MOONY QI <moonyqi@berkeley.edu> Sat, Jun 5, 2021 at 10:09 PM
To: "UEL Planning MAH:EX" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.cajen, Community Advisory Coucil <uelcac@gmail.com>, Jen McCutcheon
<areaajen@gmail.com>
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Chen Cheng Qi <cqi@bu.edu> Sat, Jun 5, 2021 at 10:09 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Chen Cheng Qi
2084 Western Parkway
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1V5

June 5, 2021

Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
5495 Chancellor Boulevard
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1E2

Dear Mr. Braman,

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may
negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals.  There is an easily accessible cannabis store
that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from UBC campus.  People who want to purchase
cannabis can shop in that store.  

Sincerely,

Chen Cheng Qi
Area A Resident
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Viona Esen <vesen@shaw.ca> Sun, Jun 6, 2021 at 10:10 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen <areaajen@gmail.com>, uelcac <uelcac@gmail.com>, david eby mla <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>

Viona Esen
5512 College Highroad
UEL
Vancouver, B.C.
V6T 1G8

June 06, 2021

Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
Vancouver,B.C.
V6T 1E2

Sent via email: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

Dear Mr. Braman,

Re: Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit102/202, 5728
University Blvd (UEL Village)

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment Lands
(UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and Cannabis
Regulation Branch (LCRB).

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning for the following reasons:

- I am a 3 minute walk away and I get violently ill by the smell or bad odor from Cannabis outlets.

-I am worried about the well being and safety of my family

-Day cares are located near by.

- Schools are located near by.

-This neighborhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may negatively
affect the health and safety of these young individuals.

-There is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from UBC
campus. People who wants to purchase cannabis can shop in that store.

Sincerely,

Mrs.Viona Esen
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Andrea Minden <andmi@telus.net> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 2:33 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Andréa Minden
311 - 2250 Wesbrook Mall
Vancouver, BC
V6T 0A6

June 8 2021

Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
5495 Chancellor Boulevard
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1E2

Dear Mr. Braman,

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202,
5728 University Blvd (UEL Village)

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

Why on earth would two cannabis stores be coming to this neighbourhood? It makes no sense to me because
there is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from
UBC campus. People who want to purchase cannabis can shop in that store.  

This neighbourhood includes a large population of children and an elementary school as well as working parents
and students.  Furthermore, the rules and regulations pertaining to the use of cannabis are not strictly enforced
by the UEL and the UEL police do not have the man power to enforce existing regulations ie noise bylaws etc. In
this area, cannabis users will remain unchecked and do as they please. The same argument that restricts
cannabis retail away from school areas, should also apply to this area which is family and child oriented as well
as UBC students. The smell of cannabis is also unpleasant and nauseating. 

The location of the proposed cannabis store needs to be reserved for a business that is NOT cannabis
related that caters to the diversity of this neighbourhood and its needs.

Please rethink this rezoning for the health, safety and well-being of this neighbourhood. The opening of a
cannabis store may negatively affect the health and welfare of so many who live here.

Sincerely,

Andréa Minden 
UEL Area D Resident 
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U
EL Planning M

U
N

I:EX <PlanU
EL@

gov.bc.ca>
M

on, Jun 7, 2021 at 3:29 PM
To: Xia Lin <xiajessicalin@

hotm
ail.com

>
C

c: "Eby.M
LA, D

avid LASS:EX" <D
avid.Eby.M

LA@
leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@

gm
ail.com

" <areaajen@
gm

ail.com
>,

"uelcac@
gm

ail.com
" <uelcac@

gm
ail.com

>

Xia Lin:

 Thank you for your feedback on this C
hange of Land U

se D
istrict application in the U

niversity Endow
m

ent Lands (U
EL).

All com
m

ents received on this application w
ill form

 part of the public record and w
ill be provided to the M

inister of
M

unicipal Affairs as w
ell as the M

etro Vancouver R
egional D

istrict.

 Sincerely,

  H
eather Shay, M

C
IP, R

PP

Planning O
fficer

 U
niversity Endow

m
ent Lands

5495 C
hancellor Boulevard

Vancouver, B.C
., V6T 1E2

P: 236-468-3176  |  w
w

w.universityendow
m

entlands.gov.bc.ca

     From
: Xia Lin <xiajessicalin@

hotm
ail.com

>  
Sent: June 5, 2021 9:58 PM

 
To: U

EL Planning M
U

N
I:EX <PlanU

EL@
gov.bc.ca> 

C
c: Eby.M

LA, D
avid LASS:EX <D

avid.Eby.M
LA@

leg.bc.ca>; areaajen@
gm

ail.com
; uelcac@

gm
ail.com

 
Subject: C

hange of Land U
se D

istrict and Licensing Applications for N
on-m

edical C
annabis R

etail at 5784 U
niversity

Blvd (U
EL Village)

 [EX
TER

N
A

L] Th
is em

ail cam
e from

 an
 extern

al sou
rce. O

n
ly op

en
 attach

m
en

ts or lin
ks th

at
you

 are exp
ectin

g
 from

 a kn
ow

n
 sen

d
er.

[Q
uoted text hidden]
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cannabis store application for Unit102/202-5728 University Blvd from Atheneum
Cannabis 
1 message

Emma Carpenter <emmacarpent@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:30 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit102/202-
5728 University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis. 

I strongly oppose this application as I am extremely worried about the wellbeing and safety of children if this
application would indeed be approved. There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and K-12 students) that
go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that need our best
protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1900 K-12
students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These schools are located
from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children with
learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for children with and without
disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. 

Within a 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in
the scale of schools and young children population. I would regard this application’s approval as a serious threat
and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and families’ safety, health, freedom and rights. 

The retail application address is at the UEL village, where the 1900 K-12 students as well as many young
families with babies and toddlers frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as
banks and doctors. 

I am deeply concerned about the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

Sincerely, Emma Carpenter
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Vidya <vidya.kotamraju@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 1:08 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Vidya Kotamraju
2592 West Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T2J9

June 7, 2021

Mr. Jonn Braman
Manager, UEL Administration Office
5495 Chancellor Boulevard
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1E2

Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

Dear Mr. Braman,

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at Unit 102/202,
5728 University Blvd (UEL Village)

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.
- I am worried about the wellbeing and safety of my young children.
- This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may
negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals.
- There is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from
UBC campus.  People who want to purchase cannabis can shop in that store.  

Sincerely,

Vidya Kotamraju
UEL Area Resident 

CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com
UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com

https://www.google.com/maps/search/2592+West+Mall,+Vancouver,+BC+V6T2J9?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at 5784 University Blvd (UEL Village) & t Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd
(UEL Village)) 
1 message

Zoya Azad <azad20@shaw.ca> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:15 AM
To: planule@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Braman,

I am writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment
Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB).  

Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning.

Please write some reasons for your comment and why you support/not support this.  Some example of reasons
may include but are not limited to: 
- I am worried about the wellbeing and safety of my teenage children.
- This neighbourhood is surrounded by a huge student population and the opening of a cannabis store may
negatively affect the health and safety of these young individuals.
- There is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km away from
UBC campus.  People who want to purchase cannabis can shop in that store.  

Sincerely,
Zoya Azad
V6T2J1
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis
Retail at 102/202, 5782 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Lu Mingbin <mingbinlv@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 12:43 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Dear UEL administra�on office manager  
I am wri�ng this le�er to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University
Endowment Lands (UEL) and licensing recommenda�ons by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C.
Liquor and Cannabis Regula�on Branch (LCRB).  
 
Accordingly, I oppose the proposed rezoning. 

(1)   UBC is a world well know University, some many young students from all over the world come to
study, Opening of a cannabis store may nega�vely affect the health and safety of these young
individuals.
(2)   I am worried about the wellbeing and safety of children. Because children o�en visit village for
shopping at Staples and ea�ng at Macdonalds etc. there are some pre-school and elementary school
and U-hill Secondary students. Our community is a rela�vely high density popula�on.
(3)   There is an easily accessible cannabis store that is located on W 10th avenue that is less than 3km
away from UBC campus. People who want to purchase cannabis can shop in that store. No need to have
addi�onal Ones at this loca�on.

 
Sincerely,
Peter Lu
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cannabis stores on UBC campus 
1 message

Anne Steinø <asteino@hotmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:02 PM
To: David Eby <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com"
<uelcac@gmail.com>, "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>

Dear Minister David Eby, UEL advisory council, and electoral area A Director Jen McCutcheon,

I received an email from my childrens' school PAC regarding the proposed cannabis stores on UBC campus, and a
suggested objection to those stores. 

I would like to voice that I don't mind the opening of these two stores on UBC campus and would much rather see
increased education in schools around drugs and addiction, than an attempt to shield the children from seeing
cannabis stores. 

Sincerely,
Anne Steino.  

Anne Steinø, PhD 

Senior Manager, Operations
Academy of Translational Medicine, UBC 
Vancouver, BC 
Canada 
mobile: +1.778.855.4052 
e-mail: anne.steino@ubc.ca  

mailto:anne.steino@ubc.ca
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cannabis store input (Atheneum)
1 message

Glassheim, Eagle <eagle.g@ubc.ca> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 12:40 PM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, Community
Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

 

I am writing to express my support for the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit 102/202 5728
University Blvd., Vancouver, BC (UEL village) from Atheneum Cannabis.

 

I support this application for the following reasons:

1. Cannabis is a legal and regulated recreational substance in Canada, similar in many ways to alcohol. 
2. There is a sizable population of university students and other residents in the UEL area (including the

various UBC and Wesbrook neighbourhoods) who consume cannabis & would benefit from a retail
outlet of safe and regulated cannabis products.

3. The proximate availability of legal cannabis (available only to adults 18 and over) undermines the
illegal cannabis trade, which is not regulated and is accessible to anyone, regardless of age.

4. Children are best protected from premature alcohol and cannabis use by education and open family
discussions of health and safety risks; they are not protected by NIMBY efforts to prevent the legal
sale of these products.

 

I am not myself a cannabis consumer, but I support the right of consumers and retailers to enjoy the
regulated sale of this legal drug.  

 

Thanks for your consideration—

 

Eagle Glassheim

TH7-3383 Ross Drive

Vancouver BC V6S OL1

 

CC:

David Eby, Minister and MLA

Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A

Members of the UEL Community Advisory Council

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd.,+Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/3383+Ross+Drive+%0D%0A+Vancouver+BC+V6S?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cannabis Retail Application, Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Kahn, Sharon <sharon.kahn@ubc.ca> Sun, Jun 6, 2021 at 11:36 AM
To: "UEL Planning MAH:EX" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: Jen McCutcheon <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>, "Eby.MLA, David"
<David.Eby.MLA@leg.bc.ca>

This is my second letter in opposition to a Change of Land Use District and Licensing
Application for Non-medical Cannabis.  I wrote earlier in opposition to the Cannabis
Store application for 5784 University Blvd.  This time I am writing to oppose the
Cannabis Store application at 5728 University Blvd.

 

I am against the proposed rezoning and licensing recommendations because I believe
such retail stores are not in the interest of the wellbeing and safety of my
grandchildren, who visit me regularly.  As well, I am concerned about the health and
wellbeing of the very large number of UBC students who live within blocks of the
University Village.

 

There is no reason that those who wish to purchase non-medical cannabis cannot do
so at the West Tenth Avenue store, which is only a couple kilometers away.

 

Thank you.

Sharon Kahn

Area A resident on the UEL since 1986

 

 

Sharon E. Kahn

1962 Western Parkway

Vancouver, B. C.  V6T 1V5

Canada

604-224-0851
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Atheneum Cannabis: Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd - opposition 
1 message

Arica Zhong <aricazhong@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 9:12 AM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, uelcac@gmail.com

Hello UEL office, 

My name is Arica and I live and work in Westbrook Village. I am writing to express strong opposition to the
proposed Cannabis retail store within the University Endowment lands. Some of my reasons are below:  

1. As per economical gain: Cannabis dispensary makes far less money than claimed. They need to open as many
outlets as possible to maintain strong presence (and attract new users of course), in the face of over-whelming
challenges from the political front, health aversions from consumption and from its odour, plus community push-backs.
DO NOT be fooled by their tactic, especially not at the expense of our peaceful, academy and family-oriented
community;  

Resource: B.C. still loses money on legalized marijuana: https://www.vicnews.com/business/b-c-still-losing-money-on-
legalized-marijuana-sales/  

2. As per crime: We already face skyrocketing petty crimes on the UBC campus (somewhere about 114% rise compares
to pre-COVID). Are you ready to be the main player to further drive up crime rate on campus by allowing Cannabis Retail
units and all the commotions resulted from it?  

3. As per health: As a health professional, I am obliged to advise you the negative health affects associated with long-
term recreational marijuana use/abuse. I am sharing a SPECT scan of a 16-year-old who has daily abuse of Marijuana. A
typical normal brain SPECT should show no hollow area. It is sad, he’s life is destroyed, so are his caretakers/family's.
Legal does not mean it’s “right”. Being legal is the minimum requirement in a civil society; unfortunately, the time has
come for us to have to fight for a reasonable minimal standard.  

Source: Amen’s Clinic (the specialist for brain injuries)  

4. I am attaching a letter drafted by fellow resident and that I concur and support.  

Thank you for your attention,  

Arica Zhong

2 attachments

Brain Scan Marijuana abuse in teens.png 
165K

No Cannabis Store UBC.pdf 

https://www.vicnews.com/business/b-c-still-losing-money-on-legalized-marijuana-sales/
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Atheneum Cannabis: Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for
Non-medical Cannabis Retail at at Unit 102/202, 5728 University Blvd (UEL Village) 
1 message

Calvin Lim <clim@bluecomet.ca> Tue, Jun 8, 2021 at 10:32 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Calvin Lim / So Cheng Lim 
UEL Area A Resident

2087 Allison Road 
Richmond, BC, V6T 1T2

 

 

Mr. Jonn Braman

Manager, UEL Administration Office

5495 Chancellor Boulevard

Vancouver, BC

V6T 1E2

 

Sent via email:  PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca

 

We appreciate your invitation for comments regarding the following:

 

Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at at Unit 102/202, 5728
University Blvd (UEL Village) by Atheneum Cannabis

 

We are writing this letter to provide comments for two processes, namely rezoning by the University Endowment Lands
(UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District to the B.C. Liquor and Cannabis Regulation
Branch (LCRB). 

 

Please note below our concerns:

 

1. Psychiatric mental health services such as the BC Psychosis Program on 2255 Wesbrook Blvd at UBC Hospital
Detwiller Pavilion is within 1 block of this area. Patients being treated for mental illness and recovering from
addiction come to this community during the day. It is a disservice to them. Cannabis is a known factor in inducing
psychosis, and its devastating effects to young adults is apparent to those who serve these patients in those
facilities.

2. Our property is directly across this location and our current and future occupants, such as my elderly mother in her
80’s and our children, do not wish to be exposed to any cannabis substances that may be released in or around

https://www.google.com/maps/search/2087+Allison+Road+Richmond,+BC,+V6T+1T2?entry=gmail&source=g
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the store.
3. In the past 20 years we have had mentally unstable and intoxicated individuals enter our property or attempt entry

to the home on at least 3 occasions, one successfully. We do not wish for this to escalate with the increase of
traffic of potentially unstable individuals.

4. This location is a central hub for food services that is frequented by young families. Due to potential for
contamination and presence of individuals consuming cannabis, these businesses may suffer as a result of
patrons avoiding the area.

 

Due to the aforementioned reasons and for the reputation of the community of UBC, which prides itself as a world-class
academic centre that is visited by students and faculty from around the world, we oppose the proposed rezoning.

 

Yours truly

 

Calvin Lim on behalf of So Cheng Lim 
UEL Area A Resident

 

CC:  Minister David Eby, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A, areaajen@gmail.com

UEL Community Advisory Council, uelcac@gmail.com

mailto:david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
mailto:areaajen@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at
Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd. 
1 message

Chuang Eve <eve.chuang@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 2:06 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for 5784
University Blvd., Vancouver, BC (UEL village) from Burb Cannabis Corporation.( *** Remember in your 2nd
letter, to change to Unit102/202-5728 University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis***) I strongly oppose this
application for the following reasons:

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers
and K-12 students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities
that need our best protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith
School, about 1900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers.
These schools are located from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton
Smith School for children with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre
for children with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application
address is at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students
frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as banks and doctors. I am
deeply concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the
proposed retail address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant
smoke odour in the nearby area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can
guarantee that the odour wound not affect the brain of baby and children? How is this business development
help our children/families/residences in any aspect?

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail
stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would
regard this application’s approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and
families’ safety, health, freedom and rights.

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this
neighborhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They
include an after-school education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery
stores. As the south campus has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will
avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single
biggest damper for the development of the UEL village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near
this area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially
a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area.

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom
there are 18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5784+University+Blvd.,+Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
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still not the case in most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabi\). In many cultures,
having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for
the residents from these culture background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-
class university. Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just
across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as
not suitable or considerate.

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing
community members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-
nature neighborhood that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics,
culture and education, that one can easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning
data of our community. 

Sincerely, 

 
May your troubles be less and your blessings be more & nothing but happiness come through your door! 
 
 
Warm Regards, 
Eve Chuang 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

(no subject) 
1 message

Yahui Wang <joya002012@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 11:58 AM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.cadavid.eby.ml" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.cadavid.eby.ml>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

We heard that there will be some cannabis store for:
1). Burb Cannabis is proposing to use the Copy Smart store space at 5784 University Blvd.

 2). Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd. 

we don’t want cannabis in so near the university.Because 
1) Attract marijuana smokers of all kinds;
2) There is a risk of attracting curious teenagers and children who often gather nearby;
3) Air quality deteriorates.
4) Marijuana is attractive to children in the form of candy and snacks. Children under the age of 18 who eat it will damage
the development of the brain.
    Thanks!
                          The UBC neighborhood 

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5784+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

chen Tina <tina_jinghui@hotmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 5:40 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

we don’t want cannabis store in where children/youth visit frequently!  

发自我的iPhone
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Cai Xuan <szcaixuan@yahoo.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 11:47 AM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

NO! NO! NO!

we don’t want cannabis store in where children/youth visit frequently! 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Susana Fong <sfong852@gmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 8:42 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL Administration Office Manager and staff, 

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd.,
Vancouver, BC (UEL Village) from Atheneum Cannabis.  I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons:

1.  Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children:
There are more than 2600 children, they are preschoolers and K-12 students that go to school daily in this area, including 2
centers/schools for children with disabilities that need our best protection.  They are Uhill Elementary, Uhill Secondary, Norma Rose
Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1,900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centres with around 700 age 0-5 children and two community
centers.  These schools are located within 440 to 1000 meters from the proposed retail address.  Especially for Eaton Smith School
for children with learning disabilities is just 600 meters away and Berwick Child Development Centre for children with and without
disabilities (approx. 100 children) is about 700 meters away,  The retail application address is at the UEL Village, where many young
families with babies and toddlers and the 1,900 K-12 students frequent on a daily basis to get their good, groceries and services such
as banks and doctors.  I am deeply concerned about the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2.  Unpleasant odour
The closest park, Jim Everett Memorial Park is only 100 meters away from the proposed retail address where kids play.  In many
cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour in the nearby area and there is no guarantee that this store's
customers will not pollute the fresh air in the area.  Who can guarantee that the odour would not affect the brain of babies and children
and even adults, especially for residents staying at the level just above the store?  How does this business development help our
children/families/residences, in any aspect?

3.  Existing easy accessible cannabis stores
When 5km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and
young children population.  I would regard this application's approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighbourhood,
children and families' safety; health, freedom and rights.

4.  Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores
Opening a retail cannabis store in this neighbourhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for
existing businesses nearby.  They include an after-school education centre, Staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym
and grocery stores.  As the south campus  has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store,  many will avoid
possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives, definitely I will avoid UEL village.  Eventually, this cannabis store can be the
single biggest damper for the development of the UEL village.  I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this area will drop,
which will affect the property taxes/levy that the city and UEL can collect.  This is especially a problem for UBC as there are so many
residential buildings in this area, it will also affect the development of the new leləm̀ village.

5.  Culture shock for Tourist / UBC International Students
UBC has a total of 66,512 students among whom there are 18,283 international students from 166 countries, accountable for about
28%.  Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still not the case in most of the countries (Legality of cannabis -
Wikipedia).  In many cultures, having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents' comfort and life quality, which is the
case for the residents from these cultural backgrounds.  It also gives tourists/visitors the negative impressions of UBC as a world top
class university.  Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school of theology in North America is just across the street and
there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location for a cannabis store can be viewed by many as not suitable or
considerate.
                    
With all these concerns, please evaluate the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing community members and the
children who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural and close-to-nature neighbourhood that we built together.  The
damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture and education, that everyone can easily review by reading the
demographic data and previous urban planning data of our community.  

Best regards,
YeeLing Fong
 

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd.,+Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Darren & Vanessa 2020 <darrenvanessa2020@gmail.com> Sun, Jul 4, 2021 at 11:30 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 

we don’t want cannabis store in where children/youth can have access frequently, Please consider. 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

박소정 <sjpark1999@gmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 6:16 AM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

 We don’t want cannabis store in where children/youth visit frequently!

Elizabeth Park
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposition to Cannabis Store at unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd at UBC! 
1 message

Claire L <clairevan68@yahoo.ca> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 10:25 PM
To: "planUEL@gov.bc.ca" <planUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca"
<david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>

To whom it concerns,

It is a great shock to learn that two cannabis retail businesses are applying to open their retail stores at campus in UBC.
With so many kids aged from one to twenty-one around on campus, these businesses are trying to make money in
something that will definitely cause addiction! It is a shame that these businesses seem not to care anything else but
making money! Such businesses that are lack of basic care and good will towards the community, how can the
community welcome them? We, as family residing in UBC for decades and with an UBC PHD student, we strongly
oppose approval of cannabis retail store at unit 1002/202 5728 University Blvd at UBC!

Yes, using cannabis products is not illegal anymore in Canada. But it doesn't mean it is something  good that business
and UEL should promote it among young people. There is a cannabis store nearby at 10th avenue within three
kilometers. Whoever would like to consume can go there to satisfy themselves without affecting anybody else. 

UBC is a reputable place where millions of young people learn to live a healthy, productive and intellectual lives. The
things they learn here will influence their whole life and will decide Canada's future. Please guard this piece of land well!
This is your responsibility! And it is our (residents of UBC) responsibility to voice our opinion and to help avoid unpleasant
short-term and long-term consequence.

Please honestly listen to your heart and conscience and imagine what your opinion will be on this matter if you have
younger kids on campus.  

Regards, 

Claire Li
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposition to Cannabis Store at unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd at UBC! 
1 message

xie Brian <brianx_500@hotmail.com> Mon, Jul 5, 2021 at 10:41 PM
To: "planUEL@gov.bc.ca" <planUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca"
<david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>

To whom it concerns,

It is a great shock to learn that two cannabis retail businesses are applying to open their retail stores at campus in UBC.
With so many kids aged from one to twenty-one around on campus, these businesses are trying to make money in
something that will definitely cause addiction! It is a shame that these businesses seem not to care anything else but
making money! Such businesses that are lack of basic care and good will towards the community, how can the
community welcome them? We, as family residing in UBC for decades and with an UBC PHD student, we strongly
oppose approval of cannabis retail store at unit 1002/202 5728 University Blvd at UBC!

Yes, using cannabis products is not illegal anymore in Canada. But it doesn't mean it is something  good that business
and UEL should promote it among young people. There is a cannabis store nearby at 10th avenue within three
kilometers. Whoever would like to consume can go there to satisfy themselves without affecting anybody else. 

UBC is a reputable place where millions of young people learn to live a healthy, productive and intellectual lives. The
things they learn here will influence their whole life and will decide Canada's future. Please guard this piece of land well!
This is your responsibility! And it is our (residents of UBC) responsibility to voice our opinion and to help avoid unpleasant
short-term and long-term consequence.

Please honestly listen to your heart and conscience and imagine what your opinion will be on this matter if you have
younger kids on campus.  

Regards, 

Brian Xie
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

2nd cannabis store at UBC 
1 message

Sue-Anne Hu <sueannehu@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 30, 2021 at 2:09 PM
To: planUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Dear sir/madam:
please do not allow any cannabis store to be opened on campus.  I am concerned about the negative effects that it will
have on students. Getting high to escape the rigors of academic work is not molding young minds in the right way. 

Also, there are many young families close by.  We don't want young children to be exposed to such stores.

There is already a cannabis store near Dunbar and 16th.  If people need to use cannabis for pain relief, they can go to the
Dunbar location.

I hope asking residents for their input is just not a formality.  I hope our concerns are taken seriously.

Sue-Anne
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Attn: Ms. Heather Shay, Re: Non-medical Cannabis Retail @ 102/202, 5728 University
Blvd
1 message

Jenny Cheng <yyjenny.cheng@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 2:11 AM
Reply-To: Jenny Cheng <YYJenny.Cheng@gmail.com>
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca"
<david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>

To:                                                                                                                                                         From:
Heather Shay, Planning Officer,  
UELPlanningMuni:Ex                                                                                                                              Mrs. Jenny Cheng,
UEL Administration Office                                                                                                                     PH 405 - 6015, 
Iona Drive,
5495,  Chancellor Blvd                                                                                                                           Vancouver, BC
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1E2                                                                                                                         V6T 2J4

Dear Ms. Shay,

         Re:  Change of Land Use District and Licensing Applications for Non-medical Cannabis Retail at 102/202, 5728
University Blvd, UEL Village         

I am writing as an UNA resident to oppose two processes in regards to the above address, namely:  
-  Rezoning by the University Endowment Land (UEL), and,
-  Licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional district to the BC Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch
(LCRB)

Rationale of Opposition to rezoning for the above address by the UEL :

Allowing a cannabis outlet in this neighbourhood will be doing residents in this area a disservice. The newly
adopted Area D Neighbourhood Plan is to provide for a significant population increase in the immediate neighbourhood
which will create demand for many essential services and amenities;  but, in my view, cannabis is and should not be one
of them.  Moreover, there is already a cannabis retail outlet nearby on W.10 Ave at Sasamat, which is a short bus ride
away from campus.  
                                      
The intent of land use in the UEL Commercial district, according to the UEL Land Use, Building and Community
Administration Bylaw, is to provide for a  range of commercial activities and services that require central locations to serve
nearby neighbourhoods and the UBC non-resident day population.
The proposed rezoning would not serve the UBC non-resident day population well since they should not be using
cannabis during daytime when they are at work or in classes on campus.   

Rationale of Opposition to licensing by the Metro Vancouver Regional district to the BC LCRB:

The current land use rules of UBC do not permit cannabis retail on its campus lands, i.e. cannabis retail is not an
approved use on UBC campus lands and UBC does not entertain applications for cannabis retail.  In my opinion this
position maintained by UBC is laudable as it is based on the university's  important duty of care to its students and the
youth in our community.

I am of the view that licensing cannabis retail in such close proximity to campus would be contrary to the public interest
and would have a detrimental effect on the welfare of the UNA community.  In other words, I fully believe that UBC's
decision not to entertain such applications needs to be upheld.

Kindly forward the above opposition to 
the Metro Vancouver Board of Directors, Regional district, and
the Minister of Municipal Affairs Office

https://www.google.com/maps/search/PH+405+-+6015,%C2%A0+Iona+Drive?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5495,%C2%A0+Chancellor+Blvd%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0+%C2%A0Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/202,+5728+University+Blvd,+UEL+Village?entry=gmail&source=g
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Thank you.

Kind regards,
Jenny Cheng
UNA resident
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cannabis Store in UEL 
1 message

Simon Ehrmantraut <simonjehrmantraut@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 7:14 PM
To: planUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: uelcac@gmail.com, areaajen@gmail.com

Dear concerned,

I recently received a request to share my opinion regarding the opening of a Cannabis Store, Atheneum Cannabis, in
UEL. The following three points support establishment of Atheneum Cannabis in UEL:

1. A second Cannabis Store in the UEL provides healthy competition within the industry and supports the community with
a safe, legal, and taxable source to purchase cannabis products.  

2. Atheneum Cannabis has an established presence in Vancouver with a concise set of controls in place to prevent
minors from purchasing their products.  Minors wishing to purchase cannabis products will have no luck purchasing from
this location due to Atheneum's strict ID regulations.  Further, minors who live in UEL who possess false ID will not be
deterred if this store does not open - they will take a short walk or bus ride to Kits or Dunbar to use the same false ID at
an equivalent government regulated Cannabis Store, or worse, purchase from an unregulated source.  

3. UBC students and other locals 19 years or older who wish to purchase cannabis products are entitled, by law, to do
so.  Denying a second location in UEL will not prevent these students from purchasing cannabis.  Further, I do not believe
it is the responsibility of the UEL community to monitor cannabis use in legal adults.  

Please consider these points as you prepare the defense against Atheneum's store.  

Best,

Simon Ehrmantraut
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Objection letter of the cannabis store at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Patricia Ho <patriciacanadatw@gmail.com> Sat, Jul 3, 2021 at 10:03 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: uelcac@gmail.com, Jen McCutcheon <areaajen@gmail.com>, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca

Dear UEL office,

I am writing to strongly oppose the retail opening of Atheneum Cannabis at Unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd. Having
been in the UBC neighbourhood for more than 10 years, I have witnessed the tremendous growth the campus has
experienced. More families with their children are moving into the campus for the beautiful and safe surroundings. 

The UBC campus is a place for research and education, which is an unsuitable location for a cannabis store. While I
acknowledge that certain individuals may benefit from a cannabis on-campus, we must also consider the risks it may
pose on thousands of children, youths and the elderly in our community. Within a 1.2 km radius, there are 2 elementary
schools, each with hundreds of students. Additionally, there are 7 daycares within 1 km radius of this location. If a person
is in need of a physical cannabis store, there is already a store on 10th Avenue, which is only 3 km away from the UBC
campus. 

Many students pass by this location on the way to and from school, and often spends time in the village with friends.
Specifically, students who are not of age visit McDonalds and A&W frequently, right beside the proposed
location. Students take this route without the accompaniment of an adult, we simply cannot afford to expose substances
that are illegal (for their age) and dangerous to curious children and youths in our community. Further, the opening of a
cannabis store on campus will attract people who are not at UBC for the purpose of education and research. The way to
and from school/daycare will no longer be as safe and environmental friendly from the increase in smell of cannabis. 

I strongly oppose the implementation of Atheneum Cannabis at Unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd as it does not meet the
research and education purpose of the UBC campus. Please consider the serious effects such as the well-being, safety
and health it will have on our community, specifically the children and youths who are vulnerable to cannabis use. 

Regards,
Patricia 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

沈 nina <nina1777@hotmail.com> Sun, Jul 4, 2021 at 11:30 PM
To: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

> Dear David,  
> I don’t want my kids to get familiar with cannabis before they are ready to choose for themselves. 
> Kids see, kids do.  
> Please save this spot for our future.  
> Thank you! Have a nice day!  
>  
> Best regards,  
>  
> Nina 
> Resident of wesbrook village  
>  
> 发自我的iPhone 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposed to Cannabis store in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Grace Alindogan <mgjalindogan@gmail.com> Sun, Jul 4, 2021 at 11:16 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Hi,

I'm a parent of a 12-year old Grade 6 student at Norma Rose Point School and I would like to add my voice to those who
oppose having the cannabis store in the University Village. 

My son and his friends often walk to the University Village to visit the shops, and I fear the day when they would walk to
McDonald's and see the store. I understand that from the cannabis retail's perspective the location is very favorable as it's
very central. But it's making it accessible not just to its target customers but also to young curious children. If it ever gets
the go signal, what measures would be put in place to safeguard the children? 

Even without the store, just walking around the campus already exposes the children to some University students
smoking cannabis. If and when the store becomes operational, I'm sure that more people (and children) will be exposed
to second hand smoke from cannabis especially in that area. I ask again what measures would be in place to protect the
children and others who do not wish to be exposed to this?

I'm hoping for your understanding.

Grace Alindogan



 

 

 

June 27, 2021 

Mr. Jonn Braman 
UEL Manager 
UEL Administration Office 
5495 Chancellor Boulevard 
Vancouver, BC. 
 
RE: Rezoning Application by Atheneum Cannabis Corporation at 5728 University Blvd and 
license application to the BC Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch. 
 
Dear Mr. Braman, 

I am writing to provide comments for two processes, namely, rezoning by the University 
Endowment Lands (UEL) and licensing recommendations by Metro Vancouver Regional District 
to the BC Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch to allow Atheneum Cannabis Corporation to 
develop the site at 5784 University Blvd for use as a non-medical cannabis retail store and a 
license to sell Cannabis. 

Over the years, scientific research has presented a significant amount of evidence focused on 
the short and long-term health effects of Cannabis use especially among adolescents and young 
adults: In the short-term, Cannabis use can induce paranoia and acute psychosis. It can also 
weaken motor coordination, thus increasing the chance of injury. Statistically, within four to six 
hours of consumption, drivers under the influence of Cannabis are responsible for double the 
number of motor vehicle accidents. Moreover, these numbers will increase further if cannabis 
is taken alongside alcohol. Concerning long term use, Cannabis affects brain development 
which can triggers symptoms such as depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, and a reduced 
memory capacity, all which contribute towards a lower IQ and poorer academic performance.  

As the proposed store is located within walking distance from the U-Hill primary school, middle 
school, high school, and is at the edge of the UBC campus, making cannabis readily available for 
purchase will facilitate the sale and encourage the use of cannabis that will adversely affect the 
health and learning ability of our young people.   

As a specialist in internal and respiratory medicine, professor of medicine at UBC and a long-
time resident of UEL, I strongly urge the UEL Administration and the BC Liquor and Cannabis 
Regulation Branch not to approve the Antheneum Cannabis Corporation’s rezoning application 
at this location and a license to sell cannabis that would affect the wellbeing and safety of our 
young people. 

Sincerely, 

 
Stephen Lam MD, FRCPC. 
5512 Wycliffe Road 
cc. Mr. David Eby 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Against opening cannabis store opening in UBC 
1 message

Lily Li <lli1106@hotmail.com> Sun, Jun 20, 2021 at 6:12 PM
To: "planUEL@gov.bc.ca" <planUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Hello UEL officer,

When I heard that Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe
store space at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd. I am very surprised. For
an adult resident in UBC, I am completely against to open Cannabis stores
in UBC. The concerns are listed as follows: 

➢ Wellbeing and safety of children
➢ Unpleasant odour/Second-hand smoke
➢ Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores and online order & delivery
➢ Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores
➢ Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students
➢ Criminal record and unnecessary trouble caused to many non-Canadian
citizens in our neighbourhood (lose their opportunity of returning to
Canada)
➢ Disincentivizing talents worldwide (professors, students, families) from
attending UBC area if cannabis is not legalin their country. Harm both UBC
and Canada’s long-term economy.

Please talk to the community before you give the permission. 

Thanks for your time!

Lily

Resident at Wesbrook Village 
UNA member 

Get Outlook for iOS

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
https://aka.ms/o0ukef
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Stop Cannabis in UEL/UBC/UNA at Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Fei Liu <feiliubc@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 3:40 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: uelcac@gmail.com

Hi there,

As a resident and a worker on UBC campus, I strongly object to opening any cannabis stores in our neighbourhood. I'm
writing now to express my big concerns regarding the two cannabis stores to be opened close to my kids' school. Please
seriously consider my voice representing my whole family's benefit.

Many thanks,

Fei Liu
Email: feiliubc@gmail.com
Tel: 778-300-3953

mailto:feiliubc@gmail.com
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Fwd: Athenuem and BURB Cannabis Rezoning/Licensing Applications - UEL 
1 message

Stephen Coulter <secoulte@gmail.com> Thu, Jun 24, 2021 at 12:25 PM
To: uelcac@gmail.com

Apologies, I mistyped this email in my original letter below.

Thanks
Stephen 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Stephen Coulter <secoulte@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Jun 24, 2021 at 12:23 PM 
Subject: Athenuem and BURB Cannabis Rezoning/Licensing Applications - UEL 
To: <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca> 
Cc: <areajen@gmail.com>, <uelac@gmail.com>, <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca> 

To whom it may concern:

I am writing to you as a resident of the UEL in Wesbrook Village that frequently utilizes the shops and services on
University Boulevard where the above-mentioned businesses have applied for the applicable land use (UEL) and
licensing (LCRB) application in order to run their businesses.

I would like to make it known that I fully and strongly support small businesses that are fully legal, licensed, and regulated,
such as these two applicants and it is my opinion that they should be fully welcomed as contributing members of the
community. 

I make the above statement noting the following:

1) I have children that attend University Hill Elementary and have zero issue with Cannabis businesses operating in my
community as long as they conform to the required licensing and regulations. These businesses exist all over Vancouver
and in fact the country in communities where children are located. Reasonable restriction for their locations next to
schools is obviously well-advised. But this location is not immediately proximate to any school. It is the role of parents to
educate their children of the dangers of controlled substances - not to restrict the rest of the population from legal access
to them. 

2) It is spurious at best to suggest that the operation of these businesses will provide negative effects to the university
student population. I would assume that the vast majority of the students at UBC are adults (19 and over for this purpose)
and are legally allowed to purchase the products offered at these stores. It is naive to think that anyone wanting to
purchase them is already doing it at other stores. These adults (or "young students" as termed by detractors of these
developments) can make their own decisions and it should not be restricted by a group of concerned citizens making
unfounded straw man arguments that the presence of these businesses will cause direct harm to people. There are two
liquor stores on UEL Lands that operate without issue to my knowledge, and I see no difference here. Again,
responsibility should fall upon the adult individual. 

3) To argue that there is already a cannabis store on 10th Avenue and therefore these businesses should not be located
here is absurd and anti-free market. The success (or failures) of these businesses will be dictated by the consumers. If an
operator decides they want to open a competing business next door (or down the street) to an existing one, then that is
their prerogative. This statement is notwithstanding any regulatory restriction to the proximity of  the number of
businesses selling controlled substances (ie. in some jurisdictions there are by-laws limiting how close liquor stores can
be to each other). These may exist for cannabis shops, but I am unaware if they apply in this case.

Thank you for your time

Stephen Coulter
3428 Wesbrook Mall
Vancouver BC

mailto:secoulte@gmail.com
mailto:PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
mailto:areajen@gmail.com
mailto:uelac@gmail.com
mailto:david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
https://www.google.com/maps/search/3428+Wesbrook+Mall+Vancouver+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/3428+Wesbrook+Mall+Vancouver+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
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780-237-6890 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

New Cannabis retailer at UBC 
1 message

Mirmosadegh Jamali <jamali@sharif.edu> Sat, Jun 19, 2021 at 1:04 PM
To: Planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Hello, 

As a resident of UBC Neighborhood, I would like to express my extreme concern regarding opening of a Cannabis retailer
at Unit 102/202 5728 University Blvd. UBC neighborhood is an academic area and home  to a large population of families
with children. The retailer will be of a threat to our children's safety on campus and makes them vulnerable to drug use.
The retailer may also attract individuals with demographics substantially different than the existing academic atmosphere
,which  will adversely impact the local community and UBC reputation. There are a few cannabis stores on 10th avenue
outside the university lands where people can buy their cannabis needs, so there is no need to open one on UBC
campus. 

Regards, 

Mirmosadegh Jamali 

112-5683 Hampton Place 

Vancouver BC V6T 2H3 
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis Stores in Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd.,Vancouver 
1 message

Alan Mak <alan.y.mak@gmail.com> Sat, Jun 26, 2021 at 2:22 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear All,

I strongly oppose the captioned cannabis stores for the following reasons:

➢ I am concerned about the well being and safety of children in the neighborhood. 
➢ Unpleasant odour/Second-hand smoke makes me sick. 
➢ There are already many existing easy accessible cannabis stores and online order & delivery in Vancouver. 
➢ The negative impact to the business of surrounding stores is unfair. 
➢ The culture shock for tourist/UBC international Students must be alarming. 
➢ These store will disincentivize talents worldwide (professors, students, families, staffs) from attending UBC area if
cannabis is not legal in their country. This would harm both UBC and Canada’s long-term economy. 

Please do not let these cannabis stores ruin our neighborhood.

Best regards,
Dr. Alan Mak
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Opposite the sale of marijuana on UBC campus 
1 message

倩倩坨 <853192216@qq.com> Fri, Jun 11, 2021 at 10:33 AM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>,
"areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear officer!

853192216

邮箱：853192216@qq.com

Hope you have a nice day!  I heard that two marijuana companies have applied to set up shop and sell marijuana on the
UBC campus. I have no idea if it is for real. If so, as a UBC student, I strongly oppose this! 

There are several reasons for this:
1) it attracts all kinds of people who smoke marijuana; 
2) There is a risk of attracting curious teenagers and children who often gather nearby;
3) Air quality deteriorates.
4) Marijuana attracts children in the form of candies and snacks. Children under the age of 18 who eat it will damage the
development and growth of the brain.

As a student on campus, I believe marijuana stores will directly affect my campus life. Similarly, I think it will directly bring
psychological panic to students. Again, I hope all departments can think it over.  

Thank you so much.

Sylvia

https://maas.mail.163.com/dashi-web-extend/html/proSignature.html?ftlId=1&name=853192216&uid=853192216%40qq.com&iconUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fmail-online.nosdn.127.net%2Fqiyelogo%2FdefaultAvatar.png&items=%5B%22%E9%82%AE%E7%AE%B1%EF%BC%9A853192216%40qq.com%22%5D
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5495 Chancellor Boulevard

Vancouver, B.C., V6T 1E2

P: 236-468-3176  |  www.universityendowmentlands.gov.bc.ca

 

 

 

From: Lori Rozali <lorozali@gmail.com>  
Sent: May 8, 2021 11:26 AM 
To: UEL Planning MUNI:EX <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca> 
Subject: Comments - Change of Land Use District Application #1/20

 

[EXTERNAL] This email came from an external source. Only open attachments or links
that you are expecting from a known sender.

 

Re: Change of Land Use District Application #1/20

5784 University Boulevard, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1K6 Lot 13, Block 97, DL 140, Plan 8743

Hi,

We are not in favour of changing the land use for this application due to the negative impact on the community. 

We expect crime and accidents to increase in the area. Many including myself would no longer feel comfortable going
to the other shops and restaurants in the immediate vicinity, or picking up mail at the post office.

Most residential buildings and dorms on campus do not allow smoking, so the users will smoke/use in the public
spaces on campus that families and children currently use but they will no longer feel welcome there. 

It is certain that more young people will get into using recreational cannabis than if this shop does not open, impacting
their health.

Thank you,

L. Rozali

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5495+Chancellor+Boulevard+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+B.C.,+V6T+1E2?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5495+Chancellor+Boulevard+%0D%0A+Vancouver,+B.C.,+V6T+1E2?entry=gmail&source=g
http://www.universityendowmentlands.gov.bc.ca/
mailto:lorozali@gmail.com
mailto:PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5784+University+Boulevard,+Vancouver,+BC,+V6T+1K6+Lot+13,+Block+97?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Re: Objection to Atheneum Cannabis Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd. 
1 message

R Haime <randallmhaime@gmail.com> Sun, Jun 13, 2021 at 5:56 PM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca, "Eby.MLA, David" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,  

I am writing to express my objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit102/202-5728 University Blvd
from Atheneum Cannabis. My concerns centre on the the lack of evidence to any benefit towards the safety, health,
economics, culture and education to  children, community members and tourists and international students that chose to
live or stay here. Here are added details as to why I oppose this application:

1. Impact to the wellbeing of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and K-12 students) that go to
school daily in this area. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton School, about 1900 K-12
students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These schools are located in close
proximity to the proposed retail address. The retail application address is at the UEL village, where many young families
with babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service
places such as banks and doctors. Parks are located in close proximity to the proposed retail address, where kids play. It
is my understanding that when cannabis was legalized, consumption is allowed in any public area where vaping (which
Athenium also retails) and smoking is permitted, however, if the area is frequented by children, cannabis would be
banned. This store and its patrons will undoubtedly promote the use of vaping and cannabis products. This community
has a high proportion of children and I view cannabis (as well as vaping and smoking) to be detrimental to the health and
wellbeing of children, as well as adults.

2. Lack of perceived benefit to the community:  I pose that there are applications for businesses that can better serve
our growing community. Within a 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none of which is
comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would regard this application’s approval as
unnecessary and a likely negative outcome to the UBC neighborhood children and families that choose to live
here. Opening a retail cannabis store in this neighborhood would not enhance and would potentially limit the business
potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They include an after-school education firm, Staples, coffee shops,
food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery stores. As the south campus has many similar shops, for the reason that
there is a cannabis store, many may avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives. I am not in any way
convinced that this business development will help our children/families/residences in any meaningful way. 

3. Lack of perceived benefit and possible negative impact for Tourism/UBCs international Students: UBC has a
total of 66,512 students, among whom there are 18,283 international students (about 28%).  Although legalized in BC,
cannabis is not legalized extensively throughout the world. This unnecessary application has the likely potential to give
tourists negative impressions of the UBC family-centric and education-driven community that we are all working towards
creating.  Again, there are many other businesses and services that could serve and welcome the tourists and
International students who choose to visit, work, study and possibly live in our community.

I thank you for the opportunity to share my objective for this application.

Sincerely, 

Randall Haime

Resident 

5779 Birney Avenue

Vancouver BC V6S 0A3

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5779+Birney+Avenue+Vancouver%C2%A0BC+V6S+0A3?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/5779+Birney+Avenue+Vancouver%C2%A0BC+V6S+0A3?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Cannabis store input (Atheneum)
1 message

Amy Vozel <amydcs@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 4:06 PM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, Community Advisory Council
<uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL administra�on office manager and staff,

I am wri�ng to express my support for the non-medical cannabis retail applica�on for Unit 102/202 5728 University
Blvd., Vancouver, BC (UEL village) from Atheneum Cannabis.

I support this applica�on for the following reasons:

1. With the passage of Bill C-45 (the Cannabis Act) by the Canadian Parliament on 19 June 2018, cannabis is a
legal and regulated recrea�onal substance, similar in many ways to alcohol.

2. There is a sizable popula�on of university students and community residents in the UEL area (including the
various UBC and Wesbrook neighbourhoods) who consume cannabis & would benefit from a retail outlet of
safe and regulated cannabis products.

3. The proximate availability of legal cannabis (available only to adults 18 and over) undermines the illegal
cannabis trade, which is not regulated and is accessible to anyone, regardless of age. Further, the proposed
loca�on of the store is in the University Village retail area, many blocks away from the public schools for those
ci�zens who may have concern.

4. In BC, the minimum age to possess, purchase and consume cannabis is 19 years old, and therefore the safety
and wellbeing of my children (ages 12 and 14) are not at risk. Children are best protected from premature
alcohol and cannabis use by educa�on and open family discussions of health and safety risks; they are not
protected by NIMBY efforts to prevent the legal sale of these products. It is my responsibility as a parent to
educate my responsibility as to the benefits and risks involved with use/abuse of any chemical substance so
that they are able to make the most informed choice as a young adult. 

I support the right of consumers and retailers to enjoy the regulated sale of this legal drug.

Thank you for your considera�on.

 

Amy Vozel 
3383 Ross Drive 
Vancouver BC V6S 0L1

 

CC:

David Eby, Minister and MLA 
Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A 
Members of the UEL Community Advisory Council

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd.,+Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/3383+Ross+Drive+Vancouver+BC+V6S+0L1?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/3383+Ross+Drive+Vancouver+BC+V6S+0L1?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

RE: Call for the abolition of marijuana shop in UBC
1 message

Ken Lao <77777laok@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 3:41 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca, david.edy.mla@leg.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear officers;

It was told that Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to run the shop at 5728 Univercity Blvd. As the resident in
UBC,As the resident in UBC,  i call for the abolition based in the below reason:

1)The shop would attact the peoples who was addicted in Marjijuana and would bring the seires social problems
and the public sercurity.
2)The chirlds would be tempetated and have the risk of taking the Marjijuana. 
3)The Marjijuana shop would  have the promotion methods such as candy and snack to explore the market. in
that way , the child under 18 would be easily to be seduced . it would also brings the harmful to the childs in the
mental and the brains's growth. 
  
Best regards,

Huiming chen/UBC
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis retail sales on UBC UEL 
1 message

Jackie Sun <chinajackiey@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 3:56 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear Sir/Madam,

As a mother of UBC student I strongly oppose any permit for Cannabis retail sales on UBC UEL.

Thank you for your consideration!

Yours sincerely 

Jacqueline Sun
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application in UNA area 
1 message

William Li <williamzhli@hotmail.com> Mon, Jun 14, 2021 at 1:51 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

 

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

 

 

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for
5784 University Blvd., Vancouver, BC (UEL village) from Burb Cannabis Corporation and for
Unit102/202-5728 University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis.

 

I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons:

 

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children
(preschoolers and K-12 students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school
for children with disabilities that need our best protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill
secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare
centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These schools are located from 440
to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children
with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for children
with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application
address is at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1900
K-12 students frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as
banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to
them at a very early age. 

 

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from
the proposed retail address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also
brings unpleasant smoke odour in the nearby area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s
customers will not. Who can guarantee that the odour wound not affect the brain of baby and
children?  How is this business development help our children/families/residences in any aspect?

 

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4
cannabis retail stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young
children population. I would regard this application’s approval as a serious threat and damage to
the UBC neighborhood children and families’ safety, health, freedom and rights.
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4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in
this neighborhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing
businesses nearby. They include an after-school education firm, staples, coffee shops, food
places, medical offices, a gym and grocery stores. As the south campus has many similar shops,
for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will avoid possible trips to UEL village and use
other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single biggest damper for the
development of the UEL village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this area will
drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially
a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area.

 

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students,
among whom there are 18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the
legalization of cannabis is still not the case in most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Legality_of_cannabis). In many cultures, having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to
the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for the residents from these culture
background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-class university.
Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just
across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location can be viewed
by many as not suitable or considerate.

 

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the
existing community members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful,
multicultural, and close-to-nature neighborhood that we built together. The damages are on safety,
health, environment, economics, culture and education, that one can easily see by reading the
demography data and previous urban planning data of our community.  

 

Sincerely,

Chaohui Li (William)

                 

                  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Strongly Against Opening a Cannabis Retail Store at Unit102/202 5728 University
Blvd
1 message

WeiJing Zou <zouweijing@gmail.com> Sun, Jun 13, 2021 at 8:43 AM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>,
uelcac@gmail.com

To whom it may concern, 
 
As a resident of UBC community, a mother of three children, I am writing to express my deep concern and firm objection
to opening a cannabis retail store at Unit102/202  5728 University  Blvd.     
 
Opening a cannabis store on a university land is just a ridiculous decision, especially in the case that there are two
elementary schools and one secondary school very close by! Cannabis is illegal to people under 19 years old. Every year,
around 10,000 students are admitted into UBC undergraduates and most of them are 18 or 19. The number of
elementary and secondary students is also big. Having a cannabis store in an area with so many young people poses a
huge risk for them. They would have easier access to the illegal staff (cannabis and related products) that they should not
touch. We should protect our kids and youths from them! It is not the environment that I want to put my kids in.
 
Therefore, I strongly oppose opening a cannabis retail store at Unit102/202  5728 University  Blvd!
 
Sincerely,

Weijing Zou
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

5784 & 5728 University Blvd. re-zoning - opposition 
1 message

ge gigi <gigi.ge@outlook.com> Thu, Jun 10, 2021 at 11:04 AM
To: "planuel@gov.bc.ca" <planuel@gov.bc.ca>, "david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "uelcac@gmail.com"
<uelcac@gmail.com>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>

 Hello UEL office,

My name is Gigi and I work in Westbrook Village. I am writing to express strong opposition to the
proposed Cannabis retail store within the University Endowment lands. Some of my reasons are
below: 

1. As per economical gain: Cannabis dispensary makes far less money than claimed. They need to open
as many outlets as possible to maintain strong presence (and attract new users of course), in the face of
over-whelming challenges from the political front, health aversions from consumption and from its odour,
plus community push-backs. DO NOT be fooled by their tactic, especially not at the expense of our
peaceful, academy and family-oriented community; 

Resource: B.C. still loses money on legalized marijuana: https://www.vicnews.com/business/b-c-still-losing-
money-on-legalized-marijuana-sales/ 

2. As per crime: We already face skyrocketing petty crimes on the UBC campus (somewhere about 114%
rise compares to pre-COVID). Are you ready to be the main player to further drive up crime rate on campus
by allowing Cannabis Retail units and all the commotions resulted from it? 

3. As per health: As a health professional, I am obliged to advise you the negative health affects
associated with long-term recreational marijuana use/abuse. I am sharing a SPECT scan of a 16-year-old
who has daily abuse of Marijuana. A typical normal brain SPECT should show no hollow area. It is sad, he’s
life is destroyed, so are his caretakers/family's. Legal does not mean it’s “right”. Being legal is the minimum
requirement in a civil society; unfortunately, the time has come for us to have to fight for a reasonable
minimal standard. 
<Brain Scan Marijuana abuse in teens.png>
Source: Amen’s Clinic (the specialist for brain injuries) 

4. I am attaching a letter drafted by fellow resident and that I concur and support. 

Thank you for the attention.

Gigi  

https://www.vicnews.com/business/b-c-still-losing-money-on-legalized-marijuana-sales/
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at
Unit102/202 5728 University Blvd. 
1 message

Mei Dong <dongmei4362@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 5:00 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca, david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL officers,

I strongly oppose that the Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to use the Bubble Waffle Cafe store space at Unit102/202
5728 University Blvd.  The reasons are under:

1) Attract all kinds of people who smoke cannabis;
 2) There is a risk of attracting curious teenagers and children nearby;
 3) Deterioration of air quality.
 4) Cannabis attracts children with candies and snacks. Children under 18 will destroy the development and growth of the
brain if they eat it.
 5) UBC is a world-renowned institution and a symbol of the future generation. Promoting a healthy life concept should
also be one of UBC's educational concepts. It will affect the quality of life that guides all young generations.

Sincerely,
Mei

https://www.google.com/maps/search/5728+University+Blvd?entry=gmail&source=g
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

In opposite to cannabis stores applied to open in our community - Unit102/202 5728
University Blvd 
1 message

jessie zhang <jessiezhangcpa@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 6:56 PM
To: planuel@gov.bc.ca
Cc: david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca, areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff,

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for  Unit102/202
5728 University Blvd ., Vancouver, BC (UEL village) from Burb Cannabis Corporation. I strongly oppose this
application for the following reasons:

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and
K-12 students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that
need our best protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School,
about 1900 K-12 students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These
schools are located from 440 to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith
School for children with learning disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for
children with and without disabilities (~ 100 children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application address is
at the UEL village, where many young families with babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on
a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned
the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very early age.

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the proposed
retail address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour
in the nearby area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can guarantee that the
odour wound not affect the brain of baby and children? How is this business development help our
children/families/residences in any aspect?

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail
stores, none of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would
regard this application’s approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and
families’ safety, health, freedom and rights.

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this
neighborhood would negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They
include an after-school education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery
stores. As the south campus has many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will
avoid possible trips to UEL village and use other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single
biggest damper for the development of the UEL village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this
area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially a
problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this area.

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom
there are 18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still
not the case in most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabi\). In many cultures,
having a cannabis store nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for

https://www.google.com/maps/search/202+5728+University+Blvd%C2%A0.,+Vancouver,+BC?entry=gmail&source=g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabis
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the residents from these culture background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-
class university. Considering that Regent College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just
across the street and there are two chapels down the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as not
suitable or considerate.

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing
community members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-
nature neighborhood that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture
and education, that one can easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning data of our
community. 

Sincerely, 

Jessie
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Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Objection to the cannabis retail application at Unit 102/202-5728 University Blvd 
1 message

Janie Chan <janie_chan@yahoo.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 9:28 PM
Reply-To: janie_chan@yahoo.com
To: UEL office <planuel@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: Minister David Eby <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "Jen McCutcheon, Director Electoral Area A" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
UEL Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear UEL administration office manager and staff, 

I am writing to express my strongest objection to the non-medical cannabis retail application for Unit 102/202-5728
University Blvd from Atheneum Cannabis. I strongly oppose this application for the following reasons: 

1. Worried about the wellbeing and safety of children: There are more than 2600 children (preschoolers and K-12
students) that go to school daily in this area, including two center/school for children with disabilities that need our best
protection. They are Uhill elementary, Uhill secondary, Norma Rose Point, Eaton Smith School, about 1900 K-12
students, 10+ daycare centers (~ 700 age 0-5 children) and two community centers. These schools are located from 440
to 1000 meters away from the proposed retail address. Especially, Eaton Smith School for children with learning
disabilities is 600 meters away, and Berwick Child Development Centre for children with and without disabilities (~ 100
children) is about 700 meters away. The retail application address is at the UEL village, where many young families with
babies and toddlers and the 1900 K-12 students frequent on a daily basis to get their food, groceries and service places
such as banks and doctors. I am deeply concerned the negative influences that this retail may bring to them at a very
early age. 

2. Unpleasant odour: The closest park: Jim Everett memorial park is only 100 meters away from the proposed retail
address, where kids play. In many cannabis stores, the customer flow also brings unpleasant smoke odour in the nearby
area, and there is no guarantee that this store’s customers will not. Who can guarantee that the odour wound not affect
the brain of baby and children? How is this business development help our children/families/residences in any aspect? 

3. Existing easy accessible Cannabis stores: Within 5 km circle of UBC, there are already 4 cannabis retail stores, none
of which is comparable to UBC in the scale of schools and young children population. I would regard this application’s
approval as a serious threat and damage to the UBC neighborhood children and families’ safety, health, freedom and
rights. 

4. Negative impact to the business of surrounding stores: Opening a retail cannabis store in this neighborhood would
negatively limit the business potential/opportunities for existing businesses nearby. They include an after-school
education firm, staples, coffee shops, food places, medical offices, a gym and grocery stores. As the south campus has
many similar shops, for the reason that there is a cannabis store, many will avoid possible trips to UEL village and use
other alternatives. Eventually, this cannabis store can be the single biggest damper for the development of the UEL
village. I could also imagine that the real-estate prices near this area will drop, which lowers the real estate taxes/levies
that the city, and UEL can collect. This is especially a problem for UBC as there are so many residential buildings in this
area. 

5. Culture shock for Tourist/UBC international Students:UBC has a total of 66,512 students, among whom there are
18,283 international students (about 28%). Please bear in mind that the legalization of cannabis is still not the case in
most of the countries (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabi\). In many cultures, having a cannabis store
nearby is very damaging to the residents’ comfort and life quality, which is the case for the residents from these culture
background. It also gives the tourists negative impressions of UBC as a world-class university. Considering that Regent
College, the first graduate school of theology in North America, is just across the street and there are two chapels down
the University Blvd, this location can be viewed by many as not suitable or considerate. 

With these comments, I am writing about the potential damages that this store can bring to the existing community
members and children, who have been enjoying the very nice, peaceful, multicultural, and close-to-nature neighborhood
that we built together. The damages are on safety, health, environment, economics, culture and education, that one can
easily see by reading the demography data and previous urban planning data of our community.  

Sincerely,  
Jan 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cannabi/
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8/13/2021 Gmail - Oppose Cannabis retail sales on UBC UEL

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=8fe9bde3f2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1702131808799195868&simpl=msg-f%3A170213180879… 1/1

Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

Oppose Cannabis retail sales on UBC UEL 
1 message

Jackie Sun <chinajackiey@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 3:56 PM
To: "PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca" <PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca>, "areaajen@gmail.com" <areaajen@gmail.com>,
"david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca" <david.eby.mla@leg.bc.ca>, "uelcac@gmail.com" <uelcac@gmail.com>

Dear Sir/Madam,

As a mother of UBC student I strongly oppose any permit for Cannabis retail sales on UBC UEL.

Thank you for your consideration!

Yours sincerely 

Jacqueline Sun



8/13/2021 Gmail - RE: Call for the abolition of marijuana shop in UBC

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=8fe9bde3f2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1702130881404893416&simpl=msg-f%3A170213088140… 1/1

Community Advisory Council <uelcac@gmail.com>

RE: Call for the abolition of marijuana shop in UBC
1 message

Ken Lao <77777laok@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 9, 2021 at 3:41 PM
To: PlanUEL@gov.bc.ca, david.edy.mla@leg.bc.ca
Cc: areaajen@gmail.com, uelcac@gmail.com

Dear officers;

It was told that Atheneum Cannabis is proposing to run the shop at 5728 Univercity Blvd. As the resident in
UBC,As the resident in UBC,  i call for the abolition based in the below reason:

1)The shop would attact the peoples who was addicted in Marjijuana and would bring the seires social problems
and the public sercurity.
2)The chirlds would be tempetated and have the risk of taking the Marjijuana. 
3)The Marjijuana shop would  have the promotion methods such as candy and snack to explore the market. in
that way , the child under 18 would be easily to be seduced . it would also brings the harmful to the childs in the
mental and the brains's growth. 
  
Best regards,

Huiming chen/UBC
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